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INTRODUCTION . 

This document corresponds to volume II of the study on the legal situation of Latin 
American and Caribbean women, defined according to the resolutions and mandates of 
the United Nations system, and consists of a systematized inventory of the measures 
adopted in various regional and world forums */ relating to the legal and social 
status of women. It is composed of a main body, which-contains a summary of the 
measures, and three indexes referring to it. 

TO facilitate the use of the document, the main body is divided into two parts, 
within which the information has been organized by forum and in chronological order. 
The first part includes a summary of the resolutions (conventions, recommendations, 
declarations and'resolutions) which deal with the legal situation of women, while 
the second summarizes the information included in the Plans of Action referring to 
the subject. 

} The abstracts of the measures are presented in file sheets which provide a 
summary of the measures on the basis of the following factors: 

Forum code: code corresponding to each forum, that is, General Assembly (GA), 
"Economic and Social Council (E), etc. In order to be able to prepare the indexes 
contained in sections III, IV and V, it was necessary to set up a special code for 
each forum.**/ These codes are valid only; for this document and should not be used 
to locate the measures in the official United'Nations documents. 

Number of the measure: number by which the measure is identified in. each 
forum» These numbers are those appearing in: the official United Nations documents. 

Title of the measure: title of the measure as it appears in the official 
documents of the United Nations. 

Forum and year adopted: name of the forum and year the measure was adopted. 

V The measures included were1 selected from the following'forums: United 
Nations General Assembly; Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC)'; International 
Conference on Human Rights (Teheran, Iran, 1968); International Conference of the 
International Women's Year (Mexico City, Mexico, 1975); World Conference of the 
United Nations Decade for Women: Equality,' Development-, and Peace (Copenhagen, • 
Denmark, 1980); Second Regional Conference on the Integration of Women into the 
Economic and Social Development of Latin America (Macuto, Venezuela, 1979); FAO, 
World Conference on Agrarian Reform and Rural Development (1979); International 
Labour Organisation (ILO); United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organization (UNESCO); and First Regional Conference on the Integration of Women ; 
into the Economic and Social Development of Latin Anierica (Havana, Cuba, 1977). 

**/ See the list of codes on page vii. 



Type of measure: this indicates whether the measure constitutes international 
legislation (convention, agreement), that is, agreements which, if they are ratified 
by the States, impose international legal obligations on them; or whether it is not 
international legislation (resolution, mandate, recommendation)v<:that is, it does 
not impose legal obligations on the States, although it does guide national action... 

. Reference to-, the'legal situation of women: these are the. principal elements 
of the mfeasure which correspond with the legal situation of women, that is, the 
most relevant legal aspects. 

: Type of legislation: this refers t.o the different categories of law covered 
by the measure., for example, civile labour, public, etc. 

.. grame of reference of the- measurer Tthis was taken from the preambular 
paragraphs and cites other.measures, which.-served as a reference, Trustification or 
support for the measure in question. ( . . 

Operative, context : con-tains all, the measures, i/hich accompany ̂the. legislative 
measures. , .-, , • , . . . . -.-;. 

To whom the measure is directed: name of the persons,.organizations,.etc., to 
whom or to which ;the measure is directed. 

Description of the areas dealt with : these are the descriptors of. the content 
of the measure, which are used to construct an analytical index of the-matérial. 

Access may be gained to the Information- contained in.the file sheets from 
various points of view by the, use of the indexes which are': included after the main, 
body. To facilitate the relationship between the main body and the indexes, the 
references to the latter ; are made by a number made up of.the following elements: code 
of the forum from which the measure emanated and number-of the measure and page in 
which it appears in the document: for example, GA73Ì (VIIÌ)-20, "where GA corresponds 
to the •General Assembly code, .731 (VIII) is the number of the resolution and .20 is 
the number of the page where the summary of the measure is found irir this volume. 

The first index, entitled Index of resolutions and mandates of the United 
Nations system referring to the legal situation of women, makes it possible, to 
retrieve information by type of legislation (political rights, civil rights, etc.), 
and within this, by type of measure..(resolution, convention, declaration, etc»). 
For each entry, the number of the measure is noted -which as indicated above refers 
to the page in which the summary of the content of tije measure , is found, in this . 
document- and the title and year in.which it was adppted. It also tells,whether 
the measure was or was not international legislationand whether women are the 
fócal point of the measure., •• . .. . 

The second indexis an extract of the first and includes the.measures adopted 
by the United Nations, system which constitute .international, legislation. For each 
entry,'the number.of-the!measure, the title and the ,ĵ ear, in, which it ,j?as established 
are given. •-.-.'• ••>-. ,, 

The third is an analytical index which makes it possible to identify the 
specific conoepts treated in the measures summarized in the file sheets. Under 
each term or descriptor, the identification number of the measure is given. 
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CODES USED 

GA United Nations General Assembly 

E Economic and Social Council 

HRC International Conference on Human Rights 
(Teheran, Iran, 22 April-13 May 1968) 

WCM World Conference of the International 
Women's Year 
(Mexico City, Mexico, 19 June-2 July 1975) 

WCC World Conference of the United Nations Decade 
for Women: Equality, Development and Peace 
(Copenhagen, Denmark, 14-30 July 1980) 

RCM Second Regional Conference on the Integration 
of Women into the Economic and Social 
Development of Latin America 
(Macuto, Venezuela, 12-16 November, 1979) 

FAO Food and Agriculture Organization of the 
United Nations. World Conference on Agrarian 
Reform and Rural Development (1979) 

ILO International Labour Organisation 

UNESCO United Nations Educational, Scientific and 
Cultural Organization 

RCH First Regional Conference on the Integration 
of Women into Latin American Economic and 
Social Development. Regional Plan of Action 
(Havana, Cuba, 1977) 





RESOLUTIONS (CONVENTIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS, DECLARATIONS, 
RESOLUTIONS) ON THE LEGAL SITUATION 

OF WOMEN 
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lfa.i"ted.Nations General Assembly V 

File sheets of resolutions on the légal situation of women.**/ 

*/ Until the thirtieth session (1975), General Assembly resolutions were 
numbered consecutively in Arabic numerals, while the sessions were numbered in 
Roman numerals (for example, 56 (I)). Beginning with the thirty-first session 
(1976), the form of numbering the resolutions changed, with only Arabic numerals 
being used thereafter. Thus, the number of the session appears first, followed 
by a stroke and the number of the resolution (for example, 34/180). 

**/ The file sheets are presented in order of session, and within these, by 
number of resolution, using the code GA to identify them. File sheets were not 
prepared for the following measures: resolution 2199 (XXI), Draft declaration on 
the elimination of discrimination against women, and resolution 33/177, Draft 
convention on the elimination of discrimination against women. Both resolutions 
were limited to recommending that the subjects treated in their titles should be 
dealt with at the following session of the General Assembly. 
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GA56 (I) 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

Political rights of women 

General Assembly ....... 

1946 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Recommends granting to women the same political 
rights as to men 

Political rights 

a) Preamble of the United Nations Charter; to 
achieve international co-operation in promoting 
and encouraging human rights and fundamental 
freedoms without distinction as to sex 

b) In some member States women do not have political 
rights 

Only recommendation 

Governments 
Secretary-General of the United Nations 

POLITICAL RIGHTS 
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GA126 (II) 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: , . 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 
Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

Transfer to the United Nations of the functions 
and powers exercised by the League of Nations 
undet1 the international Convention of 30 September 
1921 on Traffic in Women and Children, the" 
Convention of 11 October 1933 on Traffic in Women 
of Full Age and the Convention of 12 September 
1923 on Traffic in Obscene Publications 

General Assembly 

1947 

Convention 

a) Approval of the protocols of transfer to the 
United Nations of the conventions on traffic 
in women and children adopted by the United 
Nations General Assembly 

b) Recommendation that they should be signed without 
delay and that their provisions should be 
implemented 

Public law and penal law 

To continue international co-operation in 
suppressing traffic in women and children 

Governments 
Secretary-General of the United Nations 
Economic and Social Council 

OBSCENE PUBLICATIONS 
TRAFFIC IN PERSONS 
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GA317' ( IV) 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure : Convention 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: a) Adoption of the Convention for the suppression 

of the .traffic of persons and prostitution 
b) Proposal to the States members and non-members 

invited by it to ratify thè convention; 25 
. , > : articles which: provide for punishment of any 

, • : act of inducing, exploiting or agreeing to the 
, prostitution of another person; special 

protection of women, children and migrants; 
.publicity on the subject, extradition, etc. 

Type of legislation: Public law and penal law 

Frame of reference: Prostitution and the traffic in persons are 
incompatible with the dignity and worth of the 
person and endanger the welfare of the family and 
the community; previous conventions on the subject 
adopted by the League of Nations 

Operative context: 

Directed to: Governments 
: Secretary-General of the United Nations 

. , : ; V Convention for the Suppression of the Traffic in 
jPèrsóns and of the Exploitation of the Prostitution 
of others 

"•••"'.̂¡•''•."General' Assembly 

: 1949 ' 

Areas dealt with: PROSTITUTION : , 
TRAFFIC IN PERSONS 
EXPLOITATION OF WOMEN 



GA6I+0 (VII) 

Forum: 

Convention on the Political Rights of Women 

General Assembly 

Year: 

"iype of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference : 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

1952 

Convention 

To open the convention for signature and ratifica-
tion (it contains 10 articles on the public and 
civil rights of women on equal terms with men) 

Political rights 

Charter of the United Nations; promotion of equal 
rights between men and women (resolution 56 (I)) 

Governments 
Secretary-General of the United Nations 

POLITICAL RIGHTS 
APPOINTMENT OF-WOMEN TO PUBLIC POSTS 
EQUAL RIGHTS 



GA731 ( Y i n ) 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of me as vire: 

Referenoe to the ,legal; 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative•conte xt : 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 
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Development: of political rights of women in 
Territories where these rights are not fully 
enjoyed 

General Assembly 

1953 . s / j 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Urges governments to take all necessary measures, 
particularly educational and legislative measures, 
leading to the development of the political rights 

; of women in, those countries in which these measures 
,. have .not yet b§en put into effect 

Political rights 

ECOSOC resolution 56 (I), resolution 640 (VII) and 
resolution 504F (XVI) 

Educational as well as legislative measures are 
proposed : 

Governments 

POLITICAL RIGHTS 
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GA843 (IX) . ; 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

Status of women.in private law: customs, ancient 
laws and practices affecting the human dignity of 
woman 

General Assembly 

1954 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Urges governments to abolish ancient laws, practices 
and customs (child marriages, forced marriages, 
etc.) (provision No. 1) 

Private law (marriage and family) 

Principles set forth in the United Nations Charter 
and in thè Universal Declaration of Human Rights; 
situation of women in certain areas of the world 
in which they are subject to ancient laws relating 
to marriage and the family which are inconsistent 
with these principles; the elimination of these 
laws and customs would favour individual dignity 
and the well-being of the family as an institution 

Recommends informing public opinion about the 
Uhiversal Declaration of Human Rights and other 
instruments which affect the legal and social 
status of women 

Governments 

STATUS OF WOMEN 
MARRIAGE 
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GAIO 40 (XI) .. 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference:, 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Convention on the nationality of married women 

General Assembly 

1957 

Convention 

To open the Convention for signature and ratifica-
tion; the latter establishes., inter alia, that 
neither the celebration nor the. dissolution of a 
marriage nor the change of nationality of the 
husband during the marriage shall automatically 
affect, the. nationality of the wife (article 1) 

Public law . .i.;••• 

Reaffirming article 15 of the Universal Declaration 
of Human Rights (everyone has the right to a 
nationality) in view of conflicts with respect 
to nationality 

Governments 
Secretary-General of the United Nations 

Areas..dealt with: NATIONALITY OF MARRIED WOMEN 
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GAI163 (XII) 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

Seminars on the status of women 

General " Assembly. 
1957 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

a) Invites the Commission on the Status of Women to 
pursue its efforts aimed at the improvement of 
the legal and social status of women throughout 
the world (provision No. 1) 

b) Expresses the hope that seminars on the status 
of women will be held as frequently as possible 
under the programme of advisory services in the 
field of human rights (provision 2) 

Improvement of the legal status of women in general; 
holding seminars as a support to legal aspects 

a) Successes of the Seminar on the civic rights 
of Asian women (Bangkok, Thailand, 1957) 

b) Work of the Commission on the Status of Women 

Commission on the Status of Women 

STATUS OF WOMEN 
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GA1680 (XVI) 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

Draft Convention and Draft Recommendation on 
Consent to Marriage, Minimum Age of Marriage and 
Registration of Marriages 

General Assembly 

1961 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Decides to assign priority, at its next session, to 
the consideration of the draft convention and draft 
recommendation on marriage (consent, minimum age, 
etc.) 

Private law (marriage) 

Having noted the progress made in the above draft 
convention and draft recommendation 

Secretary-General of the United Nations 

MARRIAGE 
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GAI763 (XVII) 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

Draft Convention and Draft Recommendation on 
Consent to Marriage, Minimum Age for Marriage 
and Registration of Marriages (Parts A and B) 

General Assembly 

1962 

Part A: Convention 
Part B: Resolution which does not constitute 

international legislation 

The.Convention is open for signature and ratifica-
tion; it has ten articles and establishes free 
consent for marriage, minimum age and competent 
authority; the draft recommendation is sent to the 
Committee on the Status of Women for revision in 
the light of the Convention 

Private law (marriage) 

Respect for human rights; affirmation of article 
16 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 
(equal rights as to marriage and free consent), 
and resolution 843 (IX) 

Governments (Part A) 
Secretary-General of the United Nations (Part A) 
Economic and,Social Council (Part B) 

MARRIAGE 
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GA1921- (XVIII) 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type ôf legislation:'' 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

Draft-Declaration on the Elimination of 
Discrimination against Women 

General Assembly 

1963 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation . 

a) Requests the Commission on the Status of Women 
to prepare a draft declaration on the elimination 
of discrimination against women (provision 1) 

b) invites governments to send their comments 
relating to this declaration (provision 2) 

Declaration on the elimination of discrimination 
against women (draft) 

Charter and Universal Declaration of"Human Rights; 
affirmation pf the equality of rights regardless ,. 
Of Sex, bearing in mind the growing participation ~ 
of women and the existence of considerable discrim-
ination against them 

Governments 
Economic and Social Council 

ELIMINATION 'OF DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN 



GA2018 (XX) Recommendation ón Consent to Marriage, Minimum 
Age for Marriage and Registration of Marriages' 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference': 

Operative context : ;:. 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: , 

General Assembly 

1965 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Recommends that the States which have not already 
adopted legislative measures in this regard should 
adopt such measures or other measures as may be 
appropriate to give effect to the principles of 
free consent to marriage, competent authority and 
determination of the minimum age (provision 1) 

Private law (marriage) 

Resolution 843 (IX); article 16 of the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights; article 2 of the 
Supplementary Convention of 1956 on the Abolition 
of Slavery; right of women to marry and found a 
family, equal rights as to marriage and free 
consent 

Adoption of legislative measures or other measures 
(religious, cultural, educational, etc.) 

Governments 

MARRIAGE 
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GA2263 (XXII) 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: . 

Type of legislation! 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

Declaration on the elimination of discrimination 
against women 

General Assembly 

1967 

Resolution which5does not constitute international 
legislation.(declaration). 

a) Proclamation of the principles of the declara-
tion: eleven articles which show discrimination 
to be unjust 

b) Urges governments to take all appropriate 
measures» including legislative measures, to 
combat discrimination. Included in the declara-
tion are: education of public opinion on the 
subject; right to vote, hold public office, and 
be elected; the same rights as men in regard to 
nationality^:equal civil rights; abolition of 
penal discrimination; equal rights to education 
and employment, etc. 

Declaration on the elimination of discrimination 
against women (summarizes political and civil 
rights, rights with regard to penal legislation, 
: etc. ); x: -

Resolutions, declarations, conventions and recom-
mendations against the elimination of discrimination 
contained in the Charter and the Universal Declara-
tion of Human.Rights. Discrimination against women 
exists and constitutes an offence against dignity. 
Universal recognition of the principle of the 
equality of men and women is essential 

"All appropriate measures, including legislation, 
shall be taken"; this implies educating public 
opinion, eliminating common prejudices and practices 
which are discriminatory, taking administrative and 
planning measures regarding education and 
employment, etc. 

Governments 

ELIMINATION OF DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN 
POLITICAL RIGHTS 
EQUAL RIGHTS 
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GA2716 (XXV) 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context :. 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

Programme of Concerted International Action for 
the Advancement of Women 

General Assembly 

1970 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

The programme includes in its general objectives: 
ratification of international conventions; enact-
ment of legislation to bring national laws into 
conformity with international instruments, espe-
cially resolution 2263 (XXII); and the adoption of 
legal measures to ensure the full implementation 
of these instruments (provisions 1,2 and 3) 

References to legislative measures in a long-term 
international programme 

Resolution 2263 (XXII), Declaration on the elimina-
tion of discrimination against women; resolution 
IX of the International Conference on Human Rights; 
hope that general and complete disarmament will 
release resources which can be used for the benefit 
of all peoples; need for a concerted international 
programme of action to improve the status of women 

Recommendation that the Programme of Concerted 
International Action should be carried out; encour-
agement of continuous education; protection of the 
family; role of regional training and research 
centres for social welfare service; organization 
of conferences, seminars and meetings; invitation 
to agencies of the system and recommendation to the 
governments that they should collaborate in carrying 
out the programme 

Governments 
International organizations 
Secretary-General of the United Nations 

PROFESSIONAL AND TECHNICAL TRAINING AND GUIDANCE 
TECHNICAL.CO-OPERATION FOR DEVELOPMENT 
PROTECTION OF MOTHERS AND CHILDREN 
INSTITUTIONAL CO-ORDINATION 
ELIMINATION OF DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN 



GA3010 (XXVII) International Women's Year 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation; 

Frame of reference: 

Operative, context: 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

General Assembly 

1972 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

a) Decides to devote International Women's Year to 
. intensifying measures aimed at, inter alia, : 
promoting equality between men and women 
(provision 2, paragraph (a)) 

b) Invites member States to take steps to ensure 
the full realization of the rights of women on 
the basis of the Declaration on the Elimination 
of Discrimination against Women (provision 3) 

c) Invites governments to ratify the 1951 IL0 
Convention concerning equal remuneration for mein 
and women workers for work of equal value 
(provision 4) 

Labour legislation and equality under the law in 
general. ; 

Declaration on -the Elimination of Discrimination 
against.-Jiomeri -(resolution 2253 (XXII)); need to 
reinforce the recognition of the principle of 
equality of men and women, de jure and de facto 
(resolution 2626 (XXV)); goals and objectives for 
the Decade; encouragement of full integration of 
women in development 

Proclamation of International Women's Year; to 
ensure; the. full integration of women in development 
to reqpgnize the contribution of women to peace; to 
prepare a draft programme for the Year 

Governments 
Secretary-General of the United Nations 

.ELIMINATION; OF DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN 
EQUAL ̂ RIGHTS 
EQUAL. PAY. 
WORLD PLAN.' OF ACTION 
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GA3519 (XXX) 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure : 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

Women's participation in the strengthening of 
international peace and security and in the 
struggle against colonialism, racism, racial 
discrimination, foreign aggression and occupation 
and all forms of foreign domination 

General Assembly 

1975 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Reaffirms the principles promulgated in the Declara-
tion of Mexico on the Equality of Women and their 
Contribution to Development and Peace, 1975 
(provision 1) 
Reaffirms that the strengthening of peace and the 
elimination of colonialism, racism and all forms 
of foreign occupation are indispensable for the 
safeguarding of the rights of men and women 
(provision 2) 

Equality under the law; participation of women in 
the strengthening of peace and against colonialism 

Declaration of Mexico on the equality of women; 
World Plan of Action; role of women in the struggle 
for peace and against colonialism and apartheid; 
concern for apartheid 

General disarmament and the struggle for peace; 
solidarity and assistance to women who are strug-
gling for national liberation 

Secretary-General of the United Nations 
Governments 
Intergovernmental organizations 
Hon-governmental organizations 
PEACE 
RACIAL DISCRIMINATION 
COLONIALISM 
APARTHEID 
FOREIGN DOMINATION 
RACISM 
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY 
INTERNATIONAL NORMS 
WORLD PLAN OF ACTION 
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GA3523 (XXX) 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

Women in rural areas 

General Assembly 

1975 . :cT' '.' 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Urges governments to achieve socioeconomic condi-
tions based on the realization of the full and 
equal partnership of men and women in the develop-
ment of society, both in law and in fact (provision 
- 1, paragraph (b)) 

'•Economic and social rights of rural women 

Essential role: of rural women in the family and in 
development, woffcing in agriculture and food 
production and distribution 

Gathering data on the status of rural women; 
promoting agricultural productivity; preparing 
guidelines for non-formal educational programmes; 
giving priority to programmes aimed at integrating 
rural women in development 

Governments 
International organizations 
Secretary-General of the United Nations 

RURAL WOMEN' 
RURAL DEVELOPMENT 

• PARTICIPATION OF WOMEN 
EQUAL RIGHTS 
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GA31/134 Improvement of the status and role of women in 
education. 

Forum: General Assembly 

Year: 1976 
Type of measure: Resolution which does not constitute international 

legislation. 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: a) Urges all governments to become parties to the 

Convention Against Discrimination in Education 
(UNESCO, i960) and the ILO Conventions of 1958 
and 1975 (provision 1) 

b) Calls*upon States to improve the status of women 
in education, bearing in mind resolution 2263 

' (xXIt) and the relevant conventions of ILO and 
UNESCO (provision 2, paragraphs (a) and (b)) 

c) Calls upon States to introducer-free and compul-
sory education at the elementary level and, when 
possible, free education at all levels; to 

; promote co-education; to ensure equal access to 
scholarships and other study grants (provision 
4, paragraphs (a), (b) and (c)) 

Type of legislation: Educational and labour legislation 

Frame of reference: Declaration on the Elimination of Discrimination 
against Women (resolution 2263 (XXII)): need for 
women to have equal rights, since the development 
of a country requires the participation of women; 
importance of promoting the education of women 

Operative context: a) Calls upon States to adopt appropriate measures 
in their economic, social and cultural 
programmes 

b) Recommends that States should expand the ex-
change of experience on the improvement of the 
status of women in education 

c) Invites States and specialized agencies (ILO, 
UNESCO and others) to submit their observations 
concerning this subject 

d) Requests a report on the subject from the 
Se eretary-General 

Directed to: Governments 
Secretary-General of the United Nations 

Areas dealt with: EDUCATION 
STATUS OF WOMEN 
INSTITUTIONAL CO-ORDINATION 
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GA32/136 

For inn: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women : 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

convention on the elimination of 
discrimination against women 

Général Assembly 

1977 

Résolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Expresses the hope that the Convention will be 
Adopted; 
Decides to include the subject in the provision-
al programmes of its thirty-third session, as a 

v matter of high priority (provisions 3 and 4) 

Elimination- of discrimination against women 

Adoption of a convention on the subject will 
contribute to the implementation of the principal 
objectives of; the United Nations Decade for Women: 

- ; Equality, Development and Peace, and to the realiza-
tion Of the principles of equality between men and 
women 

a) Takes note of the report of the Working Group 
of the Third Committee charged with studying 

' : the draft convention 
bj Recommends that a Working Group should be 

established to continue the work 

Directed to: International organizations 

Areas dealt with: ELIMINATION OF- DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN 
INSTITUTIONAL CO-ORDINATION 
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GA33/184 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: . 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

Importance of the improvement of the status and role, of 
women in education and in the economic and social fields 
for the achievement of the equality of women with men 

General Assembly 

1979 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

a) Urges States to take the necessary measures to promote 
full equality of women with men in education and 
in the economic and social fields (provision 1) 

b) Recommends that istates envisage in their policies all 
appropriate measures to enable women to participate 
in work on an equal footing with men (provision 2) 

Educational legislation., labour legislation, equality in 
the economic and social fields. Measures of support to 
improve the legal status of women 

Importanceof improving the status of women in education 
and in the economic and social fields, as a step towards 
equality between men and women, and recalling that the 
period 1976-1985 is the United Nations Decade for Women: 
Equality, Development and Peace 

a) Recommends that the States should take necessary 
measures (legislative and non-legislative) 

b) Invites the States to give in their reports on their 
experience in the improvement of the status of women 
in education and, in the economic and social fields 

c) Invites the specialized agencies and other organi-
zations: to submit their observations concerning ways 
and means for this improvement 

d) Requests these agencies to make studies in this regard 
e) Requests a report from the Secretary-General 

Governments 
Secretary-General of the United Nations 
International organizations 
Other 
EDUCATION 
EMPLOYMENT 
EQUAL RIGHTS 
INSTITUTIONAL CO-ORDINATION 
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GA34/180 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

"•It- proposes the following: to embody the principle 
; - of irhe equality of men'and women in the national 

; ' •'"•• constitutions and ensure through law the realization 
- of this principle (.article 2); to take all appro-

priate measures, including legislation, to ensure 
'••••••' - the development o'f .women (article 3); to take all 

appropriate measures, including legislation, to 
suppress all forms of traffic in women (article 6); 
to ensure women the opportunity to represent their 
country, equality in the field of education and 

T employment and equal rights with men with respect 
r to nationality (articles 9, 10 and 11); concerns 

for problems faced by rural women (article 14), 
etc. The Convention is composed of 16 articles 

Type of legislation: Includes all types of rights 

Frame of reference: Declaration on the Elimination of Discrimination 
agaihst "Women; resolution 33/177, draft convention 
on this subject; discrimination against women is 

: incompatible with human dignity; the welfare of 
thè World and the cause of peace require the full 
participation of both men and women; it is neces-
sary'to ensure the universal recognition in law and 
in fact of the principle of equality of men and 
women 

Operative context: a) Requests the States to adopt legislative and 
noh-legislative'-measures 

b) Requests the Secretary-General to: i) present 
the text of the Convention to the World 
Conference of the United Nations Decade for • 
Women and ii)'submit to the General Assembly at 
its thirty-fifth session a report on the status 
of'the Convention 

Convention on the elimination of all forms of 
discrimination against women 

• •• n -

General Assembly 

1979 

Convention 

Adopts the Convention and opens it for signature 
and ratification and expresses the hope that it 
will be ratified and come into force as soon as 
possible, ' "Discrimination" is defined (article 1). 
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GA34/180 (cont.) 

Directed to: Member States 
Secretary-General of the United Nations 

Areas dealt with: ELIMINATION OF DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN 
FAMILY PLANNING 
ECONOMIC PARTICIPATION 
RURAL WOMEN 
INTEGRATION MACHINERY 
POLITICAL PARTICIPATION 
SOCIAL PARTICIPATION 

, HEALTH 
EDUCATION 
EMPLOYMENT 
FAMILY 

' ; POLITICAL RIGHTS 
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GA36/126 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

Refugee and displaced women 

General Assembly 

1980:. ?•< 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Requests the States to co-operate with the United 
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) in 
order to assure.full protection of the well-being 
of women and children in particular, in accordance 
with their fundamental rights under international 
law and national legislation (provision 1) 

Protection of the rights of refugee and displaced 
women 

The problems of displaced persons affect every 
continent and place special burdens on developing 
countries; lack of studies on this subject; most 
refugees are women; women refugees are vulnerable 
to exploitation and physical and sexual abuse 

Calls upon the States and donors to provide 
immediate relief to refugees., and urges the inter-
national community to lend assistance to the 
developing countries by providing asylum or reha-
bilitation; urges the High Commissioner to 
encourage the participation of women in refugee 
programmes; urges the High Commissioner to draw 
upon the specialized agencies and conduct studies 
and research on the subject 

Governments 
Beneficiaries and donors 
International agencies: UNHCR 

REFUGEE AND DISPLACED WOMEN 
INTERNATIONAL NORMS 
SOCIAL SECURITY 
PARTICIPATION OF WOMEN 
RESEARCH, GATHERING AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
INSTITUTIONAL CO-ORDINATION 
DECISION-MAKING LEVELS 
APPOINTMENT OF WOMEN TO PUBLIC OFFICE 
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GA36/126 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Aread dealt with: 

United Nations Decade for Women: Equality, 
Development and Peace 

General Assembly 

1981 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Calls upon governments to continue taking the 
measures necessary to achieve progress in the 
implementation of the relevant recommendations of 
the Programme of Action with a view to ensuring 
equal participation by women as agents and benefi-
ciaries in all sectors and at all levels of the 
development process; calls upon the agencies of the 
United Nations system to reserve adequate resources 
for the implementation of the Programme of Action; 
urges the regional commissions to report in full on 
the evolution of the situation of women in develop-
ment programmes 

Presentation of reports, measures of support for 
improving the legal status of women (seminars, 
research). 

Resolutions 35/136, 3201 (S-VI), 3202 (S-VI), 3281 
(XXIX) and 3362 (S-VI) 

Equality of women under the law 

Governments 
International agencies: United Nations system 
Regional commissions 
Economic and Social Council 
Commission on the Status of Women 
Secretary-General of the United Nations 

INTEGRATION MACHINERY 
PROGRAMME OF ACTION FOR THE SECOND HALF OF THE 
DECADE 

UNITED NATIONS DECADE FOR WOMEN 
PARTICIPATION OF WOMEN 
HUMAN AND FINANCIAL RESOURCES 
DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION 
STUDY AND EVALUATION 
CENTRE FOR SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT AND HUMANITARIAN 
AFFAIRS 

COMMISSION ON THE STATUS OF WOMEN 
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GA36/126 (cont.) 

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL 
'ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR LATIN AMERICA (ECLA) 

WORLD CONFERENCE FOR THE STUDY AND EVALUATION OF 
THE PROGRESS,.OF THE UNITED NATIONS DECADE FOR 
WOMEN 

INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH AND TRAINING INSTITUTE FOR 
THE ADVANCEMENT OF WOMEN 

VOLUNTARY FUND ,EQR THE UNITED NATIONS DECADE FOR 
WOMEN 
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GA36/130 . Equal rights to work 
. ^ . 'vf "j :'. 

Forum: General Assembly 

Year: 1981 

Type of measure : Resolution which does not constitute international 
' legislation 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: Invites governments and host countries to consider 

-granting work permits for spouses accompanying 
members of diplomatic missions or consular posts 
and staff members of intergovernmental 
organizations 

Type of legislation: Labour legislation 

Frame of reference:.. Resolutions 34/155, 33/184 and .34/159; in some 
; countries legal and administrative regulations 
hamper the possibilities of accompanying spouses 
of members of diplomatic missions or consular posts 
and of staff members of intergovernmental organiza-
tions to work; concern for the fact that women 
continue to be under-represented in the professional 
staffs of international organizations, and are not 
always exempt from discrimination when they are 
recruited 

Operative context:. • Invites governments in host countries to consider 
granting, when appropriate and to the extent 
possible, working permits for spouses accompanying 
members of diplomatic missions or consular posts 
and staff members of intergovernmental 
organizations 

Directed to: Governments 

Areas dealt with: EMPLOYMENT 
APPOINTMENT OF WOMEN 
DECISION-MAKING LEVELS 
LEGAL RIGHTS 
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6A36/131 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation 6f women: 

Type of legislation: 

Fratoe of reference: 

' Operative contekt:.'•• . • ' • : 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with": 

Status of the Convention on the Elimination of 
All Forms of Discrimination against Women 

General Assembly 

1981 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation. 

Invites all'States that have not yet done so to 
• become parties to the Convention by ratifying or 
acceding to it 

Elimination of all forms of discrimination against 
• women. . \ : !..>. .; 
Resolution 34/180, by which the Convention on the 
Elimination of.All Forms of Discrimination against 
Women was adopted 

'Invites all States that have not yet done so to 
become parties to the Convention by ratifying or 
. acceding to': it 

Member: States ' 
Secretary-General of the United Nations 

ELIMINATION OF.DISCRIMINATION AGAINST .WOMEN-
INTEGRATION MACHINERY 
INTERNATIONAL NORMS 
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2. Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) */ 

File sheets of resolutions on the legal situation of women **/ 

y Until the sixtieth session (1977), the resolutions of the Economic and 
Social Council (ECOSOC) were numbered consecutively in Arabic numerals, while the 
sessions were noted in Roman numerals (for example, 120 (VI)). Beginning with the 
sixty-first session (1978), ECOSOC modified its numbering system. In that year, 
the session was replaced by the year in which it met, followed by the number of 
the resolution, with the two elements being separated by a stroke (for example, 
1982/17)-. 

**/ The file sheets are presented in order of session, and within these, by 
number of resolution, using the code F/ to identify them. 
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E/120 (VI) 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

Report.. 6jr: the Commission on the Status of Women (second 
session) 

ECOSOC 

1948 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

To bring information up to date, reply to the questionnaire 
and/or prepare a report on: 
A. Political rights of women 
B. Women1s access to education 
C. International Bill of Human Rights 

Political rights, educational legislation, International 
Bill of Human Rights 

Secretary-General of the United Nations 

EQUAL RIGHTS 
POLITICAL RIGHTS 
EDUCATION 

V 
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E/121 (VI) 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context:. 

Directed to: 

Principle of equal pay for equal work for men and 
woireh: workers 
ECOSOC 

1948 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

a) Reaffirms the principle of;equal rights 
b) Approves the principle of equal remuneration 
c),Invites the States to implement this principle 

Labour legislation 

Recommendation on this subject adopted by the Commission 
on the Status of Women; memorandum of the World 
Federation of Trade Unions 

Transmits the memorandum of the World Federation of 
Trade Unions to the ILO and the Commission on the Status 
of Women; invites non-governmental organizations to 
present their views to ECOSOC and ILO 

Governments 
International organizations: ILO. 
Commission on the Status of Women 
Non-governmental organizations 

Areas dealt with: EQUAL PAY 
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E/154 (VII) Report .of:.the Second Session of.yj:he Commission on the 
Status of Women (second session). 

Forum: ECOSOC 

Year: 1948 

Type of measure: ReèôTution which does not constitute international legislation 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: A1. Political rights of women: requests the Governments to 

grant political rights to women 
B. Access of' women to public administration posts: 

recommends that the Governments should grant women 
access on equal terms with men to posts in the public 
service and to international delegations 

C. Nationality and marriage: requests the Secretary-General 
to'prepare a report on nationality and marriage and 

• deplores all restrictive legislative measures 
FI^Access of women to education: requests the Governments 

to grant women equal educational rights 
G. Ecpnqmic and social status: invites the Governments 

toVadopt the necessary measures so that women shall 
benefit b^thersamerightsas :men in regard to 
employment and remuneration 

Type of legislation: A. Political rights 
B. Posts in public administration 
C. Public law (nationality of married women) 
F. Educational rights 
G. Labour legislation 

Frame of reference: A. General Assembly resolution 56 (I); recognition that 
the participation of wan en in national life and the 
respect of their dignity requires equality of 
political rights 

B. In some countries women do not have the same 
opportunities for access to public office; article 8 
of the United Nations Charter 

C. Discrimination with respect to nationality and marriage; 
The Hague (1930) and Montevideo (.1933) Conventions on 
the subject 

F. The principle of equality should also be applied to 
education, since this principle is not applied due to 
lack of legislation guaranteeing it 

G, Discriminatory practices in employment are an 
infringement of fundamental rights 



E/154 (VII) (Cont.) 

Operative context; 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

Studies and information campaigns 

Governments 
International organizations: UNESCO 
Secretary-General of the United Nations 
POLITICAL RIGHTS 
EDUCATION 
EMPLOYMENT 
EQUAL PAY 
NATIONALITY OF MARRIED WOMEN 
APPOINTMENT OF WOMEN TO PUBLIC OFFICE 
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E/155 (VII) 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situatien of women: 

Type of legislation : 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Report of the third session of the Social Commission 

ECOSOC 

1948 •"'• 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation y\<d:;'' 

D. Transfer to the United Nations of the functions 
regarding the suppression of the white slave traffic 
and the suppression of obscene publications. Directs 
the Secretary-General to prepare a protocol for the 
purpose of effectingythe transfer of the functions 
exercised by the French Government under the 
International Agreement of 18 May 1904 and the 
International Convention of 4 May 1910 for the 
suppression of the white slave traffic and the 
International Agreement of 4 May 1910 for the 
suppression of obscene publications, and to submit 
the protocol to the General Assembly for its approval 

E. Suppression of the traffic of women and children: 
requests the Secretary-General to prepare a draft 
convention and that it be given first priority 

D and E: Penal law 

D. Previous agreements; offer of the Government of France 
to transfer these functions to the United Nations 

E. It is desirable to unify the existing conventions and 
prepare a new and better one 

Rehabilitative and preventive measures 

Secretary-General of the United Nations 
United Nations General Assembly 
Social Commission 

Areas dealt with: TRAFFIC OF PERSONS 
OBSCENE PUBLICATIONS 
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E/196 (Vili) 

Form: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation! 

Frame of reference: 

Principle of equal pay for equal work for men and 
women workers 

ECOSOC 

194-9 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Notes that ILO is making further studies on the subject 
with a view to the development of conventions; invites 
ILO to report to ECOSOC on the matter; refers the entire 
documentation on equal pay to the Commission on the Status 
of Women for it to examine and to make available to 
ILO any information in its possession 

Labour legislation 

ILO resolution entitled "Resolution concerning equal 
'remuneration for work of equal value" (1948), and ECOSOC 
resolution 121 (VI) 

Operative context: 
Directed to: International organizations: ILO 

Commission on the Status of Women 
Areas dealt with: EQUAL PAY 
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E/242 (IX) Report of the Commission on the Status of Women 
- - (third session! " " . . . 

Forum: ECOSOC >.; 

Year: 1949 
Type of measure: . Resolution which does not constitute international 

legislation 

Reference to the legal : ; 
situation of, women: . B. Educational opportunities for women* decides that the 

study of the legal position should be completed by an 
investigation, into actual conditions in the field of 
women's education and the causes of discrimination; 
requests the co-operation of the Secretary-General; 

- , welcomes UNESCO's offer-to collaborate in the study; 
requests Governments to submit their replies to the 
questionnaire on the subject .-• .-.¿.j •'. 'c 

C. Nationality of married women: invites member States 
and the Secretary-General to- supply- information and 
suggestions with a view to- a convention 

D. Equal pay for equal work: "transmits to ILO all the work 
done on the subject 

Type of legislation: Educational legislation, public law, labour legislation 

Frame of reference: B. Comparative information on women and education in all 
member States; the study is limited to the legal 
situation 

C. Article 15 of the Uhiversal Declaration of Human Rights; 
noting the conflicts relating to the nationality of 
married women 

D. Resolution of the Commission on the Status of Women 
on equal pay; the question was included by the ILO 
for its next session; ILO will issue a report which 
will include the legislative measures taken to 
implement the principle of equal pay for equal work 

Operative context: 

Directed to: Secretary-General of the United Nations 
International organizations: ILO 
Governments 

Areas dealt with: EDUCATION 
NATIONALITY OF MARRIED WOMEN 
EQUAL PAY 
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E/304 (XI) 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation ! 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

Report of the Commission on the' Status of Women. 
(fourth session) • "" 1 

ECOSOC 
1950 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

B. Political rights of women: draws the attention of the 
Commission to the opinions expressed 

D. Nationality of married women: proposes to the 
International Law Commission that it undertake the 
drafting, of a convention 

E, Application of penal law to women: invites the social 
Commission to bear in mind that there should be no 
•discrimination against women in penal law and its 
application 

G. Educational opportunities for women: requests the 
Secretary-General and UNESCO to pursue and complete 
the study of educational opportunities and obstacles 
to equality in education, and requests both to 
promote opinion in favour of the subject; invites ILO 
to collaborate, particularly in the development of 
technical education 

B. Political righi 
D. Public law ; 
E. Penal law 
G. Educational legislation 

B. Resolutions of the Commission in regard to political 
rights 

D. Recommendation of the Commission in regard to 
nationality of married women 

E. 
G. Recommendation of the Commission on educational 

opportunities for women 

Social Commission 
International Organizations: ILO and UNESCO 
Secretary-General of the United Nations. 
International Law Commission; 

POLITICAL RIGHTS 
NATIONALITY OF MARRIED WOMEN 
EQUAL PAY 
ELIMINATION OF DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN 
EDUCATION 
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E/385 (XIII) Report of thè Commission òn the Status of Women 
(fifth session ) ~~~ 

Forum: ECOSOC 

Year: 1951 

Type of measure: = Resolution which does not' constitute international, legislation 

Reference to the legal B. Convention on political rights for women: requests the 
situation of women: : Secretary -General toc ir culate t:o the govfernments the 

text of the draft convention on political rights 
F. Nationality of married women: expresses the hope that 
r the international Law Commission will complete the 

drafting of this convention as soon as practicable 
G. Status of women in public law: expresses the hope that 

the Governments will take steps as far as possible to 
remove discrimination ia connection with the employment 
of married women in public services 

H. Equal pay for equal'work: urges member States which are 
riot members of ILO to take such legislative or other 
measures as may be required to give effèct to this 
principle 

Type of legislation: : B.. Political right's'. , 
F. and G. Public law 
H. Labour legislation 

Frame of reference: B. Recommendation of the; Commission that a convention on 
the political rights of Women should be opened for 
siglature 

F. Previous actions. -
G. 
H.' ECOSOC Resolution 121 (IV); ILO Convention on equal pay; 

commitment of the member States to comply with it; the 
principle of equal pay for. equal work is laid down in 
thé Universal Declaration of Human Rights 

Operative context: Studies^ supplementary reports and other measures, besides 
legislative ones • 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

Secretary-General of the United Nations 
International Law Commission 
Member States • T 

POLITICAL RIGHTS 
EMPLOYMENT •• . ..." : 
NATIONALITY OF MARRIED WOMEN 
EQUAL PAY •: .-.:" 
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E/445 (XIV) Report of the Commission on the Status of Women 
(sixth session) - — — — — • 

Forum: ECOSOC 

Year: 1952 
Type of measure: Resolution which does not constitute international 

legislation 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: B. Convention on political rights of women; 

recommends to the General Assembly that the 
Convention be opened for signature and ratification.. 
A draft convention then' follows 

C. Deprivation of women-of certain essential human rights 
in some regions: invites all -States to take all 
necessary measures with- a view to abolishing customs 
which violate the physical integrity of women 

D. Vocational guidance and vocational and technical 
education of women: recommends that Governments take 
all possible measures to ensure the right of wonen to 
work on an equal footing with men; to take all possible 
measures to ensure provision of adequate facilities 
and opportunities for vocational training and guidance 
for all workers without regard to sex, and to ensure 
women access to all forms of training 

E. Equal pay for equal work: recommends implementation of 
this principle in accordance with the ILO Convention 
and Recommendation (for member States of ILO); requests 
that all oountries not members of ILO adopt and 
implement this principle 

Type of legislation: B. Political rights 
C. Private law 
D. Educational legislation 
E. Labour legislation 

Frame of reference: B. The time is appropriate for an international convention 
designed to eliminate all discrimination against women 
in the field of political rights 

C. Considering that there are regions where women are 
deprived of essential rights , one of the purposes of 
the United Nations is to encourage respect for and 
development of human rights 

D. Women are occupying an increasingly important place in 
economic life. The principle of equal opportunity in 
the field of vocational training is important for the 
economic development of the countries 
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E/445 (XIV) (Cant.) 

E. ILO Convention of 1951 and recommendation on equal pay; 
work of non-governmental organizations in creating a 
favourable public opinion for the application of this 
principle and equal opportunities for training and 
advancement for men and women 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

L. 

Studies on the subject 

Member States 
International organizations: iLO 
Secretary-General of the thited Nations,, 
JAiiite.d Nations General Assembly- " 
'-'>£;•'•:'• •.'•":•;• - . ' •;• ,-ry; 

;POLITICAL RIGHTS ,. . ,..r/. 
EQUAL RIGHTS •• ., .... 
VIOLATION OF. HUMAN RIGHTS.,"., " „ 
rEM-ELOYMENx..r;c "v.;;:;5;.''-. E O U A I . , . 
rVOCATICMAL AND -TECHNICAL. TRAINING AND GUIDANCE 
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E/504 (XVI) 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation; 

Frame of reference: 

Report"ôf the Commission on the Status of Woman 
(seventh session)r ~~ 

ECO SO C - • 3 

1953 ' • ' '• * 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

B. Nationality of married women: requests the Secretary-
General to circulate the draft convention on nationality 
of married persons (the text follows) 

C. Status of worren in private law: takes note of the 
recommendation on this subject prepared by the 
Commission and suggests that the Commission reconsider 
it in the light of the provisions contained in 
Article 22 of the Draft Covenant on Civil and Political 
Rights 

D. Status of women in private law: recommends that the 
Governments take all possible measures to ensure 
equality of rights of women in family matters as well 
as their full legal capacity, the right to engage in 
work outside the home, acquire, administer, enjoy and 
dispose of property, etc. 

E. Political rights of women: invites States Parties to 
the Convention to report every two years on the 
measures taken by them to implement the provisions of 
the Convention; urges Governments to sign and ratify 
the Convention or accede to it; recommends that the 
General Assembly invite the non—member States to do 
the same 

G. Equal pay for equal work: urges widespread implemen-
tation of the principle of equal pay 

B. Public law 
C. and D. Private law 
E. Political rights 
G. Labour legislation 

B. Desiring to expedite equal rights for women in the 
field of nationality 

C. and D. Equality of women in marriage is of benefit to 
women and to the family 

E. Opens Convention to signature 
G. Observes that in various countries the ILO Convention of 

1951 on the subject has been ratified 

Operative context: Complementary studies on measures to eliminate 
di scrimination 



- -

E/504 (XVI) (Oont.) 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

United Nations "General Assembly 
Secretary-General of the United Nations 
Member States "'" * 
Commission on the Status of Jtomen 

NATIONALITY OF MARRIED WOMEN 
EQUAL RIGHTS 
POLITICAL RIGHTS •••••-•• 
EQUAL PAY 
EDUCATION 
STATUS OF WOMEN 
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E/547 (XVIII) Report of the Commission on the Status of Women 
(eighth session) 

Forum; EOOSOC 

Year; 1954 
Type of measure: Resolution which does not constitute international 

legislation 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: B. Convention on political rights of women: reiterates its 

appeal to member States and non-member States to sigp 
and ratify or accede to it 

C. Draft convention on the nationality of married women: 
requests the Secretary-General to transmit the text of 
the draft convention to the governments so that they 
will send their observations. The text then follows 

D. Nationality of married women: recommends to Governments 
that they take action to ensure that women have the 
same ri^it as men to retain their nationality 

E. Equal pay for equal work: recommends that member States 
and non-member States adopt legislative measures and 
other measures to establish and carry into effect this 
principle 

H. Customs, ancient laws and practices affecting the 
human dignity of women: requests that all necessary 
measures be taken to eliminate these practices and 
laws 

I. Matrimonial regimes: recommends that member States 
should take all necessary steps to eliminate discrimi-
natory measures from their legislation 

J. Right of married women to engage in independent work: 
recommends that the governments adopt measures to 
ensure women this right 

K. Educational opportunities for women: recommends that 
States, both members and non-members, take the necessary 
steps to ensure that women have equal access with men 
to all types of education; that they enact the 
necessary laws and regulations to eliminate all forms 
of discrimination 

Type of legislation: B. Political rights 
C. and D. Public law 
E. Labour legislation 
H. I. J. Proviate law 
K. Educational legislation 
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E/547 (XVIII) (Cont.) 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: . 

Areas dealt with: 

Discriminatory practices in private law, education, 
employment; existence of conventions open to signature 
and ratification; a recommendation on nationality of 
married women will be useful to governments contemplating 
changes in their legislation 

Studies on changes to be made in legislation: supplementary 
reports; educational measures; issue of decrees and laws 
on the legal status of women 

Member States and non-member States 
Secretary-General of the United Nations 

POLITICAL RIGHTS • 
NATIONALITY 0J MARRIED WOMEN 
EQUAL RIGHTS 
EQUAL PAY ... 
MARRIAGE : 
EDUCATION 
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E/587 (XX) 

Forum; 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation! 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

Report of the Commission on the Status of Women 
(ninth session) ; 

ECOSOC 

1955 J 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

B. Political rights of women: preparation of reports 
C. Equal pay for equal work:.urges the governments to 

take legislative or other measures in regard to the 
subject 

D. Status of women in private law: recommends that 
Governments take all necessary measures to ensure 
equality as between parents and the right of women to 
an independent domicile 

E. Draft convention on the nationality of married women. 
Recommends that the General Assembly adopt a convention 
and presents a text for consideration of the Assembly 

F. III. Economic rights of women: recommends that the 
States adopt legislative and other measures to 
eliminate' economic discrimination, particularly that 
related to equal pay, rest, etc. 

B. Political rights 
C. Labour legislation 
D. Private law 
E. Public law 
F. III. Economic rights 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights; Convention No. 100 
and Recommendation No. 90 (ILO); discriminatory practices 
and laws in the fields of marriage, nationality, 
employment and the economy 

Public opinion campaigns; planning; complementary reports 

Governments 
General Assembly of the United Nations 

POLITICAL RIGHTS 
EQUAL RIGHTS 
EQUAL PAY 
RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF PARENTS 
NATIONALITY OF MARRIED WOMEN 
ECONOMIC PARTICIPATION 
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E/625 (XXII) 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measurè: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women : 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Report of the Commission on the Status of Women : 
(tenth session) •••.'. 

ECOSOC 

1956 

^Resolution which does not•constitute international 
legislation 

B. Economic rights of women 
C. Discrimination againstjwomen in education: in the two 

cases it invites the preparation of a series of 
reports on discrimination and measures to abolish it 

Political rights, educational legislation, economic and 
social rights -
B. ECOSOC resolution 587 F III (XX) 

'International organizations: ILO 
; Secretary-General of the United Nations 

Areas dealt with: ECONOMIC PARTICIPATION 
EDUCATION 
EQUAL RIGHTS • r. 
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E/652 (XXIV) 

Forum : 

Year: 

Type of measure:: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

Report of the Commission on the Status of Women 
(eleventh session) - . -

ECOSOC 

1957 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

B. Political rights of women: recommends that States 
ratify or accede to the Convention oh political rights 
of women 

C. Educational opportunities for women: recommends the 
States and United Nations agencies to adopt measures to 

' ensure equal participation in education, particularly 
for the illiterate 

D. Equal pay for equal work: recommends that the States 
apply this .principle by means of legislation, collective 
bargaining' and other measures 

E. Economic opportunities for women: decides to undertake 
.a study and annexes a questionnaire 

F. Convention on the Nationality of Married Women: 
recommends that member States and non-member States.: 
ratify or accede to it 

G. Status of women in private law: recommends that member 
States promote the establishment of a system of 
compulsory registration of marriages and divorces 

H. Tax legislation applicable.to women: requests a report 
on the matter 

Political rights,.educational legislation, labour 
legislation, public law 

E/504E (XVI); E/547B (XVIII); E/587G (XX); GA1040 (XI); 
GA843 (IX); ILO Convention 100 

Report, commentaries, educational and administrative 
measures 

Governments 
Secretary-General of the United Nations 
International organizations: ILO and UNESCO 

POLITICAL RIGHTS 
EDUCATION 
EQUAL PAY 
ECONOMIC PARTICIPATION 
NATIONALITY OF MARRIED WOMEN 
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E/680 (XXVI). Report of the.Commission on the Status of Women 
(twelfth session) ~r '•• •" 

Forum: EOOSOC 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

1958 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: - Bi I, Status of women in private law; age of marriage, 

free consent and registration of marriages: invites 
the preparation of a report on. the status of women 
in the field of age of marriage, free consent and 
registration of marriages; considers it appropriate 
to adopt a recommendation 

C.II. Economic opportunities for women; age of retirement 
and right to pension: invites the Commission to 
consider further its draft resolution on age of 
retirement and right tc; pension for women 

"iype of legislation: Civil rights, economic and: social rights 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context : 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

Complementary reports .1 ' \ 

Member Statès 
Secrétàiry-Général of the United "Nations 
Commission on the Status of Wbtnen 
ECONOMIC PARTICIPATION -' 
MARRIAGE 
OLD AGE PENSION 
AGE' OF RETIREMENT 
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E/722 (XXVIII) 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Fran« of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

Report .of the torn on the Status of Women 
(thirteenth » v.; 

ECOSOC 

1959 ; 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

B. Status of women in private law: invites the Secretary-
General to prepare a draft recommendation on the age of 
marriage, free consent and registration of marriages 

C. Nationality of married women: invites the Secretary-
General to prepare a publication on the Convention on 
the Nationality of Married Women 

E. Educational opportunities for women : to prepare a 
report on the access of women to the teaching profession 

Civil rights, public law, educational legislation 

GAI040 (XI); E/547 (XVIII); E/587 (XX); E/680 (XXVI) 

Requests to the Secretary-General 

Secretary-General of. the United Nations ; 
International organizations: UNESCO 
Governments 

STATUS OF WOMEN 
NATIONALITY OF MARRIED WOMEN 
EDUCATION 
MARRIAGE . 
TEACHING - • 
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E/771 : Report of the Commission on the Status of Women , 
(fourteenth session) •••.•-••. .-

Forum: ECOSOC : : . r . 

Year: 1960 .,• 

Type of measure: Resolution which does not constitute international legislation 

Reference to the legal 
Situation-of wonien: " '<B. Access of married women to public services and ; • , . 

- functions: recomménds to the Governments and specialized 
: ' united Nations agenciesthat they take steps to 

- -eliminate the legal and.other obstacles impeding this 
access 

7C'w Status of women in private law: invites the Secretary-
- General to transmit the draft convention and draft 

récommendation on minimum age of marriage, etc., to 
Governments and specialized agencies so that they will 
'send their observations 

D. Operations based on customs: expresses the hope that 
• -the Governments will abolish them 
F. Age of retirement and right to pension: invites IIO to 

make a study on the subject 

Type of legislation: Public law» ¡private law -

Frame of reference: Articles 21, 16 and 23'of the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights 

Operative context: 1 

Directed to: International organizations: ILO 
Governments ; 

Secretary-General of the United Nations 
International organizations 

Areas dealt with: EQUAL RIGHTS 
MARRIAGE 
AGE OF RETIREMENT 
OLD AGE PENSION 
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E/722 (XXVIII) 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situati cai of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

Report of -the Commission on the Status of Women 
(fifteenth session) ' 

ECOSOC 

1961 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

II. Operations based on customs 
III. Status of women in private law: recommends to the 

General Assembly that it adopt the Convention on 
minimum age of marriage, etc., as soon as possible 
and annexes the text; transmits to the General 
Assembly the recommendation on the same subject 
adopted by the Commission 

IV.,Economic rights and opportunities for women: 
recommends to the Governments and specialized agencies 
of the United Nations that they take the necessary 
measures to eliminate discrimination in employment; 
calls the attention of the member States to the need 
in tax legislation to provide for equal treatment of 
men and women 

V, Access of women to education: invites the member 
States to follow the UNESCO Convention and 
Recommendation against discrimination in education 
(1960) 

Private law, labour legislation, tax legislation and 
educational legislation' 

Studies, promotion of employment, technical assistance 

International organizations: UNESCO, IL0 
Governments 
United Nations General Assembly 

EMPLOYMENT 
MARRIAGE 
INSTITUTIONAL CO-ORDINATION 
EDUCATION 
ECONOMIC PARTICIPATION 



E/884 (XXXIV) ., , . .Report of the Commission on the Status of Women (sixteenth 
-- •"•'•—". session) • - . 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

ECOSOC 

1962 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation . 

Reference 
situation 

to 
of 

the legal 
women: B. Equal pay for equal work: recommends to governments and 

. . . specialized agencies (ILO) that they implement and 
. promote this principle by adopting legislative and other 

measures 
C. Access of girls and women to elementary education: 

" ^ recommends to governments and specialized agencies that 
they guarantee equal rights and facilities for receiving 

t . elementary education, without distinction as to sex; 
that they apply the'provisions of the UNESCO Convention 
(1960) on discrimination'in education 

D.' Status of women in private law: recommends that the 
;.' governments and specialized agencies of the United 

J. './ '' . 'Nations adopt measures ~to ensure equal rights in 
'" marriage 

Typé of legislation: Labour legislation, educational legislation and private law 

Frame of refèrencè: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with : 

Complementary studies, support services (seminars); 
assistance' programmes, preparation of publications 

Governments 
International organizations . . ; 

equal pay •-'"'•" 
EDPCATION . 
EQUAL RIGHTS • ^ 
MARRIAGE 
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E/722 (XXVIII) 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Report of the Commission on the Status of Women 
(seventeenth session) " 

ECOSOC 

1963 

•Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Reference to the legal 
situation of womèri: B. Political rights of women: invites the governments to 

send information every two years on the implementation 
of the principles of the Convention 

E. Economic rights and opportunities of women: requests 
ILO and UNESCO to submit information on the access of 
women to education and employment 

H. Draft recommendation on minimum age of marriage and 
registration of marriages: recommends that the General 
Assembly adopt the recommendation on this subject whose 
text is annexed 
To form national commissions on the status of women F. 

Type of legislation: Political rights, private law 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

Preparation of a pamphlet on political and civic education 
of women and preparation of reports; periodic submission 
of information 

United Nations General Assembly 
Governments 
Secretary-General of the United Nations 
Commission on the Status of Women 
International organizations: ILO and UNESCO 

POLITICAL RIGHTS 
ECONOMIC PARTICIPATION 
MARRIAGE 
INTEGRATION MACHINERY 
INSTITUTIONAL CO-ORDINATION 
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E/722 (XXVIII) 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure : 

Report of the Commission on the Status of Women (eighteenth 
session) • • • ''.••• •• ~ ~~ 

ECOSOC 

1965 

v Resolution which does not constitute international % 
legislation 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women:' .JB. Political rights of women: invites member States to . 

accede; to the Convention and implement its principles; 
requests information on.the implementation of the 
Convention. ---a > 

D. Co-operation at the regional level: recommends that the 
national commissions on, the status of women co-operate 
with ¡each, other and with, thè analogous national bodies, 

' and organize meetings-, arid seminars 
^ F.. Status of women in private .law: recommends that the 

governments adopt, all necessary measures to ensure 
equality of rights in the event of dissolution of 
marriage, annulment of marriage and legal separation; 
it-- -recommends applying :a series of principles for this 
purpose 

G. Technical and vocational training of women: invites the 
governments to ratify the conventions against discrimi-

•--*' nation in education (1960) and concerning vocational 
•• , : training (1962),' and ILO Convention No. Ill (1958) and 

Recommendation No. 117 (1962) on vocational training; 
urges governments to take all possible steps to promote 
the access of women to education at all levels and to 
vocational and technical training 

Type of legislation: Political rights, civil rights, educational legislation 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 
Directed to: 
Areas dealt with: 

Requests additional information 

Member Stated T. i" 

POLITICAL RIGHTS 
VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL TRAINING AND GUIDANCE 
EQUAL RIGHTS 
INTEGRATION MACHINERY 
INSTITUTIONAL CO-ORDINATION 
MARRIAGE 
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E/1131 (XLI) Draft declaration on the elimination of discrimination 
against women 

Forum: ECOSOC 

Year: 1966 
Type of measure: Resolution which does not. .constitute international 

legislation 

Reference to the legal .; 
situation of women: : Transmits to the General Assembly the draft declaration 

annexed to the .present resolution, together with the 
. amendments and summary records of its discussions, and the 
report and summary record of the Commission on the Status 

;./»;v of Women 

Type of legislation: : Elimination of all discrimination against women (includes 
political rights, family rights, public law, etc.) 

Frame of reference: Resolution I (XIX) of the Commission on the Status of Women 

Operative context: 

Directed to: United Nations General Assembly 
Areas dealt with: ELIMINATION OF DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN 
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E/1132 (XLI) ; , -Political rights,of women 

Forum: ECOSOC 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: Requests the Secretary-General: • 'r 

i " a) to prepare in 1966 a consolidated report on • the legal -
' instruments'relating to political rights (constitutions, 

! ~ electoral laws, etc.) and to issue thereafter annual 
supplements to that report 

b) to prepare biannually the, reports on the implementation 
of the Convention on the Political Rights of Women 
requested: in resolution 961 B (XXXVI) "... 

c) to^c^Wbine the t̂ o.,i,epbrts in: a single document to be 
sent to the General Assembly 

Type of legislation: Political rights 

Frame of reference: Need for up-to-date studies on this subject 

Operative context: 

Directed to: Secretary-General of the United Nations 

1966 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation • • . - • : •; . v • •• 

Areas dealt with: POLITICAL RIGHTS 
STUDY AND EVALUATION 
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E/1135 (XLI) 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

International Year,for Human Rights: Advancement of,Women 

ECOSOC 

1966 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation , 

a) The International Year for Human Rights is a new impetus 
to the development and practical implementation of 
women's rights 

b) It is considered essential that the topic of women's 
rights should be.included in the Programme for the 
International Year for Human Rights and in the agenda of 
the International Conference on Human Rights 

c) The standards of the proposed declaration on the 
elimination of discrimination against women should 
provide major goals for the Year 

Reference to the relationship between women's rights and 
human rights in relation to the International Year for 
Human Rights 

General Assembly resolution 196Î (XVIII) and 2081 (XX) 

Planning measures (to initiate a unified and long-term 
programme for women) 

Directed to: Secretary-General of the United Nations 

Areas dealt with: POLITICAL RIGHTS 
ELIMINATION OF DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN 
WORLD PLAN OF ACTION 
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E/1206 (XLII) :'.'...:• .: Draft declaration, on the elimination of discrimination 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Référencé to the' legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

against women 

ECOSOC 

1967 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Presents to the General Assembly the revised text of the 
draft resolution annexed to this resolution 

Declaration on the elimination of all forms of discrimination 
against women (includes political rights, penal rights, 
family rights, etc.) 

Resolution 1 of the Commission on the Status of Women 

United Nations General Assembly " 

ELIMINATION OF DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN 
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E/1207 (XLII) 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 
Directed to: 

Parental rights and duties, including guardianship 

ECOSOC 

1967 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Recommends that governments take all possible measures to 
ensure equality between men and women in the exercise of 
parental rights and duties. In order to ensure such 
equality, principles are recommended such as the 
administration of the property of minor children, 
guardianship of minor children, etc. 

Private law ¡- • • 

ECOSOC resolution 587 D (XX), section 2; Charter, Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights and international covenants 
on human rights 

Governments 

Areas dealt with: RIGHTS AND DUTIES OF PARENTS 
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E/1209 (XLII) ; 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure :' 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: ; i' 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

United Nations Assistance for the Advancement of. Women 

ECOSOC 

1967 

R̂esolution which does, not constitute international 
legislation 

Recommends that member. States, within the: context of long-
term national programmes for the advancement of women, 
^establish national commissions on the status of women in 
•accordance with ECOSOC resolutions 96IF (XXXVI) and 
1068D (XXXIX) 

Establishment of national commissions on the status of 
women and standards for their operation 

Establishment" of a unified long-term United. Nations 
programme for the advancement of women; the International 
Conference on Human: Rights offers an opportunity to give 
attention to these programmes 

Establishment of national long-term programmes for the 
advancement of women :r . ..; „: .'.;, 
Appointment of qualified women to government posts 
Establishment of national training centres to undertake 
surveys on matters relating to women 
Inclusion of projects and programmes for the advancement 
of women in requests for assistance 

Governments 
International organizations 
Non-governmental organizations 

STATUS OF WOMEN 
APPOINTMENT OF WOMEN 
INTEGRATION MACHINERY 
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMES AND PROJECTS 
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E/1324 (XLIV) 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Political rights of women 

ECOSOC 

1968 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Urges the governments to take the necessary measures to 
accord women political rights on equal terms with men; 
invites the governments to ratify or accede to the 
Convention on the Political Rights of Women 

Political rights 

Reports on legal instruments referring to the political 
rights of women; report of the first Seminar on Civic 
and Political Education of Women (Helsinski, Finland, 
1967) 

Draws attention to the report of the above seminar, 
particularly to the suggestions for the consideration 
of governments 

Member States 
International organizations 
Non-governmental organizations 

Areas dealt with: POLITICAL RIGHTS 
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E/1325 (XLIV) 

Forum: 

Implementation of the Declaration on the Elimination of 
Discrimination against Women 

ECOSOC 

Year: 1968 

Type of measure: 

Reference to.the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Invites member States, competent:B&tional organizations 
and non-governmental organizations'.'to take all measures 
for ;the recognition^ ;î..-..law,and in .fact, of the principles 
contained in the Declaration. These include: studies, 
publicity, programmes/designed to give effect to the 
provisions, revision of national legislation, etc. 

Elimination of all discrimination against women (includes 
political rights,-family rights, public law, etc.) 

Adoption of the Declaration (General Assembly resolution 
2263 (XXII)) - .;fi.V;rte..-

New studies, publicity;- that the member States should 
keep the Secretary-General informed, and that the latter 
should present a document on. the status of the Declaration 

Member. States -•••>."• 
Non-governmental organizations 
Secretary-General of the United -Nations 

Areas dealt with: ELIMINATION OF DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN 
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E/1327 (XLIV) Access of women to education 

Forum: ECOSOC 

Year: 1968 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type, of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Suggests that governments, in drawing up their education 
plans, should take all necessary legislative, administrative 
and financial measures to ensure to girls and women access 
to all their legal and vocational training institutions 
without discrimination-

Educational legislation 

Articles 9 and 10 of the Declaration on the Elimination 
of Discrimination against Women; UNESCO Convention against 
Discrimination in Education (1960); report of the Helsinski 
seminar (1967) 

Operative context: To develop an international policy aimed at promoting 
technical and professional training; to diversify technical 
training programmes based on the employment market; to 
combine general education, technical training and civic 
and political education, as well as training in family 
responsibilities 

Directed to: International organizations: UNESCO 
Member States 

Areas dealt with: EDUCATION 
VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL TRAINING AND GUIDANCE 
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E/1331 (XLIV) 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to thè legal, 
situation óf women: 

Measures which the United Nations could adopt to eradicate 
all forms and practices of slavery and the slavé trade 
affecting the status of women 

ECOSOC 

1968 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

a) Condemns slavery ̂ the.slave trade and similar 
institutions and.practices., such as marriages without 
consent, traffic in women, etc. 

b) Appeals to governments to ratify the conventions on 
the subject* .Interngtioîïal Slaverjr Convention of 1926; 
Supplementary Convention of 1956; Convention for the" 
Suppression of. the,..Traffic in Persons (General Assembly 
resolution 317 (IV)); Convention on Consent to Marriage. 
Minimum Age for Marriage and Registration of Marriages 
(General Assembly resolution,1763A (XVII)) 

Type of legislation: Public law, private law ; 
Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with:1 

Seminars on the subject; rehabilitation and protection 
policies; condemnation of slavery; studies on the 
international instruments presently in force 

Member States •..•":•" 
International organizations 

ABOLITION OF'SLAVERY . 
COLONIALISM 
TRAFFIC IN PERSONS 
APARTHEID 
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E/1394 (XLVI) 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Participation of women in social and economic life within 
the framework of technological progress 

ECOSOC 

1969 

Resolution which" does not constitute international 
legislation 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

Appeals to the governments to implement the international 
instrumenta aimèd at eliminating discrimination against 
women; requests- the United Nations specialized agencies 
(ILO, UNESCO, etc.) to take the necessary measures 9 in 
agreement with member States, to provide both women and 
men with opportunities to prepare for, choose and practice 
professions related to scientific and technological 
progress 

Ratification of international instruments and laws in the 
economic and social spheres 

Scientific and technical progress associated with the full 
participation of women and men in all spheres of social 
life; ILO and UNESCO conventions on discrimination and the 
Declaration (General Assembly resolution 2263 (XXII)) 

Development of vocational guidance programmes; information 
and education media to guide girls; study of the vocational 
orientation of women, which would ensure, if appropriate, a 
change in the direction of vocational guidance; integration 
of women in development 

Governments 
International organizations 

ELIMINATION OF DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN 
ECONOMIC PARTICIPATION 
SOCIAL PARTICIPATION 
VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL TRAINING AND GUIDANCE 
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E/1395 (XLVI) o 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure,: . 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Implementation of the. Recommendation on consent to marriage, 
minimum age for marriage"and registration of marriages 

ECOSOC 

1969 

Resolution-.which. does not constitute international 
legislation 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Recommends that the member States sign, ratify or accede 
to. the Convention ;invites member States to review their 
laws- and practices in accordance vrith the principles set 
forth in the Convention • • 

Private law 

General Assembly resolutions... 1763 ( m i ) and 2018 (XX); 
lack of information on many countries, since only 19 States 
have become- Parties to the Convention 

Invites member States to submit information on their laws 
and practice. . , , 

-Member States 

Areas dealt with: "MARRIAGE 
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E/1396 (XLVI) 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Access of women to, education 

ECOSOC 

1969 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Frame, of. reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Invites governments to take all necessary measures to 
ensure that women are given every opportunity in law 
and in fact to benefit from education on an equal footing 
with men 

Educational legislation 

Importance of education, science and culture for the 
advancement of women 

To request technical assistance from the United Nations 
in order to develop educational opportunities for girls 
and women, especially in the fields of literacy, technical 
education and teacher training.;, training programmes; further 
development of the UNESCO programme 

Governments 
International, organizations: UNESCO 

Areas dealt with: EDUCATION 
VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL TRAINING AND GUIDANCE 
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E/1511 (XLVIII) Programme of concerted international action for the 
advancement of women 

Forum: ECOSOC 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of referencei 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

1970 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

ECOSOC invites the General Assembly to adopt the annexed 
; draft resolution. This draft proposes a unified 
international programme of action for the advancement 
of women; in its general objectives the programme proposes: 
ratification or accession to the international conventions 
relating to the status of women; enactment of legislation 
to bring national laws into conformity with the former;. 
the taking of effective legal and other measures to ensure 
the full implementation of these instruments 

Ratification of international instruments ; adoption Of 
legislative measures 

Declaration contained in General Assembly resolution 2263 
(XXII); resolution IX of the International Conference on 
Human Rights,i the programme of-concerted international 
action will improve the status of woman and increase théir 
participation in all sectors; expresses the hope that 
disarmament will release resources for the progress of 
all peoples 

Organization of conferences and seminars; preparation of 
reports; development of continuing education; regional 
training and research centres 

Governments 
International organizations 
Secretary-General of the United Nations 

Areas dealt with: DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMES AND PROJECTS 
STATUS OF WOMEN 
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMME OF ACTION 
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E/1512 (XLVIII) 

Forimi: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Elimination of illiteracy among women 

ECOSOC 

1970 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

To obtain the signature and ratification of the Convention 
against Discrimination in Education (UNESCO, 1960); requests 
that member States take the necessary steps in both rural 
and urban regions so that women may begin or continue their 
education 

Educational legislation 

Illiteracy is one of the main obstacles to the progress of 
women 

To raise the standard of literacy among adults, and 
particularly among women; to train leaders for literacy 
. campaigns and to devise methods of stimulating the interest 
of women 

Member States 
International organizations : UNESCO 
Non-governmental organizations 

Areas dealt with: EDUCATION 
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E/1511 (XLVIII) 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

Repercussions of scientific and technological progress on 
the status of women workers 

ECOSOC 

1970- ; . . , 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Requests:ILO to continue its review of international 
conventions from the.ppint of view of scientific and 
technological progress and to study ways of evaluating 
work which would permit the efficient implementation of 
the principle of equal pay . • . 

Labour , legislation . . . 

Influence of technical progress on women; need for 
preparation, guidance and vocational training to allow .... 
women to be protagonists and not passive agents of 
progress •,. 

Educational measures; employment policies; studies on the 
subject ... . . . 

International organizations: ..ILO.. ; 
Secretary-General of the United Nations 
Member States 

EDUCATION 
EMPLOYMENT 
EQUAL PAY 
VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL TRAINING AND GUIDANCE 
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E/1511 (XLVIII) 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to;thé legal 
situation of women: 

The „unmarried mother and her child: their social 
protection and the question of their integration in 
society 

ECOSOC 

1970 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Requests the Secretary-General to devote a part of the 
report on the implementation of the Declaration on the 
Elimination of Discrimination against Women to the study 
of the problems posed by unmarried mothers and their 
children and their integration in society 

Type of legislation: Civil rights 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

The number of unmarried mothers is still increasing: 
they and their children are still the subject of 
discrimination 

Studies on the subject; measures of social protection; 
educational programmes 

Member States 
Secretary-General of the United Nations 
International organizations 
Non-governmental organizations 

SINGLE MOTHERS 
ILLEGITIMATE CHILDREN 
PROTECTION OF MOTHERS AND CHILDREN 
ELIMINATION OF DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN 
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E/1515 (XLVIII) 

Forvun: 

Protection of women and children in emergency or war time» 
fighting .for peace, national liberation and independence . 

ECOSOC 

Year: 1970 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Calls upon States to fully abide by their obligations under 
the conventions of human rights and protection, of civilians 
in cases of armed conflicts; requests the General Assembly 
to consider the possibility of drafting a declaration in 
this respect ; . . 

Type of legislation: .. Public law . 

Frame of reference: Human rights, establishment of peace and justice; just 
solutions to armed conflicts 

Operative context : 

Directed to: 

Requests the Secretary-General to study the problem and 
consider measures of promoting, a wider knowledge of the 
plight of women and children in time of war, as well as 
the legal instruments which protect .them, and to present 
a report to the Commission 

Member States 
Women 
Secretary-General of the United. .Nations 
United Nations General Assembly 

Areas dealt with: PROTECTION OF MOTHERS AND CHILDREN-
PEACE. .-,','....;"• 



E/1686 (LII) Activities of the United Nations Educational, Scientific Implementation of the Declaration on the Elimination of 
Discrimination against Women 

Forum: ECOSOC 

Year: 1972 

Type of measure: Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women : Requests member States to submit information on the 

implementation of the Declaration on the Elimination 
of Discrimination against Women, the Convention on the 
Political Rights of Women and the Convention on the 
Abolition of Slavery and the Slave Trade, with particular 
emphasis on discrepancies between the situation in law 
and the situation in fact 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

Declaration on the Elimination of Discrimination against 
Women (includes political rights, public law, family 
rights, etc.) 

Conventions and declarations; need-to rationalize the 
presentation of reports 

Reports of the Secretary-General on the subject; 
information from the specialized agencies and other 
organizations on relevant publicity and educational 
measures 

Member States 
International organizations 
Secretary-General of the United Nations 
Non-governmental organizations 

ELIMINATION OF DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN 
POLITICAL RIGHTS 
TRAFFIC IN PERSONS 
ABOLITION OF SLAVERY 
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E/1679 CUI) 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Status of the unmarried mother 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Frame" of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

ECOSOC 

1972 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Recommends that governments eliminate all discrimination 
according to the following principles: the unmarried' ' 
mother shall enjoy as a parent the fullest'set of rights 
and duties provided for by law; there should be no 
discrimination against thé offspring of unmarried mothers 
.in matters of inheritance; there should be no discrimination 
against her In matters of employment or education, etc. 

Civil rights 

The" nuinber of unmarried mothers in the world is increasing 
and they are subject to 'discrimination; promotion of 
respect and human dignity irrespective of marital status 

Programmes designed to increase awareness of the 
problem 

Member States 
ÎO <-. .'r .< " STATUS" OF WOMEN 

SINGLE MOTHERS 
ELIMINATION OF DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN 
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E/16 81 (LU) 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context : 

Directed to: 

International Women's Year 

ECOSOC 

1972 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Recommends to the General Assembly the adoption of the 
attached draft resolution. The latter states that the 
International Women's Year will be devoted to intensified 
action to promote equality of women; that the States 
should take steps to ensure the full realization of the 
rights of women and their advancement on the basis of 
the Declaration of the Elimination of Discrimination 
against Women 

Equality of women; women's rights in general 

Need to strengthen the principle of the equality of 
women, in law and in fact; to promote integration of 
women in development as one of the objectives of the 
International Development Strategy for the Second United 
Nations Development Decade 

Proclamation of the International Women's Year; 
preparation of a draft programme 

Governments 
Secretary-General of the United Nations 
Non-governmental organizations 
International organizations 

Areas dealt with: INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S YEAR 
EQUAL RIGHTS 
WORLD PLAN OF ACTION 
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E/1682 ( L U ) 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure; 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women:: 

Type of legislation': 

Frame of reference: 

Increased activities relating, to the status of women at •;. 
the regional level 

ECOSOC 

1972 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Invites the intergovernmental organizations outside the 
United Nations system to establish regional commissions 
on the- status of women . ~ 

Establishment of national commissions on the status of 
Women and norms for their operation: 

Compliance with United Nations instruments ensuring equality 
of women has not been fully achieved; importance of 
services rendered by the Inter-American Commission of 
'Women ;(3 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Programmes- for the.-integration of. women in development and 
reports on the: subject . , ' . . 

Intergovernmental organizations outside the United Nations 
systein"- • /.. -.->-,L̂y.-. .. -.,•,•. •••.•: 
Secretary-General of the United.Nations 
ECLA 

Areas dealt with: STATUS OF WOMEN ; • • 
INTEGRATION MACHINERY. • 
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMES AND PROJECTS 



E/1686 (LII) Activities of the United Nations Educational, Scientific 
and Cultural Organization of special interest to women 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

ECOSOC 

1972 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Urges governments to ratify or accede to the UNESCO 
Convention against Discrimination in Education (1960) and 
the Protocol thereto (1962) 

Educational legislation 

Existence of UNESCO programmes for girls and women; need 
for greater implementation in this area; encouragement of 
education for this population requires studies of its 
problems, development of a sense of civic responsibility, 
preparation for family life and recreational activities 

Study on questions of interest to women and girls 

Secretary-General of the United Nations 
International organizations: UNESCO 

Areas dealt with: EDUCATION 
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E/1787 (LIV) 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Study •• of discriiiana tion against persons born out of wedlock 
and draft general principles on equality and non-
discrimination in respect of such persons 

ECOSOC 

1973 

Type of,legislation: 

Framed of reference: 

Ope rati ve con te xt: 

Directed to: 

Resolutions which doss not constitute international 
legislation 

Requests the Secretary-General to 'transmit the draft for 
governments, specialized agencies and other organizations 
for their comments; invites the Commission on. the. Status•.= 
of Women to consider the study and the draft 

Civil rights 

Study and draft on discrimination; Commission on Human 
Rights resolution 7 (XXIX) • 

Secretary-General of the United Nations 
Commission on the Status of' Women 

Areas dealt with: ILLEGITIMATE CHILDREN 
EQUAL RIGHTS 
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E/1849 (LVI) International Women's Year 

Forum: ECOSOC 

Year: 1974 

Type of measure: Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: The programme approved brings out, among the objectives, 

equality before the law,, equal economic rights and equality 
in the family and in the home 

Type of legislation: Economic and family rights and equality of women before the 
law 

Frane of reference: 

Operative context: 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights, International 
Covenants on Human Rights, General Assembly resolution 
2263 (XXII), conventions, recommendations on women; 
programme o^ concerted international action for the 
advancement of women (General Assembly resolution 2716 
(XXV) of 1970); International Development Strategy for 
the Second United Nations Development Decade; General 
Assembly resolution 2626 (XXV) 

Approval of the programme.. Son® of the objectives mentioned 
are: to create awareness of these problems, improve living 
conditions, eliminate illiteracy, provide training, establish 
social and.sanitary services,: improve the situation in 
prisons and promote peace efforts and the fight against 
colonialism, neo-colonialism, racism, etc. 
Some of the activities, mentioned are the following: to 
establish national commissions and a network of counselling 
offices; encouraging publicity and educational measures; 
achieving the co-operation of non-governmental groups, 
granting support to feminist movements, etc. 

Directed to: Secretary-General of the United Nations 
Member States 

Areas dealt with: INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S YEAR 
EQUAL RIGHTS 
PEACE 
ELIMINATION OF DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN 
INTEGRATION MACHINERY 
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMME OF ACTION 
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E/1852 (LVI) Implementation of the Declaration on the Elimination of; 
Discrimination against Women, and of related instruments 

Forum: ECOSOC 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Urges governments and'other agencies to send their 
reports on the implementation of the Declaration and 
measures taken as well as all that is requested in 
Council resolution 1677 (LII) 

1974 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Reference to the legal 
situation: -

Type of legislation: Elimination of all forms of discrimination against women 
(includes political rightSi;family rights,'public law, 
etc»') • ••'•'• • ' V- • j-r.rrr̂  ••'.; 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

.ECOSOC résolution: 1677 (LH^onew cycle of reporting on 
the implementation ofjthe*Declaration on the Elimination 
of Discrimination, against Womenand other instruments 

Requests " reports;; ¡ appreciation for information; regrets 
that full compliance of the Declaration has not yet been 
achieved; ; /••> ;.".••.".• 

Directed to : Member'States .:hr. : I' .•• . ï . o ; If . : 
•International organizations:; 
Non-r governmental'; organ izations 

Areas dealt. with :-,:•., ELIMINATION Q F-DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN 
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E/1853 (LVI) 

Forum: 

Yearì 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Legal capacity of married women, including the capacity 
to engage in independent work 

ECOSOC 

1974 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Recommends that member States take all the necessary 
measures to ensure that the legal capacity of married 
women is equal with. that, of men in relation to employment, 
admin i strat ion of property, parental authority, 
dissolution of;marriagei;etc. 
Civil law, family law ; •. 

Article 6 of the Declaration on the Elimination of 
Discrimination against Women (General Assembly 
resolution 2263 (XXII)') ' "' 

Member States 

Areas dealt with: EQUAL RIGHTS 
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E/1859 (LVI) , ̂ Activities of the International Labour Organisation to 
pjrempte the advancement of women arid their integration 
an development 

Forum: ECOSOC 

1974 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Reference to the legal' .>7 • "• 
situation of women?. Recoriimends that ILO should revise certain conventions, 

vt continue working in the field and give attention to new 
. :;j i= v problemsv - including the- impact of technological and 

scientific^ developments on the employment of women 

Type of legislation: Labour legislation 

Frame of reference: International Women's Year; ILO Report entitled Women 

' Workers in a Changing World 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

Year 

Type of measure : 

International organizations: ILO 

EQUAL PAY 
EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES ! : 

WORKING CONDITIONS 
EMPLOYMENT 
WORKERS WITH FAMILY RESPONSIBILITIES 
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E/1861 (LVI) 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women : 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Protection of women and children in emergency and armed 
conflict--in the struggle for peace, self-determination, 
national liberation ahd: independence 
ECOSOC 

1974 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Recommends that the General Assembly adopt a declaration 
on the subject, whose text is attached; calls on the 
States to oomply with the international instruments 
relating to the protecti'on of human rights and civilians 
in armed conflicts 

Public law 

ECOSOC resolution 1515 (XLVlil); concern for the 
suffering of women and children in periods of emergency 
or armed conflict; repudiation of racism, colonialism, etc. 

Prohibition of attacks and bombings on the civilian 
population and use of chemical and bacteriological 
weapons; medical and food assistance, etc.; repudiation 
of;torture and all forms of repression 

Directed to: United Nations General"Assembly 
Member States 

Areas dealt with: PEACE 
PROTECTION OF MOTHERS AND CHILDREN 
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E/1942 (LVIII) -

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure; 

.fopulatioh, the stat-us: ̂ ^^oiaen and the integration of 
women indevelopment "•-•••- • v:;:-;.t." 

ECOSOC 

1975 

. Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation . 

Reference to.the legal 
situation of .women:. , 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

To„take all.appropriate actions in observing the . 
jnternationair̂ .iB!^',^ Year to ensure the implementation 
of the recommendations relating to the status of women 
stated in the kjrld..^pwl'atioh Plaii of Action and in 
the resolutions of the World Population Conference; the 
latter include the following: a) to achieve equal rights, 
opportunities and responsibilities of men and women in 
.the family and,society, and b) to ensure that.both, 
freely and witlput legal obstacles, can plan their 
families . (free'access to information, resources aid family 
planning services) 

Family law, civil rights ..'.... 

.Int^^ic^fi^mejp's^Xe^b; Conference of the 
Internationalifomen's Year; Wbrld Population Conference; 

ŝ atjj?;qif women, family planning, 
population' policies and?e<^pmic aid social developmeiit 

To promote participation of women in political and 
economic education on an equal, footing with men; to provide 
information on measures taken 

Member States 
International organizations 
Non-governmental organizations 

PARTICIPATION OF WOMEN 
FAMILY PLANNING 
EQUAL RIGHTS 
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E/2058 (LXII) Draft Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination 
,'~"against Women 

Forum: './'ECOSOC 

Year: ' 1977 . ,'J .'..•...• v 
Type of measure: Resolution which does not constitute international 

legislation 

Takes note, of the draft Convention completed by the 
Commission; invites member States to submit their 
observations; submits the draft to the General Assembly 
and recommends that it take up its consideration as a 
matter of urgency 

Type of legislation: Elimination of all forms of discrimination against 
women (draft convention) 

Frame of reference: General Assembly resolution 31/136, approving the 
Programme for the United Nations Decade for Women, 
which calls, for the adoption of the Convention; need 
for a Convention of, this type 

Operative context: 

Directed to: Member States of the United Nations 
United Nations General Assembly 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Areas dealt with: ELIMINATION OF DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN 
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E/2060 !(Exil) 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

Review.and appraisal of. ppggreSs made in the 
implementation of the International Development Strategy 
for the Second United Nations Development Decade and 
the implementation of the World Plan of Action for the 
implementation of the Objectives of the International 
Women's Year 

ECOSOC " : v 

1977 

Resolution which'does not constitute international 
legislation • 

a) Notes, inter alia, the following developments during 
. the period under review in relation to the objectives 
of thé International1 'Women's Year: recognition and' • 
œmmitment to the ̂ ïnciple 'of equality of men and 
women and adoption of legislative and constitutional 
measures ̂ o ensure the principle of non-discrimination 
on grounds of sex ; " n;. ; ; 

b) Considers the following measures, inter alia, urgently 
needed.' to meet the objectivés: enactment of legislation 
guaranteeing the principle of equality, especially in 
the field of employment 

Equality of womeri before the law 

Appraisal of the World Plan of Action for the 
implementation of the1 Objectives of the International 
Women's Year; report of the respective Commission; World 
Conference of the United Nations Decade for Women, 1980 

a) Preparation of reports 
b) Preparation of a questionnaire, and 
c) Appraisal and proposal of measures for a series of 

social activities (education, rural technology, health 
education, etc.) and various topics in the field of 
the integration of women in development 

Secretary-General of the United Nations 
Committee on Review and Appraisal 

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY (IDS) 
WORLD PLAN OF ACTION 
INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S YEAR 
REVIEW AND APPRAISAL 
EQUAL RIGHTS 
ELIMINATION OF DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN 
EDUCATION 



E/1978/28 Rat iona 1 izatign of the reporting systems on the status 
of women 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

ECOSOC 

1978 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Recommends thait the reporting systems be integrated into 
a single system-; that evaluation criteria be selected 
which take account of regional disparities and that there 
be broad consultation within the member States 

Submission of reports-on the legal status of women 

Previous system of submitting reports -

Preparation of reports, periodical review of the new 
system 

Secretary-General Cf; the United Nations 
United -Nations General Assembly 
Member States 

Areas dealt with: STATUS OF WOMEN 
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E/1978/33 Effects.of:apartheid on the status of women 

Forum: ECOSOC 

Year: 1978 

Type of measure: Resolution which does not constitute international 
• legislation : ; 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: Condemns apartheid and its effects; on women; recommends;. 

, legal assistance, .for this ..population and proposes that2 
. the womep of the. affected countries who participate in 

liberation- movements should take part as observers in 
the sessio^-of- the.. (^mission. on the Status of Women 
and the Preparatory Committee for the Wbrld Conference 
of the United Nations Decade for Women • 

Type of legislation: Public law ... 

Condemns apartheid and its effects 

Assistance programmes; inclusion of the subject at the 
World,Conference; dis$em£n$ti<?n of information on the 
-subject; training programmes 

Secretary-General of the United Nations 
Member States . ~ . • 
Special committees of the United Nations 

Frame of reference; 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: APARTHEID 
STATUS OF WOMEN 
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E/1980/1 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Advancement, of rural women 

ECOSOC 

1980 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Recommends that the Programme of Action concerning rural 
questions should be included in the draft programme of 
action to. be submitted to the World Conference of the 
Ifaited Nations Decade for Women (1980) and that labour 
and social security legislation should be extended to 
rural areas in those countries for which this is 
appropriate , 

Labour and social security legislation 

The World Plan of Action stresses the need to promote the 
advancement of rural women; the Preparatory Committee.for 
the World Conference, of the: United Nations Decade for 
Women (1980) is responsible for making recommendations 

Short-term, medium-term and long-term proposals on health, 
working and educational conditions 

Directed to : Preparatory Committee for the World Conference 

Areas dealt with: EQUAL RIGHTS 
RURAL WOMEN 
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E/1980/6 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Programme of action- for the second half of the United 
Nations Decade for Women: Equality, Development and 
Peace 

ECOSOC 

1980 • • •-,-.,••• ' 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Recognizes that the-following.are among the constraints 
that have impeded the Implementation of the fforld Plan 
of Action: the persistence* in many countries, of injustice 
to wotnen in national laws and administrative regulations, 
and inadequate positive legal commitment to a policy of 
equal opportunities for both men and: women 

Equality of women before the law 

World Conference of the United Nations Decade for Women 
(1980). '".Appraisallo-f the implementation of the World 
Plan of Action ' 0 .'!•., 

Operative context: 1 à) Récognition of the« cohstraiiits of various types which 
have impeded the implementation of the World Plan of 
Action (attitudes, international economic situation, 

•> -5 Î !iftadequaté - access\'of-women-to training, etc. ) .; . ,:• • 
b) Recommendations which should be kept in mind in the 

preparations for:th'è: conference 
c) Broad consultation: if or the formulation of strategies 

for the second half of the Decade 
d) Strategies which should be considered in establishing 

the programme of action for the second half of the 
Decade (annex) 

Directed to: Member States 
United Nations General Assembly 
Secretariat of the World Conference (1980) 

Areas dealt with: EQUAL RIGHTS 
PROGRAMME OF ACTION FOR THE SECOND HALF OF THE DECADE 
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMME OF ACTION 
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E/1980/34 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of 
Discrimination .against Women 

.ECOSOC. . 

.1980 : • kl-

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Urges Governments to ratify or accede to the Convention; 
encourages non-governmental organizations to study and 
make known its provisions 

Elimination of all forms of discrimination against women 
(includes political rights, "family rights, public law, 
etc. ) 

General Assembly resolution 34/180, in which the 
Convention was adopted, and which was an important step 
towards the achievement òf the goals of the Decade: 
equality, development and peace 

That the Secretary-General should promote, by all means 
at his disposal, the signing of the Convention during 
the World Conference of the United Nations Decade for 
Women (1980) 

Secretary-General of the United Nations 
Mérnber States "•'•'•'• 
Non-governmental organizations 

Areas dealt with: ELIMINATION OF DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN 
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E/1980/36 " Question of el^Qrating a draft declaration on the 
participation of TOmeh in the struggle for the 
strengthening of International.peace and security and 
against colonialism, racism, racial discrimination, 
foreign aggression and occupation and all forms of 
foreign domination 

Forum: ECOSOC - . 

Year: 1980 

Type of measure t v Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation:.-, 

Reference, to the legal ••...:. jc • •• .;..•• ' 
situation of women: : , Refer.S; to, the; General Assembly the question of elaborating 

a draft declaration on the participation of women in the 
struggle for the strengthening of international peace 

...: , and security, and against colonialism, racial discrimination, 
foreign aggression,..occupationsand all forms of foreign 

r domination. iV;..'.-. 

Type of legislation: Public law 

Frame of. reference:. :• : EC0S0Cresolution: sL978/29 afid General Assembly 
. .:,. resolution 34/158.;.- K 

Operative context: 

Directed to: United Nations General Assembly 

Areas dealt with: PEACE 
• . ' 'COLONIALISM.! " ."".-. : 'rr- ...... 

RACISM 
RACIAL DISCRIMINATION 
FOREIGN DOMINATION 
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E/1980/38 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the légal 
situation of women;. 

Type o£ legislation! 

Frame-p.f reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

.. - - :•••••• ir>r -. r...:• Contintiation~of'the-integrated reporting system on the 
status of women during the second half of the United 
Nations Decade for Women — — — — — — — — 

ECOSOC 

1980 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Decides to continue the- existing integrated reporting 
system oh the status 0% women as the means of monitoring 
the implementation of the World Plan of Action during 
the period 1980-1985. Requests, the Secretary-General,to 
ensure that the Advancement of Women Branch has the 
resources needed to. continue. 4t.s programme.,on;.thefo ,•<«:••'••'i 
integrated reporting. .system̂ ..•• 

Submission .of,.reports, on the, status of women 

Functions, of the. fommdssion on. the Status of Women: to 
prepare and submit recommendations and reports on the 
subject to ECQSQCj integrated.reporting system (General 

); need for the Commission to 
continue its fundamental functions and also co-ordinate 
the integrated system;, the. ,<3ata - bank is centralized by 
the Advancement of Women Branch 

Secretary-General of the United Nations 
Advancement of Women Branch 

STATUS OF WOMEN 
PROGRAMME OF ACTION FOR THE SECOND HALF OF THE DECADE 
REVIEW AND APPRAISAL 
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMME OF ACTION 
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E/1980/H . .. Conditions, in which women are. detained .. i i ii ii ' ' . i m " ìii..-f iifi.i • . j.. ni... . .iju 1 11 

Forum:-: •• • — - --EdOSOC -

Year: 1980 

Type of measure: Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Reference to the legal '..'.' 
situation of women: Appeals to Governments and to international bodies 

concerned with the defence of human rights to .pay . .... 
¡r;' - r-,... .: particular attention to the; conditions in which ^men"^r' 

,;rt." I ,. .... aré detained, especially concerning respect for their 
' .¡I. '.,..• dignitŷ ^ ̂ nd.corporalintegrity 

Type 'o?,-Ìegièlation: Penal ia**..„.̂ ''.̂  • 
•s;J t •"< •v.M-'jfx, • •••! v--' " ' ••» • ' '• 

Frame of reference: Declararon OT;t|ie.;Prótéetípn,óf all Persons from Being 
Subjected to Torturé arid other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading 

Assembly resoliitipn 345:2 
¡fjQÍX)'), considering thàtV in many countries, wéméh',áre^" 

their Rational or rac£a^ 
' the of their political òpiiiioris 

Operative . context : . . .j Áppeái .to^^ bodies concerned 
\ - . ... wilii-,íh® -d̂ f̂ iicê Of fivinian rights 

Directed to: ' ' ' Gòyérr̂ nts.'.' ''•'.'•'• 

Areas dealt with: DETAINED AND CONDEMNED WOMEN 

' . •u-.Y.r.'i '•••:•.. 
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E/1981/12 ; -

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Implementation of-the Programmé of Action for the 
Second. Half of :the; United Nations Decade for Women 

ECOSOC 

1981 

'Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Reaffirms the importance of the Programme of Action; 
requests the Secretary-General to make available to the 
Commission on the Status Of Women information on the 
steps taken to implement the Programme of Action 

Measures of support for the legal status of women 

Need for women's active participation in the achievement 
of a just and lasting peace and social progress; the 
establishment"of thé new.international economic order 
and complete respect for human rights and fundamental 
freedoms; reaffirmation that the realization of equal 
rights for women at all levels will contribute to the 
struggle for the elimination of colonialism, racism, 
racial discrimination and apartheid 

Reaffirms the importance of the Programme of Action and 
the need to strengthen the role of the regional 
commissions; invites the submission of information on 
actions taken to implement the. Programme of Action , 

Secretary-General of the United Nations 
International organizations 

Areas dealt with: PROGRAMME OF ACTION FOR THE SECOND HALF OF THE DECADE 
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMME OF ACTION 
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E/1981 A O ; nr.'x if.)! ? 

Forum; 

Year: 

Type of measure: : 

Combating the traffic .in; persons and the exploitation' 
of the; prostitution of-othersg 

ECOSOC :'/; :..•••,-• 

1981 

Resolution•which does-not .constitute international 
legislation . 

Reference to the legal 
situation > of women j î s c 
•yAl ••'••>.•:i'.BVf 

Requèsts the' Secretàry-Geheralto undertake an inquiry 
on the.-status of the* struggle against the traffic in 
pei^ns: and: the exploitation' of the prostitution of 

o others . : 

Type of legislation;: . : J : Public:: law 

Erame of reference:.! ̂  ~ol£0S0C; resolution^19«0A-5: resolution 1' < XXVII) of the ' 
•S ^ Commission oh.'thè ¡Status, of-Wèmen and resolution 43 

. ;r adopted-fey the World Conference of the United Nations 
•W.'.' Deeaôè fo't Siomen:<on the-' auppress ion of the traffic in 
c"; gersoâè andfthe exploitation of the prostitution of 
U h-othersT ..'.':. :tt\ ; 

:'/";..' ff. If.} 
¡ I i'( ' i "'* 

Operative context: 

Directed tor •..< 

Areas dealt with: 

- î Request'-to:-undertake an inquiry on the subject and 
~ prepare a report to envisage measures to put an end to 
; this formr'of slavery • "' •.;•>,": 

: SecretaKy?-General of the liiited Nations 

PROSTITUTION 
i TRAFFIC^ PERSONS- ' '•>' r. 
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E/1982/18 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal' 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference:. 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

Situation of women.and, children in the occupied 
Arab territories" 

ECOSOC 

1982 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Appeals to all women of the world to proclaim their 
solidarity with the Palestinian women and people 
in their drive to put an end to the violation of 
fundamental human rights. Appeals to States and 
international organizations to extend all moral and 
material assistance to the Palestinian and Arab 
women and people in their struggle for the restoration 
of their jproperty and their right to return to their 
homes. Appeals to all women of the world to take 
the necessary measures to secure the release of 
thousands of persons, including women and children. 
Requests that moral and material help be given to 
the Palestinian women and their organizations and 
institutes (provisions 1, 2, 3, 4-). 

Human rights, public law, penal law. 

Concern,for the situation of the Palestinian people, 
particularly Women and children, including the mass 
uprooting from their homeland which obstructs the 
participation and integration of women in efforts to 
achieve progress. 

Moral and material assistance to the Palestinian 
women and their organizations and institutes 

Governments 
Women 
International organizations 

PALESTINE 
VIOLATIONS OF HUMAN RIGHTS 
SITUATION OF MOTHERS AND CHILDREN 
COLONIALISM 
APARTHEID 
FOREIGN DOMINATION 
RACIAL DISCRIMINATION 
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E/1982/20 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: . 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: . 

Areas dealt, with: .. 

Suppression of traffic in persons and of the*-. 
exploit at ion "(^th^prbstitution of others 

EC0S0C 

1982 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Requests that a special rapporteur be appointed to 
make a synthesis of the the surveys and studies on 
the subject carried out within and outside the United 
Nations system. 

Public law .;.. 

General Assenfcly resolution 317 (IV); resolution c .. 
1 (XXVII) of the Commission on the Status of Women, 
and EC0S0C resolutions 1980/4 and 1981/40., 

•;• i •• ••' '• >.v 
Requests that a special rapporteur be appointed to 
prepare £ report ,on the studies and surveys carried 
out, within and outside the United Nations sytem, 
on prostitution, ; ,r>; . .. 

Secre.tary.-General of the ¡ynited Nations 

.TRA'FEIP IN, 'PERSONS. '. ' 
PRQSTITUT.IPN • , . . ..'.J . i, r. 
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E/1982/M: '»o h to 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type óf.méàsure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of-'women: 

Type of legislationi 

Frame of reference î 

Operative context: 

Actipn2tP;'be it^eh': to ;ensure the recovery abroad s' r v 
. of: mainteftandeT';. ,, '• . 

ECOSOC 

1982 

Resolution which does not'constitute international 
legislation 

Emphasizes the progressneonstituted, for the States 
that Have ratified it, by "the New York Convention on 
the recovery abroad of maintenance, and requests 
that more information be provided on it; expresses 
the wish that the States which have not yet done so 
should ratify thè Convention, 

Family and ntìrriage law 

•Increase in the number òf-divorces and separations, 
which has made it necessary to create machinery to 
ensure thé transfer of maintenance payments, 
especially when the debtor spouse resides abroad. 

Requests that information be provided on the Convention 
on the recovery abroad of maintenance; in addition, 

coiiid study possible improvements in 

Directed to: 

the light of their experience of that Convention; 
expresses-tSë v^sh that' States which have not yet 
done so should-ifetify thé' Convention. 

Secretary-General of the United Nations 
Member States 

Areas dealt with: MAINTENANCE 
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E/1982/22 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Abuses against women pen 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

EC0SÖC 

1982 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Takes note of the concern expressed by the internationa 
community at the inhuman abuses of women and children, 
recognizing the evels of such abuses as kidnapping, 
abduction, forced child labour, battered women and 
children, violence in the family, rape and prostitution. 

Family law, civil rights 

Exploitation, oppression and violence to human 
dignity implied by harsh treatment of women and 
children. 

Calls upon Member States to take steps to combat 
these evils; requests that a study be prepared on 
the steps taken by the Member States. 

Member States 
Secretary-General of the United Nations 

Areas dealt with: ABUSE OF WOMEN 
VIOLENCE IN THE FAMILY 
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3. International: Conference Hmaii-̂ liiìijts (Teheran, Iran, 
22 April-13 May 1 9 ^ , ~ 

File sheet of the resolution on the legal situation of women,*/ 

w*! ̂btnV 

, •; : • . iious .-; " • 
. . ' ..rtiiorisJ t.vLx.--. • •.: •. 

•.. • . on> ':••!•••• ' , 1 '— 

H"ii" • - = ••• • • •' : ' 

v;.•,.;:> v • Dr';*' * v̂:'" r;i • ;'•;'•• " '''' 

!:••:•.. j'j v * '-tv .<•-••;•!. * ...•:•'.' • '" ; 

. : . ir. • . .v • •• : • ' - * • : ' ' 

rv.. t »>••••; :'•.• ' ' ••. v • 

t! T h e acronym HRC is used to identify the resolution emanating from this Conference. 
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HRC/9 
; I -

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of .-measure: 
• ir,̂ « '¿o' .;••.• • 
Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Measures to promote women's rights in the modern 
wofrld including a unified long-term United Nations 
..programme for the advancement of women (resolution 

— - • • • . . 

International Conference on Human Rights 

1968 ,. • 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Recommends that the Governments: 
a) Ratify the following conventions: Convention for 

the Suppression; of ithe Traffic in Persons and the 
% ; .Exploitation;.of rthe..Prostitution of Others (1949); 

Convention on the Political Rights of Women 
(1952); CoŜ eötiortAon the Nationality-lof.Married 
jWeifien:"'Cl95'7);"TCönvöhtion on Consent to Marriage, 
Minimum Age for. Marriage and Registration of 
Marriages (1962); ILO Convention on Equal 
Remuneration f oä?>/Meii' /'ähd Women Workers for Work 
of Equal .̂ aiüe. (.1931);; ILO Convention on Discrimina-
ti-on'XEmpdoyrfient.;arid.-'Occupation) (1958); UNESCO 
Conventiö.tt.A'£ainst ̂ Discrimination in Education 
(1960),ia^^In'ternätiöiial Convention on the 
Elimination '.jSfläll Forms of Racial Discrimination 
(1965). ;-'.-T..T/.Ti- • 

b) To amend constitutions and other national laws so 
as to bring them into harmony with the conventions 
and resolutions on women emanating from the system. 

c) To ensure the equality of men and women the field 
of social and economic rights, civil and family 
rights. 

d) To recommend to the Commission on the Status of 
Women to consider drafting conventions on the 
status of women in family law and in the fields 
of private law, and in all other fields where 
discrimination exists and where conventions are 
still missing. 

International law; labour law and family law. 

United Nations Charter, Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights and International Covenants on Human 
Rights. Recognition that: there is discrimination 
against women in various fields of social life; that 
discrimination is incompatible with human dignity 
and with the welfare of the family and of society 
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HRC/9 (cont.) 

t'-V 

Operative context: 

. - , -ji' 

and is anrt^tael^vr^gjj^yelopment; that colonialist^ . 
aparthel<r'^^^^iiS^^tgvate injustices; that it 
is necessan^'^'e^v^^iie universal recognition in 

"" * law and in Taaf" of' fKe fprinciple of equality of men 
and women. 

To study attitudes and values; to take educational 
measures and promote the ¿principles and conventions,;.,, 
of the United Nations system; to stimulate awareness 
of social services for jwm^fep^Qf- >jy 
establish natip^li commissions on the status of women; 
to give opportunities and to promote the access of 
women to public office. ir:,. ' -.Wi 

• •vKj re:1! ti: .-¿v.'ivj-i '! .!.••..• xin 
, -Member States.;;.. y^b. 
- United, Nations^General Assembly 

: -s-.-irinternatipnal̂  .iqpgpxrtzations: UNICEF 
• ' ! .~,CI. :JJC"> 
» r. -.EQUAL. • /. ,»(;<• ; 

Discrimination against women 
' ...EMPLOY^t ' 

) cî .V.'CM ' 
••J •-{ >,*»:/ f-'MARRIAGfi, I jn :vr,-rrrf-; 
• • •/;, oar TRA^iq ,v. 
.,. ; ̂ . n r ^ m ^ x ^ w ^ ^ m l m ^ s women 

; ,v}. , :,n , .;>. iMVWk, 
: ¿ . 7 v : : (osfei \ 

colonialism 
~ •(••Jii.fO {>»::. f'i-{&T.H ' li 

Directed to: 

A r e a s d e a l t w i t h : 

-'A- .-M* il.i/M v•:•/••;¡r'r;RA.CXSM;..•;•< l: : 
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World Conference of the; International Women's Year 
^Mexico City, Mexico, 19 Jufie-2 July 19751 

File sheets of resolutions on the legal situation of women.*/ 

•ifii • -1! t 

V The measures taken by this Conference are presented in numerical 
order, using the acronym WCM to identify them. 
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WCM/7 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measurers-

Reference to thè-
situation of women: 

The status of women in South Africa, Namibia and 
Southern Rhodesia 

World Conference of the International Women's Year 

lite international 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

1975 

Urges all States, United Nations agencies and other 
organizations to implement United Nations resolutions 
bearing on the elimination of racism, apartheid, 
racial discrimination and the liberation of peoples 
under colonial domination and alien subjugation 
(provision 8, paragraph a)); urges all States and 
others to ensure the release of political prisoners 
in South Africa and of those subjected to restrictions 
for their opposition to apartheid (provision 8, 
paragraph e)). ~ 

Public law, penal law. 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights; recognition 
that apartheid is a crime against humanity, whose 
primary victims are women, and conviction that the 
apartheid policy is a total denial of the objectives 
of the World Conference of the International Women's 
Year. 

Governments 
International organizations 
Secretary-General of the United Nations 
Intergovernmental organizations 
Non-governmental organizations 

APARTHEID 
RACIAL DISCRIMINATION 
NAMIBIA 
SOUTHERN RHODESIA 
SOOTH AFRICA 
FOREIGN DOMINATION 
RACISM 
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WCM/7 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the'legal 
situation of women':';! 

Type of legislation: 

Fran® of reference: 

Operative, context: 

« "T 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

Prevention of the exploitation of women and girls 

.. World Conference, pf the International Women's Ye^r 

1975 

Resolution which does not constitute inteitiati'onal. 
legislation " 

Urges Governments to take energetic, action to put.an 
end to forced prostitution and the traffic in women, 
-as well as. to .avert the forced recruitment of women 
and young ..girls to. prostitution (provisions 1 and 2). 

Public' law,'' penai law 

Convention ior the suppression of the Traffic in 
• Persons: and; of.-the Exploitation of t]he. Prostitution 
of Others (̂ nera.l. ̂ sembly resolution 317 (IV)); 
.repp̂ 'itî -"thftjf '¿jbie...pya<?tice of prostitution and 
exploitation of worsen' is common in many countries. 

Tp prompt^..rehabilitation of prostitutes; .world-
* itige. survey, of ,hpuses. P.f prostitution where' torturé 

. 'is.. pracíicéd..... . .. ; ' 

..Governments; : ........ ,.•..,....,-.. ., . ... 
'Sec^tary-^neral af...the;'''United Nations 

PROSTITUTION V 

. EXPLOITATION. OF WOMEN . ... 
TRAFFIC. IN. PERSONS. 
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WCM/11. ,.. , . .. : 

Forum: 

..ir- Research on population and the integration of women 
- - ----in development- -
•Ît'tfil ' .-• -v.-'-. •••:.'•: . : ,v World Conference of the International Women's Year 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

1975 

Resolution which.- does- not constitute international 
legislation 

Reference, to „the legal 
situation of women; 

Type of legislation: ... 

Frame of reference:. 

Operative, context: 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

Recommends that the. Économie and Social Council 
carry out research on, jnter alia, the following 
problems: .the..implication, for women and the family 
of national laws regUlating migratory movements of 
women,arid t^eir,family .(provision paragraph -c)\,, 

..... Research., on. ,the,. le gal., status of women,,.. 

v .• iiorld' Populatipn Plan of. Action; resolution (XV) on 
• î'popî a-tion- and research" of the World Population 
... resolution 1942 (LVIII) on 
population, women and integration in development, 

; Ii;' promote and" carry out 
further rese^r^h: pn... tHe. subject of population and 
the integration of women in development, 
: Economic- and Social .Council 
United Nations specialized agencies 
United Nations functional commissions. 

RESEARCĤ , - .GATHERING AN& ANALYSIS OF DATA 
PARTICIPATION OF WOMEN 
INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION 
FAMILY 
STATUS OF WOMEN 
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Social security and family security for women, including 
the elderly and the handicapped 

World Conference of the International Women's Year 

1975 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Reference" to the legal 
situatioh of women: Recommends that governments should take all necessary means 

to ensure paid leave to all working mothers during 
pregnancy and delivery and provide job security for mothers 
for a minimum of one year after delivery; also recommends 
that maternity benefits shall be a charge on social 
security (provision No. 3). Urges governments to recognize 
maternity-' and parenthood as: a social function (provision 
No. 2) 

Type of legislation: Economic and social rights (social security), family law 

Frame of reference: ILO convention and recommendations on maternity protection; 
that in inany countries women arè̂  at a disadvantage as 

" •'• regards social benefits; that the establishment and 
= "" ' strengthening of institutions and legal standards to 

provide security to women, including women who are 
elderly or handicapped or living" in poor circumstances, 
should have high priority 

Operative context: Programmes of medical assistance; day-care, educational, 
recreation and social centres; social and rehabilitation 
services; studies on the situation of women, in particular 
the aged or handicapped, with respect to social security 

Directed to: International organizations 
Governments 

Areas dealt with: WORKING WOMEN 
SOCIAL SECURITY 
PROTECTION OF MOTHERS AND CHILDREN 
ELDERLY WOMEN 
HANDICAPPED WOMEN 

WCM/13 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 
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W CM/17 - . 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure : 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Fraine of. reference :. 

The, family ,.,• 

World Conference of the International Women's Year 

1975 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Urges States to treat the family as an object of special 
protect!,on ,anxj. to..jre.cpgnize i.ts .rights with respect to 
.Its î qjqmiation "and "4t!3 .de.fen.ce,»..establishing the legal 
equality., ,of the spp.uses (provision No. 1) 

",1'Tl Family>riàwf'(grlyate.-^w.and..'civil 
'̂¡ir.ifjci 

Operative context ; 

Directed to: , _.'.'.,,'.. 

Areas dealt with: 

•The. fanrily is ,tl?e.- priipary and '.fundamental nucleus of 
society, which ensures the full protection of those 
of its members who are in the process of "formation" 
and makes itself .responsible for. giving preferential 
attention to its passive members, the elderly 

To establish. pçl^cies ; ' to encouragefree 
family planning.;, to,,euisùre the family direct participation 
in the bodies/concerned with education and social services 

Governments '.'.'"? ,"r: 
FAMILY 
EQUAL .RIGHTS . 
ÎÂMliY t> I4NNÎNÇ • 
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WCM/18 ^p^aHparticipatlon-

Forum: World Conference of the.International Women's Year 

Year: 1975 '"' ' '••'"-' 

Type of measure: Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Requests Governments to consider the rights of women 
as an eminently political problem requiring urgent and ! ' 
concrete solutions (provision No. 1) 

The rights of woiiferi'are à political problem 

Frame of reference: Recognizes the important role ofwomen in the struggle 
for fundamental ttâtiorial rights:and self-determination 
of peoples, in establishing a new international economic 
order and in strengthening peace, security and disarmament; 
recognizes the participation of women as agents of change 
and their situation of exploitation in the greater part 
of the world 

Operative context: Economic, social, political and cultural reforms ; 
establishment of national commissions to promote policies 
and'strategiés designed to bMng about equality, 
integration'and participation of women in society; 
evaluationJ0f1 the progress "made towards achieving the 

- ' equali^' of wdmeri at;rthe:--nâti6nàl "and international levels 

Directed to: Governments 

Areas; dealt :with:: / POLITICAL PARTICIPATION : ? I b 
'• • - ' - SOCIAL PARTICIPATION 

• '> INTEGRATION MACHINERY '-'•• 
NEW INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC ORDER i«?» 

. •• - '• PEACE 7 
EQUAL RIGHTS 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 
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WCM/20 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Integration of women in .the process of political, 
econém-e-y-social and cultural-development as equal 

. partners, with men . > 

World Conference of the International Women's Year 

,1975.: . . <i. , ,, 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Reference to'"||hèc'lëiâÎ; • "" T 
situation of'iiômen: '" Requests States'wfrich.Save"riàt. yet. done so to enact or 

revisé their laws'in order toguarantee the full equality 
. , of the rights of,women, with those of .men and.to. eliminate 

! ' :àli légal provisions which discriminate and limit the 
, _ participation of women in economic,, social, cultural and 

1 .. v..,. ' political development (provision. No. 6) 
Tyçe^^féliâ'l^^'.Vkr^li^^V^^rè"thç'lfw', economic, social, cultural, 

poïiticâi.'and civil rights; elimination of all forms of 
discrimination against women. ' .'", •O.I" -¡'V 

Frame of reference: 

••a 

Full and equal participation ôf women and men is an 
. inseparable part .of economic, social, and political 

development;.need forl'nëw'relations between States" based 
Môh "fujl'leqûâ i'lfŷ ; ̂ spèçt^fi^l^^éiidence and national 

}£or Accelerating development 
, will help .'t6"'ëiîMriiit3a'*c§lohiàllisip¿'.apartheid, racial 
discrimination :and':ali '"Çhat ;àcts ,'âgàinst self-determination 

'"""' of the pëbpïeS" ""' •'"'''•-'•* •'-' 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Proposes to establish new relations"among States, eliminating 
all forms of exploitation; jinake.s.„an appeal for general:.and.., 
complete disarmament,; since,the integration of women "in 
development goes..̂ eŷ d.'tHa,..pik>bl!em:.6f legal equality, 
structural change^ in s.cjciety and international relations 
are needed; proposes an' improvement in the living conditions 
of rural women; emphasizes the importance of intermediate 
technologies; suggests greater attention to the education 
of handicapped people, especially handicapped women; proposes 
improving the lives of indigenous women; advocates equality 
of women in decision-making, etc. 

Governments 
United Nations specialized agencies 
Secretary-General of the United Nations 
International organizations 
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WCM/20 (COIlt.) •>/.,.•;::. / :v ,. • 'h 

Areas dealt with: ECONOMIC PARTICIPATION • 
POLITICAL PARTICIPATION 
SOCIAL PARTICIPATION 
EQUAL RIGHTS 
POLITICAL: RIGHTS;. . : 
COLONIALISM 
RACISM 
APARTHEID 
RACIAL .DISCRIMINATION" 
EQUAL- OPPORTUNITIES; 
EQUAL PAY. •.-•v.'l'v:-. -v; i-. -
HANDICAPPED WOMEN 
VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL TRAINING 
• AND;GUIDANCE 
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WCM/21 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Condition of women in rural areas 

type of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

World Conference of the 
1975 !V:\-.-.'':r 

Resolution which doeáftof í 
legislation -'M.IHJ 

riStic IviO' Women's Year 

international 

Calls on <5overnmëif1jà' -«itòtirfevparity and economic 
rights of women in - ̂ -e p̂ ásaníí' fámily as an essential 
part of any rural development; prb̂ raimre (provision No. 1, 
paragraph c) ; 

Equality before the law of peasant women 

Struggle against underdevelopment; objectives of the 
International Women's Year -equality, development and 
peace- should be attained in an integral and simultaneous 
way; resolutions on the condition of rural women 
(resolutions XII, XIII and XIV of the World Population 
Conference; International Development Strategy for the 
Second United Nations Development Decade (General Assembly 
resolution 2626 (XXV)) 

Proposes that rural development programmes be carried out, 
particularly those which benefit women living in situations 
of rural poverty; statistical and information work to 
identify the participation of women in productive life and 
to measure the results of rural development programmes, 
and new research on systems of rural non-formal education. 
Endorses proposals for rural development as a total 
integrated process involving structural changes in socio-
economic institutions, including organizations of co-operativ 
workers; health, education and social welfare services; 
employment policies, pricing, marketing and credit 
facilities, and strengthening of popular participation. 
Requests a review of the criteria used for financial and 
technical assistance for rural development, with due 
attention to the interests of rural women 

Governments 
International and bilateral organizations 

RURAL WOMEN 
RURAL DEVELOPMENT 
PARTICIPATION OF WOMEN 
EQUAL RIGHTS 
STATUS OF WOMEN 
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WCM/24 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure:. 

Reference to the legal 
situation, of women: 

Education and; training : -- •. '~:rr 

World Conference, pf ..the ̂.International Women's Year 

1975 

Resolution which does not, constitute (international 
legislation " ' ' . 

Recommends that Governments carry out genuine reforms 
in all educational systems, beginning with early 
childhood education., so that girls and boys will consider 
each other as equals and that at all levels of teaching 
"and administration men and women will be given equal 
opportunities. (prpyision̂ iip.. 2,. paragraphs a and c) 

Typé'.of. legislation: Educational legislation ' 

Frame of reference: Education as'an instrument of development; life-long 
education; equal educational opportunities allow women 
to improve their living conditions; fundamental education 
should be provided for all»..free education; life-long 
education accessible to men and w.omen. of all ages 

Operative, context:., ; Use of all forms of mass, ...communication and technology to ....... 
'"' expand edùca^pnal^'^ establishment of 

training and"promotion centres for women, in the form of 
community or co-operative enterprises/, continuing économe., 
and social research and evaluation of education programmés; 
identification of community needs, and resources and their 
educational use; that .teaching .media and materials should 
be free of sex bias and should be directed towards changing 
discriminatory attitudes;' the United Nations system should 

. assist,.governments in ..the planning,^development .and 
evaluation of educational programmesthat financial 
priority should be given within the "system to literacy and 
education programmes for women 

Directed to: Governments 
United Nations agencies 
Secretary-General of the United Nations 

Areas dealt with: EDUCATION 
VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL TRAINING AND GUIDANCE 
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WCM/25 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference t o.,the „legal 
situation of women: 

Equality between ripen.-3n.d?.:women ,and the elimination of 
dis crimination agMnst-women • 

World Conference of the International Women's Year 

1975 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Appeals to Governments,to ratify -the relevant conventions 
,and other instruments elaborated by the United Nations and 
to give full effect, to the. principles, laid down in the 
Declaration on tl^e/^^minaticw of Discrimination against 
Women; considers. "neppssary to speed 15) the elaboration 
and finalization of the Convention on the subject and 
welcomes the progress, ¡already,.made by, the Coranission ,on. the 
Status of Women in drafting such a Convention; urges that 
high priority should h€»r.given by all, concerned to the 
preparation and adoption, 0 ,t)ie Convention (provisions 
.N.os. 1, 2, 3, 4, . 5 , 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative coptext: 

Directed to: ; 

Areas dealt .with: 

Elimination, of all ¡fprip Tpf dissemination (includes 
politicai rights', ' jfamx ly ri'gti t s", pub li c law, etc.) 

DÌ^'crimi^^^^^^^Wi^ni^ r^ppnpatible with human 
dignity "̂0gires.s ' "' ^ 7 '','.„" ."r 

. , , . 

y < - ' > ras.. ';: 
Governments.,.,, „ ... -, .. .., 
E.conojmic ,an d Soci al. Co uri ci 1' • ' ' ..'J-, '. . 
.Còmiî ŝ iô .,on' the Status of.̂Wojpén,',. 
ELIiÌlNÀ̂ fON OF DISCRIMINATIÒN ^eÀ^St' WOMEN 
EQUAL RIGHTS 
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WCM/29 

Forum: 

Year: 

"type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Women's participation in thé strengthening of peace and 
security and in the struggle against colonialism, racism, 
racial discrimination and foreign domination 

World Conference of the International Women1s Year 

1975 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation v, - i .-.•.-

Reaffirms that the: strengthening of international peace and 
security, co-operationbased on the principle of peaceful 

; coexistences and- the .eHmnation of colonialism, apartheid 
and foreign domination-are' indispensable prerequisites 

r of the safeguarding, of the .fundamental human rights of 
both, men and women (provision No. 1) 

Type of legislation: Equality before the law, human, rights, public law 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

Reaffirms the. determination to save succeeding generations 
from the scourge of war*, reaffirms that world peace and 
co-operation will advance economic and social development 
and inprove the situation of women; expresses concern for 
the existence of colonialism, apartheid and occupied 
territories 

General and complete disarmament; support and solidarity 
with women struggling for national liberation; calls 
upon the Governments and others to eliminate ali forms 
of racism and foreign domination 

Governments 
Intergovernmental organizations 
Non-governmental;organizations 
Women 

PEACE 
COLONIALISM 
RACISM 
RACIAL DISCRIMINATION 
FOREIGN DOMINATION 
APARTHEID 
INTERNATIONAL NORMS 
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY 
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WCM/29 

Forum: Women's Year 

Year: . • .¡."¿c-r t.î-:.t9'75'": I •• • « . ¡.j.v.r.r»W 

Type of measure: Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Reference to the legal .. 
situation of women: Appeals to all women of the world to secure the 

release of the persons held arbitrarily* in the 
:to and'Support-
ï t̂hé-̂ iivef'lkr̂ tittl'Tan' end ̂';.Vi&lations of fundamental 

J-.-r" laolno "1c • iXgrm 1 in the occupied 
î-: •:.q c i t e r S t r a t e s and international 
,i.< • mtfij&ihand material assistance 

. >to: h"alp'ctihfe' Palestinian: wen; and women to restore their 
inalienable rights in Palestine., and in particular 

w i o r .0 the'i.x»âMlC;jto).ictet-ttm --to -their'¡homes and teémv&ê their V 
property, and the right to self-determination, nationaJ 

• ; irtdepwiiig»Qeseù»ft and 3).' 
• •.: '. .1 '•• .T ri'1 .«'<r:xî'Î̂Î'Y Ï.-.BV ivyoji-T; 

Type of ̂legislation::- ; Human OTÎgh-t®, Jpublie ;lâw," penal law. 
. f: ••• VV.;. n Vjîiv.'V/ ?ir> nn hi • / : 

Frame of reference: / / Palestinian people, 
particularly women; aware1 that this reality endangers 
world peace and the integration of women in 

:'.'••.:.•* •.••- r-.K: g r̂ deVeil»p4Bënttf"ï5ra'r;;:0 £>;:;;• -••.r:-sO • ' ••: r.-r •. •• • •:•".::•-.•..• 
..'•j •. •'. •;•.•::: • •• • ,• • £ {.',;?<-. c.r .v-ro-l • r f : • / 

Operative: cdntextj • c ? ¡iforàland- material ' aid -to Palestinian women and their 

Directed to: Governments r̂.ô n--rw'--
'Women-' • -
International organizations 

...... ? 

Areas dealt with: PALESTINE 
COLONIALISM • >«.?̂  " •'-"'• •" 
APARTHEID ' '' -
FOREIGN DOMINATION . s . 
RACIAL DISCRIMINATION V: 
VIOLATIONS OF HUMAN RIGHTS 
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WCC/19 

Forum: 

Year : 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

The:-situation of women in Chile 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

WorI3 •CcSference of the International Women's Year 
197.5/. :. ,. :.;}.• ' 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Demands that the Chilean authorities abstain from 
any political executions, torture, persecution, etc., 
as these practices constitute violations of human 
rights; demands the immediate release of all political 
prisoners and especially women and children and 
other relatives held as hostages (provisions 2 and 3). 

Human rights, public law, penal law 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights; violations of 
human rights in Chile; General Assembly resolution 
3219 (XXIX), which expresses concern for the problem. 

Invites the General Assembly and the Commission on 
Human Rights to pay special attention to the situation 
of women and children in Chile; urges the Secretary-
General to take all necessary measures for the 
implementation of General Assembly resolution 3219 
(XXIX). 

Chilean authorities 
Secretary-General of the United Nations 
United Nations General Assembly 
Commission on Human Rights 

CHILE 
VIOLATIONS OF HUMAN RIGHTS 
DETAINED AND CONDEMNED WOMEN 
SITUATION OF MOTHERS AND CHILDREN 
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5. World Conferenceof the United-Nat-ions-'Decade for Women; 
Equality, Development and Peace (Copenhagen, 

: • . " ;t;-f aDeft̂ arR̂  14-30 July 19801) 

File sheets of resolutions on the legal situation of women.*/ 

' • i! . 

-.•"j:.'7.C'trj'•--•.-.- '.-.•? ••-.:•?•• fir .*; 

' • •.;£•• -.).? ;-.-• V ; - •• . '¡H:' 

f.-oi"1-:' .. .-• " 
- V \ • -:: 

• i 
: <--..' ¡3 i-r-i/i' kc r-" 

•-.'•< v i - •..-'•••••.-. 'i ; .Viavii -Jo ;:•.>•••:•.'¡-•'-.•f,•'•.-'•{i~J: 

• "f>- •••• •..-¡-••'r 

• ':;>:;': r.'i.- -. 
"'.-'••' • ti-U n-r s .- " . •-••.!•:..-• --.••' 

i.msr <••:•) S'toiiGlt ka''. • • 

'*: H:: C/1A '/¡On?':;TX3 

*/ The resolutions are presented in numerical order, using the acronym 
WCC to identify the resolutions adopted at this Conference. 
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WCC/5 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation, of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Frame qf reference; 

Operative context} . . 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

Family planning 

WCC 

1980 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Calls ug§n Governments to take all appropriate 
measures,, including legislative ones, to enable 
women and men to exercise freely the right to 
determine their family, size. 

Family lav?, population, family planning 

International;Conference of Human Rights and World 
Population ..Conference;-need for family planning. 

That- Governments..-.should,set aside resources for 
population programmes . <-. 

Member r S tate s ;.. • • ..., > • 

FAMILY PLANNING 
EDUCATION, ., 
DISSEMINATION QF INFORMATION 
.PLANNING: . -
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WCC/3 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure : 

Migrant women./: A.,..IÜ£±L 

WCC 

1980 

Resolution"whichdoes hot constitute international' ; 
le gis lation !• " "" -

Reference to the legal • • 
situation of womeh: i r '->:;1 " Calls' upon'"'all Btateèytaking into account ' thë -:''; ; 

;''? ' v' ' provisions of'therèlévaht international instruments, 
; ' to take' all riëSeSsary measures to put an end to all 

• discrimination" a&aihst:'migrant women and to ensure 
the implementation of these measures in various areas 

- v.i.rrc;- (employment, edticâtîon¿ residence) ; reôbmménds that 
the Governments inform migrant women on the rights 

r " ; '• "and Obligations provided in the national législation 
- •'•'•'••' ^'-'ândip^tëdV-^keÎfr'Mghts'by preventing and prosecuting 

all violations of the rights of all migrant women 
: - • • •MiB '^(viéléhcev-ë^ïbîtàtiiiû^&id treatment*'' illigalv;- ' 

migration).' -' 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Labour legislâ'tièii, 'ëdiiëational legislation , pilÊiic ̂  
law. 

Need for interaaMonâi co-operation; contribution of 
Kat̂ '-AOiiuii tb tfiè^âbéï'Country; problems of human rights mi 

among migrants; international instruments on migrants 
and migrant workers. 

Family re vinification programmes; cultural measures; 
promoting awareness of problems of migrants. 

Member States 
Governments of host countries 
United Nations General Assembly 
Governments of the countries of origin 

EMPLOYMENT 
HEALTH 
FAMILY 
INTERNATIONAL NORMS 
SOCIAL SECURITY 
ELIMINATION OF DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN 
VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL TRAINING AND GUIDANCE 
DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION 
MIGRANT WORKERS 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 
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WCC/5 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of, reference:. 
f. 

Battered;;women and violence in the family 

WCC T . 

1980 • : 

Resolution which does-.not constitute international 
legislation 

Urges Member States to consider establishing family 
courts staffed with female personnel trained in law; 
and those with special expertise; urges Member States 
to adopt measures to protect the victims of family 
violence. 

Family law and civil rights 

World,Plan of,Action, section F, paragraph 131; 
persistence of and immunity from prosecution of 
violence in the home, which is an offence to human 
dignity. 

Operative context: . , Programmes designed to put an end to violence in 
. the family; studies on the subject; establishment 
of centres for the treatment, shelter and counselling 
of victims, as well as other services such as 
alcohol and drug abuse rehabilitation, housing and 

. employment} medical attention, child-care centres, 
etc. 

Directed to: Member States 
Secretary-General of the , United Nations 

Areas dealt with: BATTERED WOMEN 
FAMILY 
SOCIAL SECURITY 
VIOLENCE IN THE FAMILY 
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WCC/6 .•feview./<aftd ̂ '¿aiuc&i<̂ -̂ .-..progre83 made in the 
implementation of the World Plan of Action at 
the national level 

Forum: 

Year:*' : ' ' 

Type of measure: 

Re ferencè tó the legkl' 
situation' öf women : 

Type of legislation: 

B?ame of.reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

WCC 

19%0 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Invités countries,to submit information on their 
national machinery and legislation. 

Administrative law 

Work of the Secretary-General of the Conference.on 
the préparation of reports based on the replies of 
9à"Governments to the.questionnaire on the implemen 
tation of the World Plan of Action, observing that 
information on some member States is lacking. 

Publication"of a document on the review and 
evaluation of the World Plan of Action at the 
.national level. 

Member States 
Secretary-General of the United Nations 

REVIEW AND APPRAISAL , , 
WORLD PLAN OF .ACTION ' "'"i; : r<-..-
RESEARCH, GATHÉRING ÀND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
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wcc/ii .-.•iii.i...:.. 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference-1 to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference : 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt'with: 

• -• -Women' s participation -i-n the strengthening of 
international peace and- security and in the struggle 
against colonialism, racism, racial discrimination, 
foreign aggression and occupation and all forms of 
foreign domination 

WCC 

1980 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Requests the General Assembly to further the 
elaboration of a draft declaration on the participa-
tion of women in the Struggle for peace and against 
colonialism, foreign occupation, etc. 

Public law 

; General Assembly resolution 34/158 and ECOSOC 
.. resolution 1980/36, reaffirming the objectives of 

the United Nations Decade for Women. 

United Nations General Assembly 

• PEACE '"' ' ' 
; INTERNATIONAL SECURITY 
INTERNATIONAL NORMS 
RACIAL DISCRIMINATION 
COLONIALISM 

. APARTHEID 
FOREIGN DOMINATION 

URACISM 



• The situation of women refugees and displaced women 
" •the .world over " r 

. : wqe ;:y: 

Year: 1980 

Type of measure: Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Reference to the legal . i \ 
situation of women: Urges' the States to protect the legal rights of 

refugees under international law and national 
legislation; urges Governments to bring .to j-ustioe • 
those .who .abuse refugee women and children, and . 
to take every, possible step to prevent such 

• - . •. abuses..... . . : , 
Type of legislation': - Public law 

Report of the United Nations High Commissioner for 
Refugees; conventions, on the subject; existing ... . 
'assistance programmes do not address the needs of 
.. r'^Ugees; the problem of. refugees affects all the 
continents and places special burdens on developing 
countries; most refugees are women and children. ... 

Employment, .education and- health programmes;. • 
resettlement and family reunification programme?;;.,. 
gathering of data and- studies on refugees;, increase. 
of female personnel, of UNHCR. 

Member States, . -,.• •. 
International organisations: UNHCR 

Areas dealt with: REFUGEE AND. DISPLACED WOMEN 
DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION 
RESEARCH, GATHERING AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
SOCIAL SECURITY 
NUTRITION 
FAMILY 
EMPLOYMENT 
EDUCATION 
HEALTH 
DECISION-MAKING LEVELS 

WCC/12 

Forum-: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 
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WCC/17 --International legislation to prevent the abandonment 
of families 

Forum: WCC 

Year: 1980 
Type of measure: Resolution which does not constitute international 

legislation 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: Urges Governments to take the necessary measures, 

by concluding bilateral and multilateral agreements, 
to ensure that alimony will be paid to the 
abandoned wife. 

Type of legislation: Family law 

Frame of reference: Abandonment of families due to migration, which leads 
to the abandonment of minor children. 

Operative context: 

Directed to: . Governments 

Areas dealt with: FAMILY 
ABANDONMENT OF FAMILIES 
INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION 
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WCC/18 ; v- • 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

Situation of women in Chile 

WCC 

1980 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation.. •.: / '• i • . ... ••.•':;. 

Urges the Governments to respect, and promote human-*', 
rights; urges the authorities to investigate and: 
clarify the fate of persons reported to have 
; disappeared for political reasons and to institute 
criminal proceedings against those responsible for 
such disappearances; appeals to the authorities to 
allow women to exercise their rights-fully, in 
particular the right to carry on the struggle for 
equality, development and peace. 

Human rights and public law 

Violation of human rights in Chile 

Urges the authorities of Chile to respect and promote 
human rights; reiterates its deep concern about the 
violations of human rights to which women in Chile 
are Subjected;- urges. Chilean authorities to 
investigate and clarify the fate of persons reported 
to have disappeared for political reasons; appeals 
to the Chilean authorities to allow women to exercise 
their rights fully; invites the General Assembly to 
continue to pay careful attention to the situation 
of human rights in Chile. 

Chilean authorities 
United Nations General Assembly 

CHILE 
PEACE 
INTERNATIONAL NORMS 
DISAPPEARED PERSONS 
EQUAL RIGHTS 
VIOLATIONS OF HUMAN RIGHTS 
DETAINED AND CONDEMNED WOMEN 
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WCC/19 

Forum: 

Year : 

Type of measure: 

Reference, to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

Situation--of-women in El Salvador 

WCC 

1980 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Urges the authorities to guarantee respect for'human 
rights and to provide information on the situation 
of persons.who have disappeared and, in particular, 
that of women detained. 

Public law and human rights 

Violation of human 'rights in the country; it is 
considered that any military aid favours the repression 
of the people. . 

Expresses its concern about the serious violations 
of human rights and fundamental freedoms; urges the 
Salvadorian authorities to adopt the necessary 
measures to guarantee respect for human rights and 
fundamental freedoms;, condemns the murder, rape,and 
repression of women and children; urges the authorities 
to provide information on the situation of persons 
who have disappeared; requests the General Assembly 
at its.thirtyrfifth session to consider violations . 
of human rights, in El Salvador. 

Sa.lvadorian. authorities 
United Nations General Assembly 

EL SALVADOR 
DETAINED AND CONDEMNED WOMEN 
INTERNATIONAL NORMS 
DISAPPEARED PERSONS 
VIOLATIONS OF HUMAN RIGHTS 
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WCC/23 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type o.f-measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation.of women: 

Type of legislation:. 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context:. 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

Question • of missing and disappeared persons ,•, , • 

WCC ...... 

1980 /V 
. Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation • 

Calls upon Governments to take whatever measures may 
be necessary in .response to any reliable evidence 
of the.disappearance of a person, including: relevant 
information, and, legal and other assistance; requests 
Governments to ensure security for all in order to : .; 
.prevent the disappearance of persons. . •. 

.:Pi$lic.;law.:-and human rights 
u. : i.:."••" vhi'i !•'• '•. :•'•:... . 

Increasing number of,disappeared persons, including 
women and children 1 

•Requests co-operation of Governments; urges the 
Commission on Human Rights to give full effect to 
its mandate-.. •• . 

Governments. .'.'.,,. 
Secretary-General of the United Nations 

, Commission on Humap . Rights 

' DISAPPEARED̂ ' REASONS.' .i C 
INTERNATIONAL" NORMS 
FAMILY . ..,.„,... • „ ... 

, . .VI0LATipNS.,0.F>HUMAN- RIGHTS ' 
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WCC/2S 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation': 

Frame of reference: 

Cç^ÉÉl^Qn' 'on thé Elimination of All Forms of 
Discrimination against Women 
WCC 

Operative context: 

Directed to:; 

Areas dealt with: 

1980 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation. 

• Invites 'all- States to sign and ratify the Convention 
and to take ail the necessary measures for the effective 
implementation of its provisions. 

Includes all rights contained in the Convention, such 
as political rights, family rights, public law, etc. 
!Adoptioti''by the General Assembly of the Convention 
(resolution 34/180, 1979); objectives of the Decade; 
establishment of; a new international economic order and 
a lasting peace require the active participation of 
women and the improvement of their legal status. The 
elimination of social .discrimination, foreign domina-
tion," etc., is necessary for and contributes to the 
'implementation of thé rights of men and women. 

Dissemination, educational measures 

Membèr; States " 
International organizations 
Non-governmental organizations 

PEACE 1/1 , 
EQUAL RIGHTS -
NEW INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC ORDER 
INTERNATIONAL NORMS ' 
ELIMINATION OF DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN 
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WCC/31 i Women and discrimination based on. race 

Forum: WCC 

Year: 1980 

Type of measure: Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Typeröf^legislation: 

Franfe of referencei 

Operative contextr 

Directed to: 

Condemns all racist regimes and all countries which 
i co-operate with these regimes; calls upoft; member 
• States to sign the! International Convention on the 
Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination; 
calls upon Member States to give special consideration 
to the elimination of discriminatiOT':based >on: race o -
as well as on sex; calls upon the United Nations to 
take positive steps to overcome the dual burden of 

•••»: discrimination based OÏPtrace and on sex« a-

. Public law i. 

.. Convention ̂  racial discrimination 

¿oReaffirms its condemnation of all racist regimes; 
r: ' .taindenms countries whichi practice forms of discrimina-

tion based on race other than apartheid; calls upon 
the- Ufoited' Nations to take positive steps to overcome 
discrimination based on race and sex in all its 
programmes; calls upon Member States to give 
consideration to the elimination of discrimination 
based on race as well as Sex; urges all countries 
which still have not done so to subscribe to and 
ratify the International Convention on the Elimination 
of All Forms of Racial Discrimination. 

Governmefitsf J", • ; 
United Nations '.Specialized agencies 

Areas dealt with: RACIAL DISCRIMINATION 
ELIMINATION OF DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN 
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WCC/43 -

Forum: 

Year: : . ........ 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the' legal 
situation of women: 

Type-of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context.: 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

Exploitation oìLthé prostitution of others and traffic 
in persons 

WCC 

1980 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Invites Governments' to ratify the Convention for the 
Suppression of the Traffic in Persons and of the 
Exploitation of the Prostitution of Others. Urges 
Governments to protect women and children legally 
against abduction, rape and prostitution, and requests 
legal protection against maltreatment of women and 
children prostitutes. .̂ r-

Public law 

Convention for the Suppression of the Traffic in 
Persons (resolution 317 (IV)); World Plan of Action 
for thé Implementation of the Objectives: of the' ri ,;; 
International Women's Year, 

Invite,S"' Governments- to ratify the Convention for the 
Suppression'of the Traffic in Persons; requests the 
Governments of the Member States to recognize that 
women and children are not a commodity and that they 
have the right to legal protection against-abduction;, 
rape and prostitution; recommends that actions be takei, 
against international networks of traffickers and 
procurers. 

Governments . . r-
International organizations 
Non-governmental organizations 
Secretary-General of the United Nations 

PROSTITUTION 
TRAFFIC IN PERSONS 
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wcc/w 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: "' : 

Directed to: 

:Women in agriculture and rural areas 

wcc 

1980 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation' • ' . . \ - ^ 

Calls on rural women throughout the7world to become 
raiwa£e :6f their rights^ in order that .they c&p ¡exercise 
an&;benefit from them. 

'EcoriOmicvi SPciatLr/:aiidioDultural rights in the rural 
SeOt6r n-i.f}>'." 
• p* (ro t rr-i-ij-c:-..}' i..<v-'•-.-
ResoBf^^'^l^^h^^atiis of women in rural areas 
(resolution 21 of the World Conference of the Inter-
national Women's Year;?and General Assembly resolution 
3523 (XXX)) and General Assembly resolution 31/175 on 
effective" niObilization: of women in .development« -

'Programmes oriented towards the communities and suited 
to' ttieir needs; programmes of education, technology, 
training, credit and finance, rural industrialization, 
-as'well as research and "action programmes with -
priorities for landless women and their families; 
cultural co-operation,' dissemination, etc. 

Governments ' ' 
Women ' • • "-T 
"International organizations 
Non-governmental organizations 

Areas dealt with: RURAL WOMEN •-
•• ' EMPLOYMENT ' - • 
''• CREDIT :>, • = •.-,-•.• ,i 

' • ' RESEARCH* GATHERING AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
DRINKING WATER AND ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH 
PARTICIPATION OF WOlWV " r w 
ECONOMIC1 Pà RTICÏPATIÔN7-: 
MARKETING OF PRODUCTS 
APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGIES 
APPOINTMENT OF WOMEN 
EDUCATION 
SOCIAL PARTICIPATION 
VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL TRAINING AND GUIDANCE 
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WCC/4-5 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

Apartheid and women in South Africa and Namibia 

WCC '• ; /..''. 

1980 ' ~~ 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Appeals to the Governments to ratify the 
International Convention on the Suppression and 
Punishment of the Crime of Apartheid. 

Public law 

Strongly condemns apartheid 

Programmes of assistance, dissemination, and economic 
sanctions against South Africa; condemns acts of 
violence; request for release of political prisoners, 
etc. 

Governments 
Trade unions 
Special Committee against Apartheid 
United Nations agencies 
Women's groups 
Women 
Others 

APARTHEID 
SOUTH AFRICA 
NAMIBIA 
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6. Second Regional Conference on the Integration of Women into the 
Economic and Social Development of Latin America 

(Macu"to> Venezuela, 12-16 November 1979)' 

File sheets of resolutions on the legal situation of women.V 

V The resolutions are presented in numerical order, using the acronym 
RCM to identify the resolutions emanating from this Conference. 
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RCM/2 
TiCFT 
7uCj>..; Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of owomen: 

Type Of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

Creation of national commissions to study the problems 
of-mothers and children; y 
RCM 

1979 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation. . ••••-.z-is® '. 

Urges Governments to give priority*, to constituting 
commissions at the national and local-levels-to study 
the problems ¡of;women and»children, reporting on their 
work to ECLA and to the international bodies speciali 
specializing.ip,. the subject. 

'in most -countries of Latin America, domestic 
legislation, and international conventions guarantee 
the equality of women. These instruments are not put 
into practice , aid tji.ere are glaring differences; between 
the provisions and their application. Need to find 
a means of establishing operational machinery to solve 
this problem. . ... . . 

. Gby^rhmehtsV 

...IpEdl̂ TIoii ;~MACf!INERY 
. ' SfÎTUÂ̂ 'Î.Or ÔF MOTHERS . AND'. CHILDREN 
'INTENTIONAL. NORMS 
rMitY " • ' . " : : 
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Appraisal and priorities of Latin America with a 
view to the World Conference of the United Nations 
Decade for Women: Equality, Development and Peace 

RCM 

1979 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

In accordance with the appraisal, it is recommended 
that Governments should: 
1a) make a complete review of national legislation in 
"order to ensure the legal equality of men and women, 
with particular emphasis upon civil, family, labour, 
agrarian and criminal law; 
b) implement the recommendations concerning employment, 
contained in the ILO resolutions on conditions of work 
vocational training arid employment of women (1979). 

Equality before the law, particularly civil, family, 
labour, agrarian and criminal law. 

Women are agents of change; the spirit and letter of 
the Regional Plan of Action for the Integration of 
Women into Latin American Economic and Social 
Development (1977); the strategies chosen to carry out 
this plan have been unable to modify significantly the 
situation of women; concern because a substantial 
number of countries have not yet reviewed existing 
legislation with a view to eliminating discrimination; 
considers that the Regional Conference is preparatory 
to the World Conference. 

Forwarding the appraisal of the Regional Plan of Action 
to various bodies; this appraisal contains: 
a) Evaluation of the situation of women in the region; 
progress made and existing problems; 
b) Recommendations to Governments of a series of 
measures to give maximum support to the implementation 
of the Regional Plan, inter alia, besides legislative 
measures: literacy and adult education programmes and 
flexible curricula in formal education, dissemination 
of the Regional Plan, improvement of information 
systems, support to the setting up of the International 
Research and Training Institute for the advancement of 
women, improvement of the situation of rural women, 
etc. 
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ROM/3 (cont.) 

c) It is recommended that ECLA present this,appraisal 
• ...v/.. ; the World Conference 

it Jso^operate. with, the Governments and 
SEJ^lm^dcsâting.rtëânnical co-operation projects, etc.; 
d) It is recommended that women participate in trade 

• • uïiidn'deiani^atiôhé and women's organizations through 
which they can contribute to the implementation of the 
action programmes aimed at achieving their integration 
into development; their collaboration is recommended 
in the dissemination of the Regional Plan of Action; 
e) Recommendations to other international agencies and 
non-govemmental organizations. 

Directed to; Governments 
International organizations: UNDP, UNCTAD, UNIDO, ECLA 
Women 
Non-governmental organizations 
Voluntary fund for the United Nations Decade for Women 

Areas dealt with: INTEGRATION MACHINERY 
WOMEN HEADS OF HOUSEHOLD 
URBAN WOMEN 
MIGRANT WORKERS 
RURAL WOMEN 
REGIONAL PLAN OF ACTION 
EQUAL RIGHTS 
EDUCATION 
SOCIAL SECURITY 
PLANNING 
EMPLOYMENT 
FAMILY 
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
STRATEGY (IDS) 

ASSISTANCE FOR DEVELOPMENT 
APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGIES 
MARKETING OF PRODUCTS 
PARTICIPATION OF WOMEN 
RESEARCH, GATHERING AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
TECHNICAL CO-OPERATION FOR DEVELOPMENT 
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMES AND PROJECTS 
UNIT FOR THE INTEGRATION OF WOMEN INTO THE ECONOMIC 
AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT OF LATIN AMERICA AND THE 
CARIBBEAN 

HUMAN AMD FINANCIAL RESOURCES 
VOLUNTARY FUND FOR THE UNITED NATIONS DECADE FOR WOMEN 
VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL TRAINING AND GUIDANCE 
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7» Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAQ). 
r- /" World Conference ¿aMgrariari. Reform and Rural 

•v; :'f"; 1 Development (1979) 

File fshéet of recommendation :on;,the legal situation of women.*/ 

*/ The acronym FAO is used to identify this recommendation. 
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FAO A 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Integration of women in rural development 
(recommendation IV) ' 

FAO World Conference on Agrarian Reform and Rural 
Development 

1979 

Recommendation which does not constitute international 
legislation; forms part of the Programme of Action 
prepared by the FAO World Conference. 

To repeal those laws which discriminate against women 
in respect of rights of inheritance, ownership and 
control of property; to promote ownerships for women; 
to repeal laws and regulations which inhibit effective 
participation by women in economic transactions and 
in rural development programmes; to ensure full 
membership and equal voting rights for women in 
people's organizations (co-operatives, labour unions, 
credit unions, etc.). 

Family law, civil rights, political rights for rural 
women. 

Frame of reference: The integration of women in development is a pre-
requisite for successful rural development planning. 
Rural development based on growth with equity will 
require full integration of women, including equitablc-
access to land, water and other resources, equal 
educational and employment opportunities and organiza-
tion of women to facilitate their participation in the 
full range of social life on an equal footing with men. 

Operative context: a) Women's access to rural services; providing 
agricultural inputs and social services; organizing 
training and recruitment schemes; expanding agricul-
tural training and extension programmes, etc. 
b) Organization and participation of women: to promote 
collective action and organization of women through 
programmes of assistance, attitude change, studies of 
problems, etc. 
c) Educational and employment opportunities: to ensure 
equal educational opportunities and equal pay for work 
of equal value; to offer special educational 
incentives; to strengthen and/or create non-formal 
educational opportunities; to minimize the negative 
effects of economic changes and introduce new legis-
lation to produce changes in the employment and income 
of women. 



FAO/4 (Cont.) . ..... .,.. . ; 

Directed to: Goverments . ! — 

Areas dealt with: RURAL DEVELOPMENT ... 
EQUAL RIGHTS 
INTEGRATION MACHINERY, 
EDUCATION 

,-....,„ .. . INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMME OF ACTION . .,,,.. 
,.. EMPLOYMENT * R'R,-

".'•". RURAL WOMEN ... . 
' PARTICIPATION OF WOMEN' 
EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES 

:{_•;; {i'T j'.V' iitW.-f.i, 

. s s.fi.-:-- Ï'T ':.••• • 
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8 ' International .Labour. Qrflanis ation (ILO) 

File sheets of conventions, recommendations, resolutions, declarations 
and other measures- referring to the. legal situation of women */ 

*_/ File sheets were not prepared for the following measures: Convention 
No. 4, relating to night work of women (1919); Convention No. 41, relating to 
night work of women (1934); Recommendation No. 12, on the protection before and 
after childbirth of women employed in agriculture (1921); and Recommendation No. 
on night work of women employed in agriculture (1921), because they were later 
revised and updated. 
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8.1 International Labour.Organisât:^ 

Conventions relating tô the -legal situation of'^amen 'V'/ 
(All the conventions Constitute international' legislation) 

V The file sheets of the measures are presented in numerical order 
of convention, using the acronym ILO to identify them. 
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ILO/3 : "• ; ' Convention concerning the Emploient of Women before 
.L.. and, after Childbirth (Maternity Protection Convention, 

1919) */) "" ~ ~ ~ 
Forum: ILO, General Conference 

Year: 1919 

Type of measure: Convention 

Référencé to the legal 
situatidn of women: Maternity protection involves all working women 
" ' (employed Women) regardless of their age, nationality 

or marital status, arid their children (either 
legitimate or'illegitimate); establishes maternity 
leave, maternity benefits, additional leave for 
reasons of health, êtc. (articles 3 and 4) 

Type of legislation: Labour legislation; WOmen are the focal point of the 
measure; "protective" convention. 

Directed to: Governments 
Director-General of ILO 

Areas dealt with: PROTECTION OF MOTHERS AND CHILDREN 
WORKING WOMEN 
SOCIAL SECURITY 

f/ Title by which this convention may be cited, 
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ILO/13 .->>./ 'Ì C" 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Convention concerning the Use of White Lead in 
Paai^ng: {Wh'ite Lëad <Painting) Convention, 1921 */) 

ILO, General Conference 

1921 

Convention 

The employment of males under l,8;;ŷ OTJSEpf.vage apd.of 
f;;.. ...; - . f e m a l e s . P S ^ h i h i t e d in--anyovpâ tipgrwork 

... , 'L:'i!:t t-> c.-i'.hf^vf^.-W^^^fi^SPi^ involving the use of white 
:,.y:-r - i j , ' - f ; l o t h e r products containing 

.. :!.;•-<;- " .-f» , a f 3>• 
Type of legislation:, - Labour .legislation; the*.reference to women is not the 

focai point of the measure; "protective" convention. 
Areas dealt with: ,.,. . .LABOUR, SAFETY / . „„„. 

HEALTH " 

V '" .','•'.' ; ..i/j.j . ;•. 

r* • • 

y Title by which this convention ¿nay be citedt 
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ILO/45 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Areas dealt with: 

Convention concerning the Employment of Women on 
Underground Work/ in.-Wines of all Kinds (Underground 
Work (WomenJ Convention> 1935 */) 

ILO, General Conference" 

1935 -, •!-,•> : 
Convention 

No female, whatever her age, shall be employed, on 
underground work in any mine (article 2); establishes 
the cases which may be exempt from this prohibition 
by' national laws or regulations (article 3) 

Labour legislation; the. reference to women is the 
focal point of the measure; "protective" convention 

LABOUR SAFETY .-.-..-
WORKING WOMEN 
UNDERGROUND WORK 

V Title by which this convention may be cited. 
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ilo/81-^ "c jv v; 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women:. 

' Çonyënt'ion:concerning Labour Inspection in Industry 
C^^e^ce XLaboyr. Inspection" Convention, 1947 V ) 

Type of legislation::• or.i 
iic.1 • \-¡'SO'' 

Areas dealt with: 

general Conference-

19U7 

Convention 

• Menf and- women may be equally eligible to form part .of 
•: the inspection, staff ; when necessary, special 
functions; will be assigned to women and men 
inspectors, respectively (article 8) 

; Labour legislation; reference to .women is not a 
"-central point; "promotional" convention 

LABOUR INSPECTION •• •. • 
COMMERCE 
INDUSTRY ...... . •:•••• - ; 

*/ Title by which this'convention may be cited, • (,t£? v 
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ILO/111 • 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legâï ' 
situation of women: ' 

Type of legislation: 

Areas dealt with: 

• Convention concerning-Freedom of Association and 
•Protection of the Right to Organize (Freedom of 
-Association-and Protection of the Right to Organize 
Convention, 1948 */)., T ~ 

ILO, General Conference 

1948 

Convention 

.Workers and employers, without distinction whatsoever, 
'shall have the right to establish organizations of 
their own choosing subject only to the rules of the 
organization < article 2 ). 

'Labour legislation;the reference to women is 
marginal; "promotional" convention 

LABOUR RELATIONS " 
FREEDOM OF ASSOCIATION 

2/ Title by which this convention may be-cited,. 
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ILO/8^,.. 

. , ' vi 

o i ' . » ? A -Jtu r r C o n v e n t i o n .concerning Night Work of Women Employee 
C~=";if'i 'siT^rvT7T':;.an3hdustryr( Revised in 1948) (Night Work ( Women)) 

reconvention (Revised)» 19^8 »/) "•¡Vr..:; SO.1" 'lo 
Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of, legislationìo-

Areas dealt with: 

ILO, General Conference 

1948 

Convention 
; 'VSV-. 

Women, regardless of age, cannot be employed-<at-Might 
. in; any. public'i or: private industrial^ sUiideitaMfî '-'̂ 1 

(article 3); mentionsithe cases in which this 
principle - d<6es- not: apply, such as some special 
provisions for - certain- countries. 

Labour., legislation; women workers are the focal point 
of,:,t&e-iresolution;' "protective" convention. 

NIGHT WORK ; 
WOMEN WORKERS 
INDUSTRY 

2¡ Title by which thiö convention may be cited. 



ILO/97 

Forum,: 

Year: 

Type of measure: . • ; r 
Reference to the legalj.'.f,, 
situation of women: ĵ.jl̂'.... 

Convention concerning Migration for Employment 
(Revised 1949),. (Migration for Employment Convention 
(Revised), 1949 */) ' 

ILO, Général Conference 

1949 ' 

Convention .. 

•j-

Type of legislation: 

Areas dealt with: 

,,, r . The. Governments, fsl>0uld . apply the same treatment in 
/('y/ . respect of, laboĵ r to, immigrants legally admitted to 

their territories^as to their own citizens and without 
discr4î 1M®iô v.̂ rhiat8oever with respect, to % 

c ; religion, etc. (article 6). 

Labour legislation;" t)ie reference to women forms part 
of a convention on migrant workers; "promotional" 
convention 

MIGRANT WORKERS 
SOCIAL SECURITY 
EMPLOYMENT 
EQUALTREATMENT 
EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES 

*/ Title by which this convention may be cited. 
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ILO/lOO 
: - : .Y.-- • 

• . . . • . • r-

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference' 'to the - legal ' 
situation of womefi: 

• • Convention concerning Equal Remuneration for Men ,̂ nd 
: ' - ;;ï'.'Women-,Workers; fériìifork of Equal Value (Equal 

- Rémunération ̂ ç^exition, 1951*/) 

ILO, ...General Conférence 

1951 . 

Convention . ; 

•V: Definitionçf ' Remuneration (article 1); equal 
remiihérati.pn̂ if òr women, and men for work of equal 

'l''-, ' / V . value (articlér 1); this principle may be applied by 
'.'./.*.' •'. means of nitiohal laws or regulations, collective 

''"... , :%âbdur agreements,, etc, (article 2), 
•••••• W - v - . . . , . ; . -= - ' • s , ; •• • ; .XFI!;. • 

Type of légitimions • Labour legislation; wom7en workers are the focal point 

• ïëiriuneration and'mfeahsr̂ o apply it; "promotional" 
convention,. 

Areas dealt with: EQUAL PAY , 
WOMEN WORKERS' 

V Title by which this cpnyention.may.be cited. 
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IL0/102 Conven^^-'igoi^BP&ing; -Minimum Standards of Social 
Security (Social-Security (Minimum Standards) 
Convention, 1952jQJT? 

Forum: ILO, General Conference 

Year: 1952 ' 
Ty ....... 
Type of measure: Convention 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: a) Maternity benefits: maternity benefits are 

established; the' contingencies covered include 
• ' - ;V pregnandy, "'confinement and their consequences, 

and suspension of earnings. The persons protected by 
: \ this!̂  Convention are determined (article 48) and the 

'?'":i '̂ ^¿r^f its are ̂defined (articles 49, 50, 51 and 52). 
J V Employment' injury benefits: The provision of 

. employment injury benefits should be ensured to the 
' ' : persons protected in case of injury on the job 
• and disease resulting from employment (article 31); 

the contingencies covered are established (article 
32), as well as medical care benefits (article 34) 

'•' • and benefits in respect of total or partial loss of 
earning capacity (articles 36 and 37). 
c) SUrVivors' benefits: the persons protected should 
be ensured the provision of survivors' benefits 
(article 59); the contingencies covered are establish 

' established (article 60) and the benefits and 
requirements to secure them are defined (articles 61, 
62, 63). 

Type of legislation: Labour legislation; the provisions on maternity, 
employment injury and survivors' benefits are aspects 
of a broader convention.on social security; 
"protective" convention. 

Areas dealt with: WORKING WOMEN 
SOCIAL SECURITY 
LABOUR SAFETY 
PROTECTION OF MOTHERS AND CHILDREN 
COMPENSATION FOR EMPLOYMENT INJURIES 
OCCUPATIONAL ILLNESSES 
SURVIVORS' PENSION 

f/ Title by which this convention may be cited, 
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ILO/,103 , . r,,. . Convg^tion, c.oncerning| Maternity Protection (Revised,,, .. • Convention R̂evised)', 

Forum: 

Year: 
ILp^^eiiepal , Conference 

1952 
Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of womep: .... 

'..I :>0 

T.T 

Type of legislation: 

Areas dealt with: 
;Î3 ' : 

Convention 

The. .Convention applies to women employed in .industrial 
.. ,undertakings and. in non-industrial and agricultural 
. occupations, including women wage earners working at 
, . ho^e. (^ticle 1); it applies to all women, whatever 

'their'age, nationality, race, beliefs or marital 
. status?^nd to. their children, born either within or 
oiitside. marriage, (article 2); it provides for maternit 
leave (during pregnancy and after childbirth); 
maternity benefits; .additional leave, and mentions 
occupations which are excepted in some countries 
(articles 3,4, 5, 6 and 7); maternity leave shall have 
a minimum duration of 12 weeks and includes a post-

' . chilidbirth period which is obligatory; post-childbirth 
'leay^ is, prescribed by national laws and regulations 
'. bu.t,inay. not be less than six weeks (article 3, 
paragraphs 2 a.nd 3). ^ 

,„; Labour legislation;.;women are the focal point of the 
" ;' .. measure; ''prpteptiVê -. .convention. 

SOCIAL SECURITY 
. , PROTECTION,.pF MOTHERS,AND CHILDREN .-... 

WORKING.PMFEN ' .:'' ' 
. COMMERCE.'. • <-•, ' ' -

" ' INDUSTRY;:;.; R .' 

innew .•:••:• ,••••.• 

f/ Title by which this convention may be cited, 
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ILO/HO 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Areas dealt with: 

Convention concerning Conditions of Employment of 
Plantation;Workers (Plantations Convention, 1958' */) 

ÏL0, General Conference ' 

1958 

Convention 

Provisions should be applied equally to all,plantation 
workers, without distinction as to race, colour, sex, 
religion., ' political opinion, nationality, social origii 
tribe or trade union membership (article 2). Maternity 
protection is established by a series of provisions: 
maternity leave,for. at least 12 weeks, with a period of 
cumpulsory leave after confinement to be prescribed by 
national laws, but in.no case for less, than six weeks; 
maintenance of salary and medical benefits; nursing 
leaye, etc. (articles 47, 48, 49 and 50). 

Labour legislation;, the reference to women is part of 
a broader convention; "protective" convention.in 
relation to women« ...,.-

PLANTATIONS 
WORKING WOMEN : . 
PROTECTION.OF MOTHERS'AND CHILDREN 
EMPLOYMENT' " ' .". ' . 

*/ Title by which this convention may be cited. 
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ILO/111 • 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: ; 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women:. 

Type of legislation: 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

"Convention concerning DisiCrimination in Respect of 
Employment and Occupation (Discrimination (Employment 
and Occupation) Convention, 1958 *75 

ILO, General Conference 

1958 

Conventiop. , ; -i; • 

Definition of ,discrimination (article 1); commitment 
to promota,,equal, opportunities and equal treatment for 
all workers ,in respect of employment and occupation 
-(article 2Xy specifies necessary for this: legislative, 
educational, training, etc. (article 3). 

Labour legislation; women, workers are one of the 
populations considered by the measure; the latter 
refers to the elimination-of all discrimination based 
on sex, religion, colour,; etc., in respect of employme: 
and occupation; "promotional" convention. 

Governments •• 
Director-General pf.ILO-v 

EQUAL TREATMENT , ' • 
EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES 
WORKING WOMEN 
EMPLOYMENT 

2/ Title by which this convention may be-cited,. 
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ILO/111 • 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Areas dealt with: 

Convention concerning JBasic Aims and Standards of 
Social Policy (Social -Policy (.Basic Aims and Standards) 
Convention, 1962 */) 

ILO, General Conference 

1962 

Convention 

. To eliminate, all,,discrimination against workers "based 
on race,.-sexy colour, c^eed, trade union associations, 
etc., in respect of: labour legislation, access to 
employment, educational opportunities, participation 
in negotiations on collective agreements, safety, 
health and well-being, wages, working conditions, 
hiring and promotion, etc. (article 14); education by 
radio., training programmes and other programmes aimed 
at training children and,young people of both sexes 
for jobs; national laws and regulations should 
prescribe the minimum age for leaving school and for 
beginning to work (article.15, paragraphs! and 2). . 

Labour legislation; the.reference to women is part of 
a convention on social policies in general; 
"promotional" convention. 

ELIMINATION OF DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN 
EDUCATION 
VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL TRAINING AND GUIDANCE 
DISMISSAL 
EMPLOYMENT 
DEVELOPMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES 

2/ Title by which this convention may be-cited,. 
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ILO/122 . f / • 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of" legislation: 

Areas déàit with': 

Convention concerning Employment Policy (Employment .. 
T-.. rPqlicy. .eonygfit3top->1̂ 196*frv?9l 

ILO, General Conference 

1964 ' ' 
• r 

Convention 

To formulate and carry out an employment., policy which 
,. vrould ensure», inter, aljft,. freedom to chpose employmenl 
equal oppor-tunrties .respect of vocational training 
.and .us'e. of this,.training, and skill on the job, 
irrespective, of race,,.'c.oipyr, sex, religion, political 
opinion, nationality or. social origin (article 1). 

Labour legislation; discrimination based on sex is 
only, one of the,causes.̂ of discrimination that it is 
recommended should,.be eliminated; "promotional" 
convention, ,'. 

• EMPLOYMENT POLICY . 
EQUAL' OPPORTUNITIES 
VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL TRAINING AND GUIDANCE . 

fy Title by which this convention may be cited. 
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ILO/127 : ^ Convention concerning the Maximum Permissible Weight 
'to be Carried by One Worker (Maximum Weight Convention, 
1967 »/) ~ ; 

Forum: ILO, General Conference 

Year: 1967 

Type of measure: Convention : v ; 

Reference to the legal •-
situation of women: The assigîfflïènt of women and young workers to manual 

transport of loads oth'ër than light loads shall be 
limited; in the-case where women and young workers are 
engaged in the manual transport of loads, the maximum 
weight shall bè'considerably less than that permitted 
for adult male workers (article 7, paragraphs 1 and 2) 

Type of legislation: Labour legislatoon; the reference to women is one 
aspect of the convention; "protective" convention 

Areas dealt with: HEALTH 
LABOUR SAFETY : - ' • : 

f/ Title by which this convention may be cited, 
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Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situdti6n"'of':'Wdiii6'h': r "•'•"• 

^Convention! .concerning. Invalidity, Old-Age and '" 
I.Survivor̂ 1. Benefits (Invalidity., Old-Age and Survivors' 
Benefits Convention,.1967 *f) 

Conference 

Type of legislation:-

Areas dealt with: 

ILO,: 

1967 

Convention 

' DèïMès- thé; éòn-Htìgències covered (article 2Ï)-; ' ' 
establishes the persons covered by the protection 
(widows and children under certain conditions) (article 
22); proposes é wa^ of calculating benefits (article 
23); follows up the Social Security Convention (1952) 
(article 23); definés the employment characteristics 
of the person originating the pension (article.24) 

Labour legislation;-the'situation of women is not the 
focal point of the measpre; "protective" convention 

SOCIAL SECURITY 
SURVIVORS' PENSION 
OLD-AGE PENSION 
INVALIDITY PENSION 

f/ Title by which this convention may be cited, 
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ILO/129 . -:-n.i:î5ii .le 

Forum : 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Convention, concerning. Labour Inspection in Agriculture 
(Labour rnspè^t:i^;'(^g^iculture) Convention, 1969 */) 

Type of legislation: 

Areas dealt with: 

ILO, General ConfetfenSe* ' 

1969 " 

Convention 

The functions of the labour inspection system in., 
agriculture include monitoring the implementation of 
i the ¿.legal provisions in.respect of emploient of 
women, children and youth (articles 6, l.a). 

- i••.'.Labour legislation ji. the. reference to women forms part 
Y;ofj a;.convention, on labour inspection; "promotional" n convent ion. 
LABOUR INSPECTION: 

AGRICULTURE 'JWilr?V! 
RURAL WORKERS 
WORKING YOUTH 

*/ Title by which this convention may be cited. 
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ILO/136 ; 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: ; 

Type of legislation: 

Areas dealt with: 

Convention concerning Protection against Hazards 
of Poisoning : Arising from Benzène (Benzene Convention, 
1971 */) 

ILO, General Conference 

1971 

Convention 

Pregnant or; nursing women shall not be employed in 
processes, which expose them to benzène or products 
containing benzene (article 11) 

Labour legislation;.the/reference to women in the 
Convention,is.marginal:»^"protective" convention 

• •• 

LABOUR SAFETY* 
WORKING WOMEN.. • 
HEALTH ' 

V Title by which this convention 'may !M' 'cited. ' u 
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IL0/140: ,,, 

Forum; —1 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

'.'J •- j ' • ; 

Type of legislation.:. 

Convention ..cpncern.Pald, Educational Leave (Paid 
;Educa.tional7iLeaw"Cî yept$Qn, 1974 */) 

ILO,"General Conference' 

1974 

Convention 

.'.; T.;•:••• 

Areas dealt with: 

Paid educational leave shall be granted to all 
, workers., •pt^Qegfryof .-â acê  colour, sex, nationality 

political opinionj ̂ nationalfity or social origin 
• • (article ;8),. . , .. 

-.. Labour legislation; . the.reference to women is part 
; .: of ;a provision ;.on the. elimination of all forms of 

.-,,[; L ĉ iscrimina(tipri- in- reiatipcn>£to paid educational leave; 
..» /"f^P^otipnal" ;¡convention,.. . 

EDUCATION 

N Title by which this convention may .be cited. 
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ILO/136 ; 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to thé legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Areas dealt with: 

Convention concerning Organizations of Rural Workers 
and their Role in Economic and Social Development 
(Organizations of Rural Workers Convention, 1975, _*/) 

ILO, General Conference 

1975 

Convention 

In the framework of rural development, to facilitate 
the establishment and Strengthening of organizations 
of rural workers independent and strong, of a 
voluntary nature, ias a; way of ensuring the 
participation Of rural workers in economic and social 
development and7without discrimination of any kind, 
according to thé provisions of the convention on 
discrimination in employment and occupation (1958) 
(article i+) ... 

Labour legislation; the reference to women is not 
central; "promotional" convention 

LABOUR RELATIONS 
RURAL WORKERS 
RURAL DEVELOPMENT 
ORGANIZATION OF WORKERS 

V Title by which this convention 'may !M' 'cited. ' u 
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ILO/136 ; 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Areas dealt with: 

Convention concerning Vocational Guidance and 
Vocational Training in the Development of Human 
Resources (Human Resources Development Convention, 
1975; */) 7 

ILO, General Conference 

1975 

Convention 

The policies and programmes of vocational guidance 
and training shall be designed for all persons 
without any discrimination whatsoever in accordance 
with their own interests and aspirations and according 
to the needs of society (article 1) 

Labour legislation; the reference to women is part 
of the general provisions on the development of human 
resources; "promotional" convention 

DEVELOPMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES 
VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL TRAINING AND GUIDANCE 
EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES 

V Title by which this convention 'may !M' 'cited. ' u 
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ILO/136 ; 

Form: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation, of viromen: ' 

Type of legislation: 

Areas dealt with: 

Convent>iigh;:concerning Migrations in Abusive Conditions 
and the!.W#iotion; of Equality of Opportunity and 
. Treatment'f̂ f Migrant Workers ( Migrant Workers 
Convention (suplementary provisions), 1975 jfy) 

ILO, General Conference < 

1975 

Convention ' 

Governments shall promote and ensure equality of 
opportunity and treatment with respect to employment 

;''̂ hd'occupation, social .'security, cultural rights 
''̂ hd-t-reide "Union rights and individual and collective 
freedoms of persons, of all migrant workers and their 
families' who have legally entered the territory 
(article 10); they shall facilitate the reuniting 
of-'Iniigrant worker families (article 13) 

Labour legislation; the reference to women is part 
of a convention on migrant workers; "promotional" 
'• convention " '-••''.•' 

MIGRANT WORKERS 
EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES 
EQUAL TREATMENT 
EMPLOYMENT 

V Title by which this convention 'may !M' 'cited. ' u 
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ILO/136 ; 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Areas dealt with: 

Convention concerning Employment and Conditions of 
Work and Life of Nursing Personnel (Nursing 
Personnel Convention, 1977 */) 

ILO, General Conference 

1977 

Convention 

Nursing personnel should benefit from conditions 
which are at least equivalent to those of other 
workers of the country in respect of, inter alia, 
maternity leave (article 6,e) 

Labour legislation; the reference to women is part 
of a convention on nursing personnel; "promotional" 
convention 

PROTECTION OF MOTHERS AND CHILDREN 
NURSING PERSONNEL 
WORKING CONDITIONS 
LIVING CONDITIONS 

V Title by which this convention 'may !M' 'cited. ' u 
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ILO/156 • , ,. „ ;. Convention concerning Equal Opportunities and Equal 
. -. ... Treatment for Men and Women Workers: Workers with 

Family Responsibilities (Workers with Family 
Responsibilities Convention, 1981 */) 

Forum: ILO, General Conference 

Year: 1981 

Type of measure: Convention 

Reference to the legal • 
situation of Women: " The convention applies to.all branches of economic 

activity and all categories of workers with family 
responsibilities (articles 1 and 2); commits the States 
to promote equal opportunities and treatment among 
male and female workers, making impossible for , 

: workèrs with family.responsibilities to exercise 
their right to carry out a function without being 
subject to discrimination and without conflict 
between their family and professional responsibilities 
(article 3); various measures are proposed against 
discrimination; developing community services 
(assistance to children, family assistance) 
(article 5); actions in the field of guidance and 
employment (article 7); educational and dissemination 
programmes (article 6); family responsibilities 
should not in themselves constitute a justifiable 
reason for dismissal (article 8); the provisions of 
this convention shall be applied by means of 
legislation, collective agreements, works rules, 
etc. (article 9). 

Type of legislation: Labour legislation; women are the central theme of 
this convention on workers with family responsibilities; 
"promotional" convention 

Areas dealt with: EMPLOYMENT 
WOMEN WORKERS 
WORKERS WITH FAMILY RESPONSIBILITIES 
EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES 
EQUAL TREATMENT 

2/ Title by which this convention may be cited. 
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8.2 International Labour Organisation (ILO) 

Recommendations concerning the legal situation of women V 

'kJ The file sheets of the measures are presented in numerical order by-
resolution, using the acronym ILO to identify them. 
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ILO/112 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Areas dealt with: 

Recommendation concerning the Organization of the 
Employment Service (Employment Service Recommendation, 
1948 */) • 

ILO, General Conference 

1948 

Recommendation which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Employment services should not discriminate against 
workers on the basis of criteria such as race, sex 
sex or creed; women should be employed in accordance 
with their physical abilities and occupational 
skill (provisions 4c and 12c) 

Labour legislation; the situation of women is analysed 
along with other areas in relation to the subject 
of employment services 

EMPLOYMENT POLICY 

jV Title by which this recommendation may be cited. 
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ILO/112 

Forum; 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Areas dealt with: 

Recommendation concerning Migration for Employment 
(Revised 1949) (Migration for Employment Convention 
(Revised), 1949 ' 

ILO, General Conference 

1949 

Recommendation which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Authorities should give migrants and their families 
the same labour treatment which is applied to nationals, 
according to the laws, administrative machinery and 
collective agreements; This treatment should be 
applied without regard to sex, religion, race, 
nationality and in the following areas: remuneration, 
working hours, holidays, vacations, limitations on 
work in. the home, minimal working age, work of women 
and minor childrén, trade unionization, vocational 
training, recreation and well-being, taxes, hygiene, 
safèty and medical assistance, etc. (article 17, 
provisions 1 and 2) 

Labour legislation; the reference to women is part 
of a recommendation on migrant workers 

MIGRANT WORKERS 
EMPLOYMENT' 
EQUAL TREATMENT • 

jV Title by which this recommendation may be cited. 
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ILO/90 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Areas dealt with: 

Recommendation concerning Equal Remuneration for 
Men ¡and Women Workers, for Work of Equal Value/ . • ; 
Eqipq; Remuneration, 1951-.;*/ 

ILO, General Conference 

1951 ' '"' 

Recommendation which does not constitute international 
¡legislation -.••,-, 

Recommends that Governments, after consulting with 
/.workers' organizations or with workers themselves, 
fhoyild ensure the application of the principle of 
.equal remuneration in. all public administration 
functions and all occupations whose levels of 
remuneration are subject to State regulation or control 
(provisions 1 and 2).;, proposes that Governments 
should: ensure,that employers and workers are informed 
of the legal requirements and can ask advice about 
them (provision 3); to facilitate the application 
of the principle cited it proposes, inter alia, 
to promote, equality both.men and women without 
prejudice to the international regulations and 
instruments and international laws protecting the 
health, and welfare of women (provision 6) 

Labour legislation; women workers are the focal 
point of the measure; it - proposes measures and 
procedures to apply the. principle of equal 
remuneration, inter alia» conduct research, provide 
social services, ensure equal access to vocational 
training programmes, etc. 

EQUAL PAY 

_*/ Title by which this recommendation may be cited. 
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ILO/95 . . fecommeidation concerning Maternity Protection ' 
.. (Maternity Protection Recommendation, 1952 */) 

Forum: ILO ' General Conference 

Year: 1952 

Type of measure: ~ Recommendation which does not constitute international legislation 
Reference to the legal 
situation? of women: • Establishes that maternity leave provided for in the 

- Maternity Protection Convention (1952) may be extended 
for reasons of health (provision I); maternity cash 
benefits should be established, where practicable, at 
100% of the woman's previous earnings; it defines the 
extent and nature of medical benefits and states that 
national legislation may authorize the institutions 
which provide the benefits to take measures designed 
to improve the health of protected women and their 
children (provision II); it determines the facilities 
for nursing mothers and children (provision III); it 
lists the reasons which may be considered by national 
legislation as just cause for dismissal of pregnant 
women (provision IV, 4.2, protection of employment); 
it regulates ways of establishing the period during 
which it is illegal to dismiss a pregnant woman 
(provision IV, 4.1) and proposes to protect the 
seniority rights of women (provision IV, 4,3); it 
protects the health of women during maternity (provi-
sion V), 

Type of legislation: Labour legislation; women are the focal point of the 
measure 

Areas dealt with: SOCIAL SECURITY 
PROTECTION OF MOTHERS AND CHILDREN 
WORKING WOMEN 
COMMERCE 
INDUSTRY 

**/• Title by which this recommendation may be cited. 
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ILO/102 A */ Recommendation.concerning Welfare Facilities for» • 
*~o ," Workers (Welfare Facilities Recommendation, 1956 *'V) 

Forum: ILO, General Conference 

Year: 1956 

Typé of measure: . - Recommendation-which does not constitute international legislation 
Reference to the legal 
situation of wçmen: . . To provide services ¡fnd resources to ensure the well-

s;^,.being of workers^ ,especially women and girls, such as 
-... seating facilities, rest rooms, etc. (provisions 1, 2 

•..;'•• .' ' and 19).- . " . 
Type of legislation: Labour legislation; ...the reference to women is one 

aspect of the recommendation 

Areas dealt with:' ' ^ ... WELL-BEING.. . /•' 

*f Since this number has been used as the code for an ILO convention 
already included in this document, the code for the recommendation has an added 
letter to differentiate the two. 

**/• Title by which this recommendation may be cited. 
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ILO/110 A • 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Areas dealt with: 

Recommendation concerning Conditions of Employment of 
Plantation Workers (Plantations Recommendation, 
1958 ft*/) 

ILO, General Conference 

1958 

Recommendation which does not constitute international 
legislation 

To promote and ensure the application to all workers 
of the principle of e^ual remuneration for work of 
equal value; this principle may be applied by means of 
national laws or regulations, recognized machinery for 
wage determination, collective agreements, etc. 
(provision 27, 2). Each Member State should extend its 
laws and regulations establishing systems of insurance 
or other appropriate systems providing security in 
case of sickness, maternity, invalidity, oid age, etc., 
to plantation workers on conditions equivalent to those 
of workers in other sectors of the economy (industry, 
commerce) (provision 53). 

Labour legislation; the reference to women is part of 
a broader provision on plantation workers. 

PLANTATIONS 
PROTECTION OF MOTHERS AND CHILDREN 
EQUAL PAY 
SOCIAL SECURITY 

V Since this number has been used as the code for an ILO convention 
already included m this document, the code for the recommendation has an added 
letter to differentiate the two, 

**/ Title by which this' recommendation may be cited. 
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ILO/111 A */ Recommendation concerning Discrimination in Respect Qf 
'... .roi.:, 'Employment and Occupation (Discrimination (Employment 

and Occupation) Recommendation, ~1958 **/) 

Forum: ILO, General Conference 

Year: 1958 

Type of measure: Recommendation which does not constitute international 
,: TY U'T. .• . legislation 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: Defines discrimination (provision l); policies should 

be formulated and applied by means of legislative or 
• other measures in accordance with certain principles 

^.(provision 2); statutory provisions should be modified 
„ .»¿.¡v j*r:.5repea3,ed.i:i(WLC!h -.¿iflpily discrimination (provision 5). 

Type of legislation: Labour, legislationj. women workers are one of the 
subjects considered in the recommendation; elimination 
of all sorts of discrimination. 

Directed to: Governments 
Director-General , 

Areas dealtwiwith ELIMINATION OF DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN 
EMPLOYMENT. .: 

V Since this, number ha^ been used as the code for an :ILO convention 
already included in this: document, the code for the recommendation: has an added 
letter to differentiate the two. - = 

**/ Title by which. this;.r.eccrajnendation may be cited. . -a J 
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ILO/112 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Recommendation concerning Occupational Health 
Services in Places of Employment (Occupational Health c 1959 ft/) Services Recommendation, 

ILO, General Conference 

1959 

Recommendation which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Occupational health services should be developed in 
accordance with national law on the subject and should 
include various types of examinations (pre-employment 
and periodic examinations, prescribed by national 
laws or by agreements between the parties); these 
examinations are recommended especially for women, 
young, personsj etc. (provision 8e). 

Labour legislation; women are dealt with more in 
relation to health services. 

Areas dealt with: HEALTH 

jV Title by which this recommendation may be cited. 
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ILO/116 
j ) 

Forum: 

Yeag.î • 

Type of measure: 

Reference :;to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Areas dealt with: 

Î Recommendation concerning Consultation and Co-operation 
'" between Public'Authorities and Employers' and Workers'"* 
; Organizations, at' the, Industriafänd National Levels 
(Consultation (Industrial and National Levels) 
Recommendation, 19.60 */) j 

ILO, General Conference ;. 

I960 :-.•:.-. r y. •,.:.:.• -.-i," ;T 

Recommendation which does not constitute international 
legislation 

To take measures to promote effective consultation and 
.co-operation at .-the industrial and national levels 
between: public authorities and employers' and workers' 
organizations (provision 1); such measures should be 
. applied.without discrimination of any kind (race, sex, 
religion, political opinion or nationality of the 
members.of the organizations) (provision 2); such 
consultation should aim,, inter alia, to ensure that the 
public authorities seek the views of employers and 
workers and their assistance in the preparation of laws 
and regulations affecting their interests (provision 
5, b, i). 

Labour legislation; the reference to women is marginal 

LABOUR RELATIONS 
INDUSTRY 

V Title by which this recommendation may be cited. 
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ILO/114 ..>• 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Areas dealt with: 

Recommendation concerning the Protection of Workers 
against Ionising Radiations (Radiation Protection 
Recommendation, 1980 */) 

ILO, General Conference 

1960 

Recommendation which does not constitute international 
legislttion 

To ensure that women and children are not exposed to 
high radiation risks in their work (provision 16). 

Labour legislation; the reference to women is only 
one of the subjects; dealt with by the recommendation. 

LABOUR SECURITY 
IONISING RADIATION c. 
WORKING WOMEN 

V Title by which this recommendation may be cited. 
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ILO/116 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: Recommendation which does not constitute international 
legislation . - '• 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: In the process of reducing hours of work, priority 

f-J : • : should be given to industries or occupation which 
.involve a particular effort on the part of workers, 
especially where these consist mainly of women and young 

: ' persons (provision 9); in arranging overtime, due . / 
consideration should be given to pregnant women and 
nursing mothers, etc. (provision 18). 

Type of legislation: Labour legislation; the reference to women is only one 
aspect of the recommendation. 

Areas dealt with: HOURS OF WORK 

V Title by which this recommendation may be cited. 

,Rfeffprcmendation concerning Reduction of Hours of Work 
Hours of Work Recommendation, 1962 */) 

ILO, General"Conference 

1962 
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ILO/119 . . 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Areas dealth with: 

Recommendation concerning Termination of Employment 
at the Initiative of the Employer (Termination of 
Employment Recommendation, 1963 */) 

ILO, General Conference 

1963 

Recommendation which does not constitute international 
legislation 

The following should not constitute valid reasons 
for termination of employment: race, colour, sex, 
religion, marital status, political opinions, 
nationality or,social origen (provision 3); procedures 
for negotiating in these situations, unpaid wages 
and compensation (provisions 4 and 6) 

Labour legislation; sex is one of the factors which 
does not constitute a valid reason for termination 
of employment 

DISMISSAL 
EMPLOYMENT 

y Title by which this recommendation may be cited. 
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IL0/122A */ 

For vim: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Areas dealt with: 

Recommendation copce|^lng Employment Policy (Employment 
Policy Recommendation,; 11,964 **/) 
ILO, General Conference 

1964 

Recommendation which does not constitute international 
legislation ' > •• 

Employers and workers, and their organizations, should 
take1all practicable measures to promote the 
achievement and maintenance of full, productive and 
freely chosen''employment, without regard to colour, 
race, sex, rèligiotì-j etc. (provision 29.1). In 
particular, they should-rèspect the principle of 
equality of opportunity- and treatment in employment 
and occupation, taking account of the provisions of 
the discrimination (employment and occupation) c. ... 
convention and recommendation 1958) (provision 29.2g) 

Labour legislation; the situation of women is one 
of the discriminations which along with others is 
considered in formulating a free and productive 
employment policy 

EMPLOYMENT POLICY 
EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES 
EQUAL TREATMENT 

*/ Since this number has been used as-thé code-for an ILO•convention 
already included in this document, the code for the recommendation has an 
added letter to differentiate the two. 

**/ Title by which this recommendation may be cited. 
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ILO/123 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Areas dealt with: 

Recommëndation concerning the Employment of Women 
•with thé Family Responsibilities (Employment of Women 
with Family Responsibilities, recommendation 1965 */) 

ILO, General Conference 

1965 

Recommendation which does not constitute international 
legislation 

A suitable policy should be developed to make it 
possible for women with family responsibilities 
to work outside the home, exercise their rights 
:without suffering discrimination and according to 
the principles contained in the Discrimination 
(Employment and Occupation) Convention (1958) and 
other international instruments adopted by ILO 
(provision I, la); all possible steps should be 
taken to enable women with family responsibilities 
to integrate or re-enter into the labour force, 
in line with the employment policy convention 
and recommendation (1964) (provision IV, 7); in 
the case of termination of employment bccause of 
maternity, women should be re-integrated in accordance 
with the provisions of the Tsrmination of.Employment 
Recommendation, 1963 (provision IV, 10.2) 

Labour legislation; women are the focal point of 
the measure; the proposal for legislation and 
observation of international instruments are 
accompanied by measures aimed at developing child 
care services, educational and dissemination 
programmes, etc. 

WORKERS WITH FAMILY RESPONSIBILITIES 
EMPLOYMENT 

V Title by which this recommendation may be cited. 
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ILO/128A V » 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

lype of legislation: 

Areas dealt with: 

' Recommendation. .ccni1?arping the Maximum Permissible , 
"'•'Weight• 'to.̂ e'-'Cä̂ gSga-'̂ y ".One Worker (Maximum Weight 
:: Recommendation, 1967 " 

ILO, General Conference . 

1967 

Recommendation which does not constitute international 
legislation 

As far as possible, adult women workers should, not, 
be assigned to regular.manual transport of loads 
(provision,16); where.adult women workers are 
engaged in the manual,:transport of loads, the maximum 
weight of such, loads-, should be substantially less 

, than that permited for;adult men workers 
,..(provisionr ¿15) women.; should be assigned to 
I, manual; transport of loads during a pregnancy 
•(provision. 18); limits are imposed on manual 
transport of loads by women (time, tasks) 
(provision 17) . . 

Labour legislation; the reference to women is only 
one aspect pf the measure 

,HEALTH • 
LABOUR SAFETY 

V Since this number has been used as the code for an ILO convention 
already included in this document, the code for the recommendation has an 
added letter to differentiate the two. 

**/ Title by which this Recommendation may be cited. 
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ILO/131 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Areas dealt with: 

Recommendation concerning Invalidity, Old-Age and 
Survivor's Benefits (invalidity, Old-age and 
Survivor's Benefits Recommendation, 1967 */) 

ILO, General Conference 

1967 

Recommendation which does not constitute international 
legislation 

In respect of persons protected, proposes to Member 
States that they extend the application of their 
legislation providing for survivor's benefits 
(provision II, 3a and b); the contingencies covered 
are determined (provision III, 9, 10, 11, 12, 19 
and 20) 

Labour legislation; the reference to women is 
part of a recommendation on pensions and social 
benefits 

SOCIAL SECURITY 
SURVIVOR'S BENEFIT 
OLD-AGE BENEFIT 
INVALIDITY BENEFIT 

V Title by which this recommendation may be cited. 
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ILO/136A */ 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Areas dealt with: 

Recommendation concerning Special Youth Employment 
Training -Schemes for Development Purposes (Special 
{Youth Schemes Recommendation, 1970 **/) 

ILO, General Conference 

1970 

Recommendation which does not constitute international 
: legislation : r , . 

Special schemes for youth should be administered without 
discrimination on the basis of race, colour,1 sex, 
religion, political opinion, national extraction or 
social origin; they should be used for the active 
promotion of equality of opportunity and treatment 
(provision 5); the content of special schemes should 
be adapted to the age, Sex, educational and training 
level and capacities of the participants (provision 16) 

Labour legislation; the situation of women is one of 
the aspects considered in relation to special schemes 
for youth 

EMPLOYMENT POLICY !• ' 
VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL TRAINING AND GUIDANCE 
YOUNG WORKERS • . - : 

£/ Since this number had been used as the code. fpr an lLO .convention 
already included in this document, the code for the recommendation has an 
added letter to differentiate the two. 

**/ Title by which this recommendation may be cited. 
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IL0/149A */•' 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Areas dealt with: 

-Recommendation concerning Organizations of Rural 
-Workers and their. Role in Economic and Social 
Development (Rural Workers' Organizations 
Recommendation, 1975 **/) 

ILO, General Conference 

1975 

Recommendation which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Steps should be taken to promote programmes of adult 
education for workers in which equal opportunity 
is provided to both men and women. The suggestion 
is made to include: a) programmes on the role of 
women in the rural community, and b) for certain 
types of rural workers, such as women and young 
people (provision C 16,c) 

Labour législation (education and training); 
the reference tô women is marginal in the 
recommendation 

RURAL WORKERS . 
ORGANIZATIONS. OF WORKERS 
VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL TRAINING AND GUIDANCE 
EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES 

V Since this number has been used as the code for an ILO convention 
already included in this document, the code for the recommendation has an 
added letter to differentiate the two. 

**/ Title by which this recommendation may be cited. 
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ILO/150 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type .of measure: 

Referente to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Areas dealt with: 

Recommendation concerning Vocational Guidance and 
Vocational Training in the Development of Human 
Resources (Human Resources Development Recommendation, 
1975 »/) 

IL0, General.Conference 

1975 

Recommendation iwhi.ch does not constitute international 
legislation •;. ••••..:.• 

To achieve equal opportunities for men and womeri . 
in respect of employment, the following proposals 
are made, inter alja: to promote equality of access 
for girls and women-to education and training for 
all types of occupations, including those which 
have been traditionally accessible only to men, 
subject to the provisions of the international 
labour conventions and some ILO recommendations 
(provision 54.2c); to apply measures aimed.at 
promoting equality, it is proposed that the 
convention and recommendation on employment policy 
(1964) be considered (provision 56) 

Labour legislation; to promote equality subject to 
the international labour conventions and 
recommendations. Women workers are one of the 
subjects dealt with in the measure 

DEVELOPMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES 
EMPLOYMENT 
EDUCATION 
VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL TRAINING AND GUIDANCE 
EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES 

•Ï3!-; fy Title by which this recommendation,.-may. be cited. 
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ILO/I51 Recommendation concerning Migrant Workers (Migrant Workers 
Recommendation, 1975 */) X 

Forum: ILO, General Conference 

Year: 1975 

Type of measure: Recommendation which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: . Migrant workers and members of their families lawfully 

within the territory of a Member should enjoy effective 
equality of opportunity and treatment with nationals in 
respect of the following: vocational training, advancement 
in employment, security of employment, remuneration, 
working conditions, membership in trade unions, membership 

...:.,. in co-operatives, living conditions, including housing 
and access to social services and educational and health 
facilities (provisions I and II). 

Type of legislation: Labour legislation} the reference to women is part of a 
more general recommendation"on migrant workers. 

Areas dealt with: MIGRANT WORKERS 
EMPLOYMENT 
EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES 
EQUAL TREATMENT 

fj/ Title by which this recommendation may be cited. 
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ILO/157 Recommendation concerning,. Employment and Conditions of 
Work and-Life of Nursing Personnel (Nursing Personnel 
Recommendation, 1977 */) 

Forum; ILO, General Conference 

Year: 1977 

Type of measure: Recommendation which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Reference "to the legal ,. 
situation,of women: Nursing personnel, without disjctinction between married 

and unmarried persons, should be assured the benefits 
o - andvprotection provided for in the Maternity Protection 

. • ; ... Convention (Revised),, (1952) and the respective 
• Recommendation (1952); the measures provided for in the 

...:,-. Employment (Women with Family Responsibilities) 
V'.rs, = Recommendation (1965) should be applied to nursing 

personnel (provision 42); pregnant women and parents of 
young children should be transferred if their place of 

.work could be prejudicial to their health or.that of 
; their, children (provision 50) 

Type of legislation: Labour legislation; the reference to women is,part of a 
recommendation on nursing personnel 

Areas dealt with: NURSING PERSONNEL 
PROTECTION OF MOTHERS AND CHILDREN 
WORKING CONDITIONS 
LIVING CONDITIONS 

fj/ Title by which this recommendation may be cited. 
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ILO/165 

Forum: 

Year:1 

Type of measure: 

Referende to the iëgàl 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Areas dealt with: 

Regommendation concerning Equal Opportunities and Equal 
Treatment for Men and Women Workers: Workers with Family 
Responsibilities (Workers with Family Responsibilities 
Recommendation, 1981 */) ; 

ILO, General Conference 

-1981 ' 

Recommendation which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Thé prbVïsiortà' of this Recommendation may be applied by 
' l-aws: o3* regulations'collective agreements, vrorks rules 
or othfers (point 3); this Recommendation applies to all 
branches of economic activity and all categories of 
workers (point 2).1 -It is recommended that persons with 
family frësponsibi-lities should be able to exercise their 
right to engage in employment without being subject to 
" discrimination and! without1 conflict between their 
employment £ind family responsibilities (point 6); 
discrimination based; on marital status or family respon-
sibilities should be prevented (point 7). These factors 

e should not, as such* constitute valid reasons for refusal 
"—or terminationl'bfi 'employment (point 16). It is 
r recommended that pre-natal) leave be added to maternity 
-"'"SSS&we àtidî-that length should be determined in each 
,fc&t&try ; Services? and means of assistance to 
children and family 'aid, social security, educational 
and dissemination programmes, services of assistance in 

.shewald .be established..-

Labour legislation; the reference to women is the focal 
point of this measure, which replaces theiprevious 
Recoiranendation on the subject''{1965) 

EMPLOYMENT • 
WORKERS WITH FAMILY RESPONSIBILITIES 
EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES 
EQUAL TREATMENT 

f/ Title by which this recommendation may be .cited, 
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ILO/1966 r Recommendation concerning the Status of Teachers 

Forum: '" 'Special Intergovernmental Conference on the Status of 

Teachers 

Year: 1966 

Type of measure: Recommendation which does not.constitute international legislation 
Reference to the legal 
situation of women: All the aspects related to the preparation in employment 

of teachers should be free of discrimination for reasons 
of race, sex, colour, political opinion, nationality, 
social origin or economic,condition (point IV, 7); all 
necessary resources should bet granted so that persons may 
exercise their right to education without discrimination 
based on race,; sex, colour, etc. (IV, 10b); marriage 

.* does not constitute a criterion for changing the employmen 
situation of women teachers, their wage or working 
conditions (point 54); it is prohibited to terminate a 
contract for reasons of pregnancy or maternity leaves 
(point 54); the situation of teachers with family 
responsibilities should be taken into consideration, 
allowing them to obtain posts near their homes and to 
retire«from their profession before the regular retirement 
age' (points 57 and- 58). The ILO instruments with regard 
to protection of maternity, particularly the conventions 
of 1919 .and 1952 on; the subject, should be respected 

, ; : (point ,102) ; v.'-
Type of legislation: .Labour legislation; the reference to women is part of a 

more general recommendation on the status of teachers 

Areas dealt with: TEACHERS .,• 
EMPLOYMENT ; 
WORKERS WITH FAMILY RESPONSIBILITIES 
PROTECTION OF MOTHERS AND CHILDREN 

For lack of a number for this recommendation, the code has been established 
by using the year in which-the Conference was held. 
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9* United -ĵTa-tions Educational9- Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) 

File sheets of resolutions on the legal situation of women SV 

The acrpnym UNESCO is usedjto, ; , ; 
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UNESCO/1960 */ 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Type of legislation: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

Convention against Discrimination in Education 

UNESCO, General Conference 

1960 

Convention (constitutes international legislation) 

Defines discrimination as any distinction, exclusion, 
limitation or preference which, being based on race, 
colour, sex, language, religion, political or other 
opinion, national or social origin, economic condition or 
birth (article 1). The Convention defines discrimination 
against women as one of the discriminations it condemns. 
The States parties to the Convention undertake to: 
a) abrogate any statutory provisions and any administrativ. 
instructions which involve discrimination, as well as 
to adopt all necessary measures to that effect (article 3) 
b) to promote equality of opportunity and of treatment 
in the matter of education and, in particular, to make 
primary education free and compulsory, make secondary 
education generally available and make higher education 
equally accessible to all (article 4-). 

Educational legislation 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights; discrimination in 
the field of education is a violation of human rights; 
proclaims the right of all to education 

Governments 
Director-General of UNESCO 
United Nations 

EDUCATION 
ELIMINATION OF DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN 
EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES 

y For lack of a number, the code of this convention has been 'formed by 
using the year in which the conference was held. 
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UNESCO/16 

Forimi: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Typ e of 1egisiation: 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

UNESCO's Efforts concerning the Improvement of the 
Status of Women (Resolution 16) 

UNESCO, General Conference 

1974 

Resolution which does not constitute international 
legislation 

Invites States to accede to the Convention against 
Discrimination in Education (I960); to ensure that the 
policies and programmes of UNESCO favour the exercise of 
the fundamental rights of women and their participation 
on an equal basis with men in development (provision 2, 
paragraphs a and d). 

Discrimination in the field of education, fundamental 
rights of women, participation of women in social life 
on an equal footing with men 

The General Assembly proclaimed International Women's 
Year, which is devoted, inter alia, to promoting the 
equality of women; Declaration on the Elimination of 
Discrimination against Women (General Assembly 
resolution 2263) 

To increase women's participation in training programmes 
(scholarships), in the regional commissions of UNESCO, 
etc.; to prepare programmes to promote women's partici-
pation in economic and social development; to prepare 
studies and provide assistance with respect to women and 
education; dissemination to the public; holding regional 
meetings, etc. 

Governments r 

Director-General of UNESCO 

EQUAL RIGHTS 
EDUCATION 
ELIMINATION OF DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN 
PARTICIPATION OF WOMEN 
INTEGRATION MACHINERY 
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UNESCO/13,2 .. , .. . . UNESCO's contribution towards Improving the status of 
;..:.;.. . women. (Resolution 13.2)„ 

Forum: UNESCO.Qener^l Conference . , 

Year: 1978 , 

Type of measure : .,. 

Reference to the legal 
situation, of̂ women.:, 

Type of legislation: ... 

Frame of reference: 

Operative context: 

Directed to: 

Areas dealt with: 

Resolutoon which does not constitute international 
legislation. ,-.,., 

. .. -.Invites Member States to promote all .measures designed 
, >: ;to make, it possible for women to play an active part 

in social, life, especially in the struggle far safe-
guarding peace, availing themselves of their political, 
.civil, cultural, and social rights (resolutions 13, 
13.2 and provision 2, paragraph a). 

Fundamental-rights of yromen; equal participation in 
" social life. ••.-.., 

Declaration of Mexico (1975), World Plan of Action, 
.. . programme for the United Nations Decade for. Women ; 
elimination of discrimination against women is related 

•• •. •.to international, peace, security and détente, social 
progress and national independence. 

Promotion of the participation of women in social life: 
. ̂ dissemination, studies, exchange of experience, publiça-
' tions, distribution of UNESCO posts without regard to 
sex, and, support of women's struggle for peace and agains 
against colonialism, apartheid, etc. 

. Governments .. -
Director-General of UNESCO 

PARTICIPATION OF WOMEN . . 
INTEGRATION MACHINERY 
EQUAL RIGHTS 
EDUCATION . 
ELIMINATION OF DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN 

, APPOINTMENT. OF WOMEN-
DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION 
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PLANS OF ACTION AT THE WORLD AND REGIONAL LEVELS REFERRING 
TO THE LEGAL SITUATION OF WOMEN 
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1. World Conference of the International Women's Year (Mexico City, 
19 June«*2 July 1975).*/ 

WCM/1 Declaration of Mexico on the Equality of Women and their 
Contribution to Development and Peace 

WCM/2 World Plan of Action for the Implementation of the Objectives 
of thé International Women's Year 

jV The measures adopted by this conference are presented in numerical order, 
using the acronym WCM to identify them. 
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WCM/1 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Principles of the 
Declaration which refer to 
the legal situation of 
women: 

Declaration of Mexico on the Equality of Women and 
their Contribution to Development and Peace 

World Conference of the International Women's Year 

1975 

Declaration which does not constitute international 
legislation 

1) Equality between women and men means equality in 
their dignity and worth as human beings as well as 
equality in their rights, opportunities and 
responsibilities. 

2) All obstacles that stand in the way of enjoyment by 
women of equal status with men must be eliminated 
in order to ensure their full integration into 
national development and their participation in 
securing and in maintaining international peace. 

5) Women and men have equal rights and responsibilities 
in the family and in society. Equality between 
women and men should be guaranteed in the family, 
which is the basic unit of society and where human 
relations are nurtured. Men should participate more 
actively, creatively and responsibly in family life 
for its sound development in order to enable women 
to be more intensively involved in the activities of 
their communities and with a view to combining 
effectively home and work possibilities of both 
partners. 

7) The right of women to work, to receive equal pay for 
work of equal value, to be provided with equal 
conditions and opportunities for advancement in work, 
and all other women's rights to full and satisfying 
economic activity are strongly reaffirmed. Review 
of these principles for their effective implementa-
tion is now urgently needed, considering the 
necessity of restructuring world economic relation-
ships, This restructuring offers greater possibil-
ities for women to be integrated into the stream of 
national economic, social, political and cultural 
life. 
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12) Every couple and every individual has the right to 
decide freely and responsibly whether or not to 
have children as well as to determine their number 
and spacing, and to have information, education 
and means to do so. 

13) Respect for human dignity encompasses the right of 
every woman to decide freely for herself whether or 
. not to contract matrimony. 

28) Women all over the world should unite to eliminate 
violations of human rights committed against women 
and girls such as: rape, prostitution, physical 
assault, mental cruelty, child marriage, forced 
marriage and marriage as a commercial transaction. 

Refers to the equality of women in law and in fact, 
equal family and economic rights, free consent to 
marriage and all laws and practices which imply the 
loss of fundamental rights. 

United Nations instruments: The Universal Declaration 
of Human Rights, the Declaration on the Granting of 
Independence to Colonial'Countries and Peoples, the 
International Development Strategy for the Second 
United Nations Development Decade and the Declaration 
and Programme of Action for the Establishment of a 
New International Economic Order, based on the Charter 
of Economic Rights and .Duties of States. 
Taking into account that the United Nations Declara-
tion on the Elimination of Discrimination against 
Women considers that ̂'discrimination against women is 
incompatible with human dignity and with the welfare 
of the family and of society, prevents their partici-
pation, on equal terms with men, in the political, 
social, economic and cultural life of their countries 
and is an obstacle to full development of the poten-
tialities of women in the service of their countries 
and of humanity". 
Recalling that the General Assembly in its resolution 
3010 (XXVII) of 18 December 1972, proclaimed 1975 as 
International Women's Year and that the Year was to be 
devoted to intensified action with a view to: promoting 
equality between men and women, ensuring the integra-
tion of women in the total development effort, and 

. increasing the contribution of women to the strengthen 
ing of world peace. 
. Recalling further than the Economic and Social Council 
in"its resolutoon 1849 (LVI) of 16 May 1974, adopted 
the,, Programme for the International Women's Year, and 
that the General Assembly in its resolution 3275 
(XXIX) of 10 December 1974, called for full implemen-
tation of the Programme. 
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Taking, into account the role played by women in the 
history of humanity, especially in the struggle for 
national liberation, thè strengthening of international 
peace, and the elimination of imperialism, colonialism, 
neo-colonialism, foreign occupation, zionism, alien 
domination, racism and apartheid. 
Stressing that greater and equal participation of women 
at all levels Of decision-making shall decisively 
Contribute to accelerating the pace of development and 
the maintenance of peace, 
Stressing also that women and men of all countries 
should have equal rights and duties and that it is the 
task of all States to create the necessary conditions 
for the attainment and the exercise thereof. 
Recognizing that women of the entire world, whatever 
differences exist between them, share the painful 
experience of receiving or having received unequal treat-
ment, and that as their awareness of this pehnomenon 
increases they will become natural allies in the struggle 
against any form of oppression, such as is practised 
under colonialism, neo-colonialism, zionism, racial 
discrimination and apartheid, thereby constituting an 
enormous revolutionary potential for economic and social 
change in the world today. 
Recognizing that changes in the social and economic 
structure of societies, even though they are among the 
prerequisites, cannot of themselves ensure an immediate 
improvement in the status of a group which has long been 
disadvantaged, and that urgent consideration must there-
fore be given to the full, immediate and early integra-
tion of women into national and international life. 
Emphasizing that under-development imposes upon women a 
doublé burden of exploitation, which must be rapidly 
eliminated, and that full implementation of national 
development policies designed to fulfil this objective 
is seriously hindered by the existing inequitable system 
of international economic relations. 
Aware that thé role of women in child-bearing should not 
bé ihe' qaùse ''inequality '.and discrimination, and that 
:child-rearing demands shared responsibilities among 
women, men and society as a whole. 
¡Recognizing also the urgency of improving the status of 
women and 'finding more effective methods and strategies 
which will enable them to have the same opportunities as 
men. to participate actively in the development of their 
coimtRïes and to contribute to the attainment of world 
pe'ac'ej ' ' . 
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Convinced that women must play an important role in 
the promotion, achievement and maintenance of inter-
national peace, and that it is necessary to encourage 
their efforts towards peace, through their full partici-
pation in the national and international organizations 
that exist for this purpose. 
Considering that it is necesaary to promote national, 
regional and international action, in which the imple-
mentation of the World Plan of Action adopted by the 
World Conference of the International Women1s Year 
should make a significant contribution, for the attain-
ment of equality, development and peace. 

Context or other principles 
of the Declaration 
accompanying them which refer 
to the legal situation of 
women: 3) It is the responsibility of the State to create the 

necessary facilities so that women may be integrated 
• : into society while their children receive adequate 

care, 
4) National non-governmental organizations should 

contribute to the advancement of women by assisting 
women to take advantage of their opportunities, 
by promoting education and information about women's 
rights, and by co-operating with their respective 
Governments. 

6) Women, like men, require opportunities for developing 
their intellectual potential to the maximum. National 

. policies and programmes should therefore provide 
them with full and equal access to education and 
training at all levels, while ensuring that such 
programmes and policies consciously orient them 
towards new occupations and new roles consistent with 
their need for self-fulfilment and the needs of 
national developmént. 

8) All méans of communication and information as well as 
all cultural media should regard as a high priority 
their responsibility for helping to remove the 
attitudinal and cultural factors that still inhibit 
the development of women and for projecting in 
positive^terms the value to society of the assumption 
by women of changing and expanding roles. 

9) Necessary resources should be made available in order 
that women may be able to participate in the political 

; '•'' life of their countries and of the international 
community since their active participation in 
national and world affairs at decision-making and 
other levels in the political field is a pre-requisite 
of women's full exercise of equal rights as well as 
of their further development and of the national 
well-being. 
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10) Equality of rights carries- with it corresponding 
responsibilities; it is therefore a duty of women 
to make full use of opportunities available to them 
and to perform their duties to the family, the 
covin try and humanity. 

11) It should be one of the principal aims of social 
education to teach respect for physical integrity 
and its rightful place in human life. The human 
body, whether that of woman or man, is inviolable 
and respect for it is a fundamental element of 
human dignity and freedom. 

14) The issue of inequality, as it affects the vast 
majority of the women of the world, is closely 
linked with the problem of under-development s which 
exists as a result not only of unsuitable, internal 
structures but also of a profoundly tinjùst world 
economic system. 

15) The full and complete development of any country 
requires the maximum participation of women as well 
as of men in all fields: the under-utilization of 
the'potential of approximately half of the world's 
population is a serious obstacle to social and 
economic development. 

16) The ultimate end of development is to achieve a 
better quality of life for all, which means not 
only the development of economic and other material 
resources but also the physical, moral, intellectual 
and cultural growth of the human person. 

1?) In order to integrate women into development, States 
should undertake the necessary changes in their 
economic and social policies because women have the 
right to participate and contribute to the total 
development effort. 

18) It is essential to establish and implement with 
urgency the New International Economic Order,founded 
on equity, sovereign equality, co-operation, on the 
principles of peaceful coexistence and on the pro-
motion by the entire international community of 
economic and social progress of all countries. 

19) The principle of the full and permanent sovereignty 
- o f ëvetfy State over its natural resources, wealth 

and all economic activities, and its inalianable 
right of"nationalization as an expression of this 
sovereignty constitute fundamental prerequisites in 
the process of economic and social development. 

20) The attainment of economic and. social goals does not 
of itself bring about the full integration of women 

~ in development. It is therefore important to 
formulate and implement models of development that 

--will promote the participation of women and eliminate 
- all forms of discrimination against them. 

21) Modernization of the agricultural sector is an indis-
pensable element"for progress; programmes for rural 
women should therefore be supported. 
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22) Measures aimed at a more intensified integration . 
of women in development can be successfully 
implemented only if made an integral part of over-
all social and economic growth. 

23) The objectives considered in this Declaration can 
be achieved only in a world in which the relations 
between States are governed, inter alia, by the 
following principles: the sovereign equality of 
States, the free self-determination of peoples, 
territorial integrity, etc. 

24) International co-operation and peace require the 
achievement of national liberation and 
independence, the elimination of colonialism and 
neo-colonialism, zionism, apartheid, and racial 
discrimination in all its forms, etc. 

25) Women have a vital role to play in the promotion 
of peace in all spheres of life: in the family, 
the community, the nation and the world. 

26) Women and men together should eliminate colonial-
ism, foreign domination, racial discrimination, 
etc. 

27) The solidarity of women in all countries of the 
world should be supported in their protest against 
violations of human rights condemned by the United 
Nations. All forms of repression and inhuman 
treatment of women, men and children, including 
imprisonment, torture, massacres, shall be 
considered crimes against humanity and in viola-
tion of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 
and other international instruments. 

29) Peace requires that women as well as men should 
reject any type of intervention in the domestic 
affairs of States and promote respect for the 
sovereign right of a State to establish its own 
economic, social and political system. 

30) Women as well as men should promote real, general 
and complete disarmament under effective inter-
national control, starting with nuclear disarma-
ment, and must maintain their vigilance and do 
their utmost to achieve and maintain international 
peace. 

Wherefore, 
The World Conference of the International Women's Year 
1) Affirms its faith in the objectives of the Inter-

national Women's Year, which are equality, 
development and peace. 

2) Proclaims its commitment to the achievement of 
such objectives; 

3) Strongly urges Governments, the entire United 
Nations system, regional .and international inter-
governmental organizations and the international 
community as a whole to dedicate themselves to 
the creation of a just society where women, men 
and children can live in dignity, freedom, justice 
and prosperity. 
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Directed to: ' : Member States 
United Nations agencies 
Non-governmental organizations 

.'• International community 
Areas dealt with;. : EQUAL RIGHTS 

= i.rf* '•'•'". NEW INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC ORDER 
; ELIMINATION OF DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN 
. FAMILY PLANNING 

v SOCIAL SECURITY 
i;- , ' PEACE 

.J1>:.-;.. : , . ;, . . ..:,VIOLATIONS,OF HUMAN RIGHTS 
, . ' . . DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION 

• MARRIAGE;: :' 
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2 World Plan of Action for the Implementation of the 
Objectives of the International Women's Year 

Forum:, World Conference of the International Women's Year 

Year: 1975 

Type of measure: World plan of action which does not constitute 
international legislation 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: Introduction 

15) This Plan of Action is intended to strengthen the 
implementation of the instruments and programmes 
which have been adopted concerning the status of 
women, and to broaden and place them in a more 
timely context. Its purpose is mainly to stimulate 
national and international action to solve the 
problems of under-development and of the socio-
economic structure which places women in an inferior 
position, in order to achieve the goals of the 
International Women's Year. 

16) The achievement of - equality between men and women 
implies thatithey :should have equal rights, 
opportunities ;and responsibilities to enable them 
to develop their talents and capabilities for their 
own personal fulfilment and the benefit of society. 

• 17. In order to promote equality between women and men, 
Governments should ensure for both women and men 

: equality before the law, the .provision of facilities 
for equality of educational opportunities and 
training, equality in conditions of employment, 
including remuneration, and adequate social securi-
ty. Governments should recognize and undertake 

. : measures to implement men's and women's right to 
. employment on equal conditions, regardless of 
marital status, and their access to the whole range 
of economic activities. The State has also the 

• "> responsibility to create conditions that promote 
the implementation of legal norms providing for 

• • equality of men and women and in particular the 
opportunity for all individuals to receive free 
general and primary education, and eventually 
compulsory general secondary education, equality in 
Conditions of employment, and maternity protection. 
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I, National, action 
37) Constitutional. and legislative guarantees of the 

principle of non-discrimination on the ground of 
sex and of équal rights and responsibilities of • 
women and men are essential. Therefore, general 
acceptance of the principles embodied in such ; 

legislation and a change of attitude with regard to 
them should -be encouraged. It is also essential to 
ensure that the adoption and enforcement of such 
legislation can in itself be a significant means of 
influencing and changing public and private 
attitudes and values. 

38) Governments should review their legislation affect-
ing the status of women in the light of human 
rights principles and internationally accepted 
standards. Wherever necessary, legislation should 
be enacted or, updated to bring national alws into 
conformity with the relevant international instru-

,.- ments.. Adequate provision should also be made for 
- the enforcement of such legislation, especially in 
each of the. areas dealt with in chapter II of the 

, r.< Plan. Where they have not already done so, Govern-
ments should-take steps to ratify the relevant 

. international conventions and fully implement their 
- provisions. It should be noted that there are 
, • .States whose national legislation guarantees women 
certain rights which go beyond those embodied in the 

; relevant international, instruments. 
39) Appropriate bodies should be specifically entrusted 

withvthe .responsibility of modernizing, changing or 
repealing--putdated national laws and regulations, 
keeping them sunder constant review, and ensuring 

j that their., provisions are applied without discrimi-
nation. These bodies could include, for example, 
.law commissions, human rights commissions, civil 
liberties unions, appeals boards, legal advisory 
boards and the office of ombudsman. Such bodies 
: should have full governmental support to enable them 
to carry out their:functions effectively. Non-
governmental organizations could also play an 
important role, in ensuring that relevant legislation 
is adequate,,up-to-date and applied without 
discrimination. . • 

HO) Appropriate measures should be taken to inform and 
advise women of their rights and to provide them with 
every other type of assistance. Accordingly, the 
awareness of the mass comunication media should be 
heightened so that they may offer their broad co-
operation through public education programmes. Non-
governmental organizations can and should be encour-
aged to play similar roles with regard to women. In 
this context, special attention should be paid to the 
women of rural areas, whose problem is most acute. 



46) The-achievement of the following should be envisaged 
as a minimum by thé end of the first five-year 
period (1975-1980): 
f) The enactment of legislation on voting and 

eligibility for election on equal terms with men, 
equal opportunity and conditions of employment 
including remuneration, and on equality in legal 
capacity and the exercise thereof; 

g) Encouragement of a greater participation of women 
in policy-making positions at the local, national 
and international levels ; 

i) Provision for parity in the exercise of civil, 
social and political rights such as those per-
taining to marriage, citizenship and commerce; 

n) The establishment of interdisciplinary and multi-
ssetoral machinery within the government for 
accelerating the achievement of equal opportuni-
ties for women and their full integration into 
national life. 

II. Specific areas for national action 

B. Political participation 

58) A major objective of this Plan is to ensure that 
women shall have, in law and in fact, equal rights 
and opportunities with men to vote ai|d participate 
in public and political life at the national, local 
and community levels,'and that they shall be made 
aware of their responsibilities as citizens and of 
the problems affecting society and affecting them 
directly as women. 

.59) Participation in political life implies participa-
tion as voters, lobbyists, elected representatives, 
trade-unionists and public officials in the various 
branches of government, including the judiciary. 

60) Where legislation does not exist guaranteeing women 
the right to vote, to be eligible for election and 
to hold all public offices and exercise public 
functions on equal terms with men, every effort 
should be made to enact it by 1978. 

61) Where special qualifications for holding public 
office are required, they should apply to both 
sexes equally and should relate only to the expertise 
necessary for performing the specific functions of 
the office. 
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Cs Education and training . 

67) Access to education and training is not only a basic 
human right recognized in many international 
instruments, it is also a key factor for social 
progress and in reducing the gaps between socio-
economic groups and between the sexes. In many 
countries girls, and women are at a marked disadvan-
tage* This not only constitutes a serious initial 
handicap for them as individuals and for their future 
position in society; it also seriously impedes the 
effectiveness of their contribution to development 
programmes and the development process itself. 

72) The measures taken should conform to the existing 
international standards and, in particular, to the 
Convention and :Recommendation against Discrimination 

'• in Education, 1960, and to the revised Recommendation 
; concerning Technical and Vocational Education, 1974, 
of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and 
Cultural Organization. 

78) Free and; compulsory primary education for girls and 
boys without discrimination should be provided and 
effectively enforced-.as quickly as possible. Every 
effort should also be made to provide textbooks, 

:'' school lunches transport and other essentials, 
wherever possible free of charge. 

D* Employment and related economic roles 
90) Governments should formulate policies and action 

programmes expressly'directed towards equality of 
opportunity and treatment for women workers and the 
guarantee of their right to equal pay for equal 
work. Such policies and programmes should be in con-
formity with the standards elaborated by the United 
Nations and the International Labour Organisation. 
They'should.include legislation stipulating the 
principle of non-discrimination on the grounds of 
sex or marital status, guidelines for implementing 
the principles, appeals procedures, and effective 
targets and machinery for implementation. 

100. Governments, employers and trade unions should ensure 
to all women'workers the right to maternity protec-
tion, including maternity leave with a guarantee of 
returning to their former employment, and to nursing 
breaks, in keeping with the principles laid down in 
the International Labour Organisation Convention 
concerning maternity protection (revised) and Recom-
mendation, 1952. Provisions relating to maternity 
protection should not be regarded as unequal treat-
ment of the sexes. 
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101) Special attention should be given to the need for 
multilateral approaches to facilitate the combination 
of family and work responsibilities. These could 
include: a general reduction and/or staggering of 
working hours; flexible working hours; part-time 
work for women and men; child-care facilities and 
child-care leave systems to assist parents to take 
care of their children; communal kitchens; and 
various kinds of facilities to help them discharge 
household tasks more easily. Governments and trade 
unions should ensure that the economic and social 
rights of part-time workers are fully protected. 

102) Protective legislation applying to women only should 
be reviewed in the light of scientific and techno-
logical knowledge, and should be revised, repealed 

, or extended to all workers as necessary. 
103) Minimum wages, which play an important role in the 

improvement of working conditions of women, should be 
Enforced and made applicable to cottage industries 
and, domestic work. 

104) Special measures should also be taken to eliminate 
the exploitation of female labour, in particular that 
of young girlswherever it exists. 

105) Discriminatory treatment of women in national social 
. security schemes- should be eliminated to the maximum 
extent. Women workers should be covered equally with 
men by all aspects of such:schemes. 

106) Governments should encourage and stimulate concerted 
efforts, in particular on the part of employers' and 
workers' organizations, to bring about a marked 
improvement in the position of women in employment 
and should co-operate with all voluntary organiza-
tions concerned with the status of women workers in 
economic life and in society as a whole, 

F* The family in modern society 

127) The rights of women in all the various forms of the 
family, including the nuclear family, the extended 
family, consensual union and the single-parent . 
family, should be protected by appropriate legisla-
tion and policy. 

128) Legislation relating to marraage should be in con-
formity with international standards. In particular 
it should ensure that women and men shall have the 
same right to free choice of a spouse and to enter 
into marriage only with their free and full consent. 
A minimum age for marriage should be fixed by law and 
be such.as to provide a sufficient period of educa-
tion for girls and boys, but particularly girls, to 
enable them to complete their education and develop 
their potentialities prior to marriage. Official 
registration of marriages should be made compulsory. 
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129) All institutions and practices which infringe these 
rights should be abolished, in particular, child 
marriage and the inheritance of widows. 

130) Legislative and other measures should be taken to 
énsùre that men and women shall enjoy full legal 
capacity and the exercise thereof relating to their 
personal and property rights, including the right to 
acquire, administer, enjoy, dispose of and inherit 
property (including property acquired during 
marriage). Limitations, where such exist, should 
apply to both partners alike. During marriage the 
principle of equal rights and responsibilities would 
mean that both partners should perform an active 
role in the home, taking into account the importance 

''• of combining home arid work responsibilities, and 
share jointly decision-making on matters affecting 
the faihily and children. At the dissolution of 

- mariiagei this' principle would imply that procedures 
and "grounds-of dissolution of marriage should be 
liberalized arid'apply equally to both spouses; assets 

; ; ''dvâ ì̂aĝ ióax̂ rî S6 "èhould be shared on an 
• equitable basis'; appropriate provisions should be 
made for the social security and pension coverage of 
the work contributed by the homemaker; and decisions 
relating tó -'the'Custody of children should be taken 
in'consideration Óf their best interests. 

131) In order to assist in the solution of conflicts 
'arising àmong members of the family, adequate family 
counselling services should be set up wherever 
possible and the establishment of family courts 
staffed with personnel, including women, trained in 
law as wel1 as in various other relevant disciplines 
should be considered. 

133) Ih recognition of the growing number of single-parent 
families, additional assistance and benefits, 
wherever possible, .should" be provided for them. The 
unmarried mother should be granted full-fledged 
status as. a parent , and children born out of wedlock 
should have the same rights and obligations as chil-
dren born In wedlock. Special nursing homes and 
hostels should be established for married and un-
married mothers, before and after delivery. 

134) Social security programmes should, to the maximum 
extent, include children and family allowances in 
order:to strengthen the economic stability of family 
members. Cross-cultural studies might be undertaken 

'of the influence upon the condition of women in the 
family and in society of family and children's 
allowances and benefits, motherhood awards and 

' '• similar measures. 
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G. Population 

" .142) While States have a sovereign right to determine 
their own population policies, individuals and 
couples should have access, through an institu-
tionalized ,system, to the information and means 
that will enable them to determine freely and 
responsibly the number and spacing of their chil-
dren and to overcome sterility. All legal, social 
or financial obstacles to the dissemination of 
family planning knowledge, means and services should 
be removed. Every effort shuuld be made to improve 
knowledge and identification of the causes of in-

, vpluntary sterility, subfecundity and congenital 
birth defects and to secure their reduction. 

I. Other social questions 

158) In the area of the prevention of crime and treat-
ment of offenders, special attention should be paid 

: . to female criminality, which is increasing in many 
parts of the world, and to the rehabilitation of 
female offenders, including juvenile delinquents 
and recidivists. Research in this field should 
include study of the relationship between female 

; criminality and other social problems brought about 
.by .rapid social change. 

159). Specific legislative and other measures should be 
taken to combat prostitution and the illicit traffic 
in women, especially young girls. Special pro-
grammes, including pilot projects, should be de-
veloped in co-operation with international bodies 
and non-governmental organizations to prevent such 
practices and rehabilitate the victims. 

160) Governments which have not already done so should 
ratify or accede to the United Nations Convention 
for the Suppression of the Traffic in Persons and of 
the Exploitation of the Prostitution of Others 
(1949). 

Type of legislation involved 
in the Plans Proposals for national action: 

a) To ensure equality of women before the law, to review 
national legislation, ratify international instru-
ments, advise women about their rights, entrust the 
review of legislation to appropriate bodies, etc. 

b).Minimal achievements for the period 1975-1980: enact-
ment of legislation on political rights, civil and 
social rights (marriage, citizenship and commerce); 
to promote the participation of women in public 
office. 
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y'T 

c) Lines of action .for concrete areas? 
Political participation; promulgation and protection 
of. political rights (right to vote and be elected 
and tp hold public office). 
Education and training: to conform to the existing 
standards, particularly the UNESCO conventions of 
1960 and 1962; to establish free and compulsory 
primary education for everyone with no discrimina-
tion whatsoever. 
Employment and related economic roles; To promote 
equal treatment and equal pay; to enact legislation 
which wpuld eliminate discrimination; to review the 
protective legislation on women and repeal it or 
expand it to all workers, as applicable. 
Family; To protect the rights of women in the various 
types of family by means of legislation; legislative 
measures; shquld be in".conformity with international 
instruments; "to establish by law the minimum age, 

. competent authority and free consent to marriage; to 
ensure through; legislation equal rights for both 

.,. spouses in marriage and their full legal capacity; 
to grant full-fledged status to unmarried mothers 
:and their children. 
Population: suppression of all legal obstacles to 
family planning. 
Other social questions; to take legislative 
.measures to combat prostitution and the illicit 
.traffic in women,;-to ratify the United Nations 
Convention (1949) on the subject. 

Frame of reference of the 
Plan: '' ' V; International instruments on human rights and women's 

. rights.Descrimination against women persists in the 
. world.... Total development, the well-being of the world 
and the cause of peace require the participaton of 
women in all areas. The International Development 
Strategy for the decade includes the full integration 
of women in development. Development of feminist 
movements in tjhe world. 

Context or other lines of 
action accompanying the . 
references to the legal. * 
situation of women: Changing roles of women and men, modification of 

, activities, health and education assistance, education 
and trainings programmes (literacy, civic education, 
technical, and-.vocational training), dissemination, 

. creation of; special:funds, employment programmes, pro-
grammes for the rural sector, development and promotion 
ofÏco-Tpperatives, family education programmes, popula-
tion arid social security policies, housing services, 
advice and aid to migrant women, research, gathering 
and analysis of data, etc. 
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Directed to: Member States 
United Nations agencies 
Non-governmental organizations 

Areas dealt with: WORLD PLAN OF ACTION 
INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S YEAR 
STATUS OF WOMEN 
EQUAL RIGHTS 
POLITICAL PARTICIPATION 
DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION 
INSTITUTIONAL CO-ORDINATION 
FAMILY 
VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL TRAINING AND GUIDANCE 
EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES 
MARRIAGE 
PEACE 
EDUCATION 
EMPLOYMENT POLICY 
ELIMINATION OF DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN 
APPOINTMENT OF WOMEN 
FAMILY PLANNING 
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMME OF ACTION 
PROSTITUTION 
SOCIAL SECURITY 
TRAFFIC IN PERSONS 
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RCH/1977 

Forum: 

Year: 

Type of measure: 

Reference to the legal 
situation of women: 

Regional Plan of Action for the Integration of Women into 
Latin American Economic and Social Development, 1977 

First Regional Conference on the Integration of Women 
into Latin American Economic and Slocial Development 

1977 

Regional plan of action which does not constitute 
international legislation 

II. Action at the national level 

A. Fundamentals 

2. Legislative measures 

17) It is evident that legislation, in so far as it 
affects women, impedes their integration into 
development; while it is true that legislative 
measures are not in themselves sufficient to ensure 
women's equality, the elimination of all discriminator; 
criteria opens the way to equality 

18) The de facto discrimination that exists in all our 
countries has its basis and effectiveness in de jure 
discrimination and it is urgent to take measures of 
a legal nature that ensure the legal equality of the 
sexes 

19) Action proposals: 
To governments 
1) To revise existing legislation in order to 

eliminate those aspects that affect the legal and 
social status of women and prevent their full 
integration into society 

2) To adopt legislative measures that ensure women's 
full legal equality with men 

3) To eliminate discrimination against women because 
of race, religion, national origin, civil status 
or any other reason, through the adoption of 
legislative or any other measures 

4) To adopt legislative and administrative measures 
that ensure women's full political, cultural, 
economic and social participation 

5) To ratify the international agreements and treaties 
on women's status and put than into practice 

6) To revise the relevant international instruments 
in order to eliminate outdated standards and seek 
to update them 
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3. Administrative machinery 

20 ) The World ..Plan of Action and the Caracas and Buenos 
Aires Seminars recognized the need for interdisci-
plinary, muitisectoral machinery at the national, 
regional and interregional levels for the foundation 
and implementation of policies and proposals aimed 

' to secure the objectives of equality and integration 
for women.;. 

21) Action proposals: 
.1) Governments, in accordance with their own adminis-

trative systems of work, should immediately 
establish and strengthen machinery with adequate 
staff and budgets for the purpose of accelerating 

. . the. achievement of the objectives of the global, 
..regional and national plans within the Decade for 
Women 

.2) The functions of the machinery established by 
governments should include the following: 
i) To recogpize and affirm the dignity of women as 
... human beings, ̂constantly taking into account 

. their, status as productive citizens and 
. consumers; 

ii) To increase the qualitative and quantitative 
participation of women in development programmes 

iii) to. conduct research to determine objectively 
., the real, position of women and the factors that 

negatively influence this position, as the 
. . necessary..base, for diagnosing, formulating 

:'.-,.. policies;.and,drafting proposals aimed at fully 
.... incorporating women into the process of integral 

.development;..., . 
iv) To consider and promote policies, action and 

programmes, aimed at integrating women fully 
. into the economic, political and social 
development process; 

v) To combat the persistence of current attitudes 
on the traditional functions assigned to the 
sexes through changes in the educational systems 
end traditional cultural patterns; 

vi) ,To combat- the factors which cause the margin-
al ization of women from economic, political 
and spqial development and to act as a 
communication channel to ensure that the points 
of view of women are recognized and reflected 
in government policies; 

vii) To participate in co-ordinating inter-institu-
tional, action in programmes and plans that seek 
and foresee the incorporation of women into 
development and in the supervision, control and 
evaluation of their implementation; 
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viii) To devise and propose the necessary measures 
. for .the establishment of programmes and action 

, to secuj>e;,for women equality of rights, oppor-
-r , tunities and access to work, education, special-

-ization, professional and technical training, 
equal pay for equal work,, assistance, pensions 
and social security; 

ix) To struggle to eradicate from the mass media 
stereotypes and tabops and the image of women 
as an object; 

x) To inform and advise women on the rights offered 
to them both by national legislations and by 
international agreements and conventions; 

xi) To revise the legislation existing in countries 
and to propose the necessary changes to 
eliminate all the norms which discriminate 
against women; 

. xii)-To urgefgovernments to implement the interna-
tipnal conventions and to revise and modify the 
laws which contradict these conventions; 

xiii) To widely disseminate the obligation of the 
human couple to share family responsibilities 
and the right and obligation to participate in 
and share the efforts, actions and responsibil-

. ities of spcial, political and economic 
development 

3.)jit is considered that the minimum functional struc-
,. ture should include inter alia, the following 

.spheres: i) participation in the formulation of 
...national plans, policies and programmes, 
coTordination and promotions ii) research and 
.diagnosis; iii) programming and evaluation; 
iv) documentation and information; v) public 
.r elatipris and publicity; vi) guidance and advisory 

.. .services; vii) relations with regional and 

.. .international bodies. 
4.) For its operation, the following bodies should 

be set up: 
•i). A general co-ordination body responsible for 

planning, directing and co-ordinating the 
.directives and policies of the mechanisms, in 

.;:... accordance with the national development plans; 
ii) An executive body responsible for supervising 

and controlling the implementation of the 
policies and plans approved by the competent 
bodies 

5) Sectors such as the following could be represented 
in the organization: i) ministries and government 
bodies; ii) public and private bodies; iii) women's 
organizations; iv) co-operatives; v) volunatry 
organizations; vi) rural women; vii) housewives; 
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viii)ethnic and religious groups; ix) employers, 
workers; trade unions and other organizations; 

- x) well-known persons with specialized knowledge; 
xi) student organizations 

6) Specialists in the field chosen in consultation 
with the relevant organizations should participate 
in the organization and operations of these bodies; 
they would interpret and protect the rights and 
interests of women and.could influence the planning 
of policies which respect and enforce the principles 
of the United Nations Charter, the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights, and in particular 
the Declaration on the Elimination of Discrimination 
against Women . 

B. Measures for the incorporation of women in active 
economic, political, social and cultural life 

23) Action proposals: 
a) To governments 

1) To adopt legislative measures and formulate the 
employment policies necessary to ensure equality 
of opportunity and treatment of women workers in 
both the public and private sectors, including 
equal pay for work of equal value and equality 
in promotions, working conditions and social 

: ..benefits 
4) To promulgate measures which prohibit the employ-

ment of minors and regulate the employment of 
adolescents, while providing these groups with 
easy access to education and training, as well as 
professional and technical preparation 

5) To promulgate and implement labour legislation 
recognizing the employment status of domestic 
workers and providing them with the same rights 
to work benefits and social security as accorded 
to other paid workers, including the right to 
organize trade unions and guaranteed minimum 
wages 

- 7) To review national labour legislation, eliminating 
so-called "protective laws" that tend to cause 
discrimination against women by excluding them 
from certain jobs, and to pass new laws which 
prohibit discrimination against women and minority 
groups 

8) To ratify and implement ILO Conventions, 
especially Conventions Nos. 100 and 111 which 
deal with equal pay for work of equal value and 
discrimination against women workers, and to 
request the ILO to revise its other conventions 
in order to eliminate from them the protective 
provisions that discriminate against women 
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. ' b) To governments and other concerned bodies 
" 2) To guarantee for women through governments, 

employers and trade unions, under equal conditions 
T with meti, the full enjoyment of social security, 
pension, "insurance and any other benefits which 
may be-included in national labour legislation, 
labomismanagement agreements or collective 
- contracts '•'••••' 

r 0 -1 -- •* S); For all governments, employers and trade unions 
\ -'•"' -•••'•5 to adopt measures to provide for flexible work 

5 ••¡•v.v schedules and part-time employment opportunities 
' ; nx ' in thôse sèctors"where this is feasible, ensuring 

•'• that part-time workers are covered by social 
security, pension and other benefits, thus 
enoouraging the increased integration of women into 

•;' , :'the labour. force and waking it possible for them to 
... .„..I:.J.;::co.nt'cibute better to overall national development 

4) For governments, employers and trade unions to 
adopt and "actively support legislative measures 
which guarantee the rights of pregnant workers to 

r >7' paid leaves of absence before and after delivery 
' witiibutthe-ïoss'ô'f job, promotion, pension, 

: ;f v seniority or other rights, and to provide facili-
ties for the working mother to nurse her child 

i ̂  - •••• Education 

29. Action proposals: 
3) To: revise and update legislation on education with 
vthe precise objective of making it more accessible 
to the général population and especially to 

: children and young people, and to provide the 
' • means to ensure itë application 
• 5) To establish frëe and compulsory primary education 

1 ' -'T and free se con dary e duca tion, ensuring attendance 
through suitable means with the support of social 

:: organizations, and making an effort to provide 
children âid'young persons with all the resources 
of education: textbooks, transportation, food, etc. 

6) To establish coeducation at all levels as a means 
of obtaining' better education and suitable 
relationships between the two sexes 
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4. The family 

45) Action proposals: 
1) To pro note the equality of rights, 

opportunities and responsibilities of 
both sexes within the family and to 
ensure that the man participates in and 
shares family responsibilities in a more 
active and conscious manner 

3) To protect through adequate laws and 
policies the rights of women in the 
family, whether the latter be the result 
of matrimony or of common law marriage 

4) The laws on marriage should: i) be 
brought in line with the international 
norms relating to human and civil rights; 
ii) ensure that both spouses have full 
legal capacity on a basis of absolute 
equality and iii) ensure equal rights 
for the spouses at the time of entry 
into and at the dissolution of marriage 

9) To provide unmarried mothers with full 
legal and social status in their capacity 
as parents and grant them the corres-
ponding legal and social protection 

.10) To ensure that children born out of 
wedlock have the same rights and obli-
gations as children born within wedlock 

12)' To establish in national legislation the 
principle of shared parental authority 
as well as shared legal custody of their 
children 

13) To establish forms of conjugal partner-
ship which provide for equal rights and 
duties between the spouses and the shared 
management of their partnership 

15) To establish in national legislation 
measures to compel fathers to provide 
for the children's maintenance 

5. Social services and other facilities 

52) Action proposals: 
4) To prepare draft laws and provisions to 

guarantee social security, especially 
for women, and to ensure the observance 
of those laws already in existence 
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66) Action proposals: 
a) The struggle against prostitution and the 

,illicit*.traffic in persons 
... ,1) To take legislative and other steps to 

eradicate prostitution and the illicit 
traffic in people 

2) To take appropriate legal measures to 
punish those who live off prostitutes, 
such as pimps, and eliminate the illicit 

• traffic in people 
. , 5) To promulgate laws which prohibit and 
.,<•>. punish the prostitution of minors, to 

revise existing legislation, and to see 
, / , that it is strictly observed, ensuring 

. i r i.: ' ; that it provides for rehabilitation and 
... . re-education through special institutions 

for minors 
1?). Protection of female prisoners 
• r 1) To review penal legislation in order to 

,: eliminate all inhuman and discriminatory 
. n ... - . treatment of women 

.. 6) To ensure respect of the human rights 
and physical integrity of women deprived 

\.... ; _r. of their freedom for any reason, and 
. • ensure the protection of all persons 

.,... , against torture and other cruel, inhuman 
..: or degrading treatment, in accordance 

v- with the principles of the Universal 
..•1 ..;. ; ; Declaration of Human Rights 
. ̂  .: c) prugg and narcotics addiction 
..', 2) ; To review national legislation in order 

: ; - to combat and eliminate the improper 
•;.,' < • use;of narcotics and enervating drugs, 

,, .* ' -and impose severe sanctions on persons 
;Who induce others, particularly minors, 
to use any kind of narcotic drugs 

. d) Rape and other sexual crimes 
1) To review current legislation and 

procedures concerning rape and the abuse 
of women's dignity with a view to 

• ;;.. ensuring respect for the physical integ-
rity and dignity of the victim, and to 

.. •...'impose. severe punishments on those guilty 
of such crimes. The gravity of the 

.,, <;, punishment imposed on those convicted of 
,, rape should be in keeping with the 

. > severity of the crime 
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e) The physical abuse of women and children 
To promulgate the penal legislation 
necessary to protect women and children 
from physical aggression, maltreatment, 
violent attacks, incest and all other forms 
of sexual crimes and violence and to assure 
..that the penal measures are strictly 
complied with 

9. Creation of national interdisciplinary and 
multisectoral research commissions 

71) Action proposals: 
3) To study the real effect of legislative 

measures on the actual participation of 
women in the political, economic and 
social life of their countries 

A. Fundamentals 
Role of legislation in development 

• De facto and de jure discrimination 
Review of existing legislation 
Adoption of legislative measures 
Ratification of international instruments 
Review of international instruments 
Informing and advising women of their rights 

B* Measures for the incorporation of women in 
active economic, political, social and 
cultural life 

. 1. Economic, social and cultural rights: to 
take legislative measures to ensure 
. equal opportunity and equal treatment, 
equal pay, etc.; to enact labour legis-
lation for domestic workers; to review 
national labour legislation, eliminating 
so-called protective laws; to ratify 

:, , and put into effect ILO Conventions 
. Nos. 100 and 111, etc.; to take legis-

lative measures which would ensure the 
rights of pregnant workers, etc.; to 
review and update laws on education, 
establishing free and compulsory primary 
education; to establish co-education at 
all levels of education; to prepare draft 
laws and regulations to guarantee 
social security for women 

2. Civil rights: 
Family law: to promote equal rights 
within the family; to protect the rights 
of women within the family, full legal 
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capacity, etc. ; legal status of single 
mothers on an equal footing with married 
women; recognition of the same rights to 
children born out of wedlock; shared 
legal custody; measures to compel fathers 
to provide for the children's maintenance 

3. Public law; to take legal steps to 
eradicate prostitution; to take legal 
measures to punish those who promote and 
.live off prostitutes, etc.; to review 
•legislation in relation to physical 
violence with a view to avoid it and 
punish the guilty; to review national 

' legislation in relation to narcotics and 
impose sanctions on those responsible 
Penal law: to review penal legislation 
in order to eliminate discrimination 
against women; to see to the protection 
of all persons against torture and other 
cruel treatment or punishment. 

••'"-rV -5>. Studies on the effect of legislative 
measures on the participation of women 

'if 
Discrimination against women in strictly 
related to the problem of underdevelopment. It 
is therefore necessary to struggle against 
underdevelopment, at the same time changing the 
situation of women so that they may be agents 
of change 

The legislative measures form part of a total 
plan, to integrate women into Latin American 
economic and social development. Legislative 
measures are not enough in themselves to 
eliminate discrimination against women, but 
opep. the way to equality. Legislative measures 
to be accompanied by programmes of assistance, 
development, research, support to women's 
organizations in the areas of employment, 
education, housing, health, family, social 
services, political participation, etc. 

Governments and other national bodies not 
already involved 
ECLA 
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REGIONAL PLAN OF ACTION 
ELIMINATION OF DISCRIMINATION. AGAINST WOMEN 
APPOINTMENT OF WOMEN 
EQUAL RIGHTS 
EDUCATION 
EMPLOYMENT POLICY 
FAMILY 
ABUSED WOMEN 
SOCIAL SECURITY 
INSTITUTIONAL CO-ORDINATION 
DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION 
VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL TRAINING AND GUIDANCE 
RESEARCH, GATHERING AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
INTEGRATION MACHINERY 
POLITICAL PARTICIPATION 
PROSTITUTION 
TRAFFIC IN PERSONS 
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3. World Conference of the United Nations "Decade for Women: Equality, 
Development arid Peace (Copenhagen, Denmark, 14-30 July 1980) V 

Programme of Action for the Second.Half of the United Nations Decade 
for Women: Equality, Development ahd Peace. 

V The acronym WCC is used to identify the measures adopted at this 
Conference. 
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Programme of Action for the Second Half of the 
United Nations Decade for Women: Equality, Development 
and Peace 

Forum: WCC 

Year: 1980 

Type of measure: Programme.of Action 

References in the 
programme to the legal 
situation of women: Part II: Thé programme of action at the national level 

- 'National "strategies 
3. Legislative measures: 

59) Examination of all remaining discriminatory 
.: legislative provisions in the social, economic 
and political spheres and in penal and civil codes, 
with a view to repealing them. 

60) Programmes to inform women of their legal rights 
6.1) Investigations into the degree of discrimination 

: iV experienced by women under customary law. 
!.. 62) Implementation of the provisions of the Convention 

. on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination 
against Women 

63).̂  and 64) Social protection of parenthood and of 
/ . maternity through legislation 
65) Inactment of' legislation in order to avoid and 
. punish sexual and'domestic violence against women 

; 66) Educational and informational programmes directed 
. t o professionals on the implications of 

legislation referring to women. 
67) Programmes of counselling and legal aid, especially 

for the most disadvantaged sectors. Publicizing of 
the rights and obligations particularly of women 
of the poorest sectors 

68) Ratification of the international instruments 
Objectives and priority areas for action taken in 
connection with the sub-theme of the World 
Conference, "Employment, health and education"; 
,1. Employment (priority areas for action^ 

121) Programmes to inform women workers of their 
rights; measures to ratify the IL0 conventions 
(equal pay, maternity protection, etc.) 

WCC/1980 */ 

V For lack of a number, the code of the Programme of Action has been 
formed by using the year in which the Conference was held. 
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12*+) To adopt and implement legislative measures to 
- pro women, against • sexually-oriented practices 

125) To adopt and implement legislative measures to 
facilitate the return to the labour market of 
women, guarantee men and womesn the same right 
to work and prohibit dismissal on grounds of sex 
2. Health: (priority areas for action); 

153) Adoption and implementation of measures to protect 
health from contaminated or adulterated food, etc. 

156) To establish legislative standards aimed at 
eliminating occupational house hazards likely to 
affect reproductive functions ' 
3* Education and training (objectives): 

165) To provide'equal access to education for all 
• women ; 

€.. Priority areas requiring special attention 
2. Rural women .(priority areas for action); 

200) a) Eliminate from legislation on rural development 
the provisions that discriminate against women 

b) Make rural women aware of their rights 
4. Migrant women (priority areas for action); 

205) Encourage and assist union and employer organiza-
tions to inform .¡migrant women about industrial 
legislation, . procedures and rights 

Part. Ill:. The, programme of action at the international 
•and-,-regional level 

; International policies and programmes 
225) The.United Nations Secretariat should undertake 

. : . a comparative ..compilation of national legislative 
measures which, are aimed at promoting sex 
equality;-such :a-compilation would assist in the 
introduction of new-laws designed to integrate 
•women into all fields of activity 

A, Technical co-operation, training and advisory 
services 
2. Assistance to women in Southern Africa 

i. a) Legal, humanitarian, moral and political 
;r assistance to women inside South Africa and 

Namibia .persecuted under repressive and 
discriminatory, legislation and practices 

• 3. Assistance•to Palestinian women inside and 
.outside, the occupied territory 

244) b) To provide legal, humanitarian and political 
assistance to Palestinean women in order to 
allow them to exercise their human rights 
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Assistance to women refugees and displaced 
wjmen the world over 

a) Legal, humanitarian and moral assistance 
to women refugees ensuring for them the 
fullest respect for their human rights 

B. Elaboration and review of international 
standards 

252) a) To sign and ratify the Convention on the 
Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination 
against Women. 

b) To sign and ratify all the United Nations 
conventions which relate to women 

' 255) To submit reports on the implementation of the 
Convention 

256) Measures should be ..taken by bodies and organiza-' 
tions of the United Nations system, particularly 
(UNCTAD, UNIDO, FAQ, ILO, etc.) to include the 
specific provisions relating to women in the 
international codes of conduct for transnational 
corporations and on the transfer of technology 

1) Reference to the review of national legislation 
to eliminate discrimination in the economic, 
social and political fields and in the civil and 
penal codes, and ratification of international 
instruments -

2) Adoption and implementation of legislative measures 
in respect of employment, health and education 

3) Elimination of discriminatory measures in laws 
relating to types of women: migrant women, rural 
women, etc. 

4) Legal assistance to refugee women, Palestinian 
women, women of Southern Africa, etc. 

The objectives of equality, development and peace 
are still relevant today and constitute the basis 
of action for the Decade. Equality and peace cannot 
be achieved without development and the establishment 
of a new international economic order. In accordance 
with the mandates stated above, this programme of 
action was developed in order to promote them and 
emphasizing the sub-theme: employment, health and 
education as significant components of development. 
The programme is based on the importance of ensuring 
greater participation of women in development. Since 
in the last five years in many countries the situation 
of women of the so-called "disadvantaged sectors" 
has worsened, and considering that the World Plan of 
Action grants a high degree of priority to the most 
disadvantaged groups of women, this programme places 
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a high priority on the marginated female of the urban 
and rural sectors™:: . 

Operative context: Programme of technical assistance, education, 
dissemination, support to women's groups, studies, etc. 

Direct to: ... Governments 
United Nations bodies "and agencies 
Non-governmental organizations 
Women's groups 
Others. 

Areas dealt with: PROGRAMME OF ACTION FOR: THE SECOND HALF OF THE DECADE 
. ELIMINATION OF DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN 

"... . EMPLOYMENT. POLICY 
\ EDUCATION- .:. 

EQUAL RIGHTS 
' RURAL: WOMEN . 
MIGRANT WORKERS 
REFUGEE AND DISPLACED WOMEN 
VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL TRAINING AND GUIDANCE 

'.. HEALTH '.,.' .. . " . .'..' 
ABUSED WOMEN . V 

... URBAM WOMEN * ••••--•••2 
INSTiTUTlONATj CO-ORDINATION 

• NEW INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC ORDER 
; ' . PEACE ' :'.' , 
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III. TYPES OF RESOLUTIONS AND MANDATES OF THE UNITED NATIONS 
SYSTEM WHICH REFER TO THE LEGAL SITUATION 

OF WOMEN 
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I. Political rights 

1. Resolutions 
2. Conventions 
3. Recommendations 
•+. Declarations 
5. Plan of Action 
6. Programme of Action 

II. Civil rights, family and marriage Law, unmarried women and their children, 
family planning, violence in the family, abandonment of family 

1. Resolutions 
2. Conventions ! .. 
3. Recommendations 
4. Declarations 
5. Plan of Action 
6. Programme of Action '•"•••'•"• 

III. Public law 
Human rights -

1. Resolutions 
2. Declarations 
3. Plan of Action 

Participation of women in the struggle for peace and international security 
and against colonialims, apartheid, etc. - . 

1. Resolutions 
2. Decisions 

Prostitution (of women and girls) and traffic in persons 

1. Resolutions 2. Conventions 
3. Plan of Action 

Nationality of married women 

1. Resolutions 2. Conventions 

IV. Penal law 

1. Resolutions 
2. Conventions 
3. Plan of Action 

Programme of Action 
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V. Economic, social and cultural rights 
Labour legislation 

1. Resolutions 
2. Recommendations 
3. Conventions 

Conclusions 
5. Memorandums 

« "6. Declarations • 
7. Compendium of principles.and practices . - , 
8. Programme of Action 

Educational legislation 

1. Resolutions 
2. Conventions 
3. Plan of Action 

Programme of Action 

Economic and social rights; economic and social equality 

1. Resolutions 
2. Declarations 
3. Plan of Action 
4. Programme of Action 

Social security , ;:J: 
1. Resolutions 
2. Plan of Action 
3. Programme of Action 

Rural women 

1. Resolutions 
2. Recommendations r 

3. Programme of Action 

VI. Elimination of all forms of discrimination against women 

1. Resolutions 
2. Conventions 
3. Declarations 
4. Plan of Action 
5. Programme of Action 
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VII. General references to 
instruments; adoption 
with respect to women 

equality before the law; 
of legislative measures; 
in national law 

ratification of international 
condemnation of injustices 

1 . R e s o l u t i o n s 
2. Declarations 
3. Plan of Action 

Programme of Action 

VIII. Supportive measures for improving the legal status of women (seminars, 
research); establishment and standards of national commissions; submission 
of reports; national laws and machinery; programme of legal advisory 
assistance and information 

1. Resolutions 
2. Plan of Action 
3. Programme of Action 



POLITICAL RIGHTS 

1. Resolutions 
GA56 (I)-
GA731 (VIII)-

Political rights of women (1946) a_/ 
Development of political rights of women in territories where these rights are not 
fully enjoyed (1953) a/ 

(fourth session) (1950) a/ . 
(fifth session) (1951) a/ 
(sixth session) (part B, draft 

E/120 (VI)- Report of the Commission on the Status of Women 
E/154 (VII)- Report of the Commission on the Status of Women 
E/304 (XI)- Report of the Commission on the Status of Women 
E/385 (XIII)- Report of the Commission on the Status of Women 
E/445 (XIV)- Report of the Commission on the Status of Women 

convention) (1952) a/ 
E/504 (XVI)- Report of the Commission on the Status of Women 
E/547 (XVIII)- Report of the Commission on the Status of Women 
E/587 (XX)- Report of the Commission on the Status of Women 
E/625 (XXII)- Report of the Commission on the Status of Women 
E/652 (XXIV)- Report of the Commission on the Status of Women 
E/961 (XXXVI)- Report of the Commission on the Status of Women 
E/1068 1 (XXXIX)- Report of the Commission on the Status of Women 

(seventh session) (1953) a/ 

E/1132 (XLI)-
E/1324 (XLIV)-
UNESCO/16-

UNESCO/13.2-

Political rights of women (1966) a_/ , 
Political rights of women (1968) a_/ 
UNESCO's efforts concerning the improvement of the status of women (Resolution 16) 
(1974) a/ 
UNESCO's contribution towards improving the status of; women (Resolution 13.2) (1978) 

2. Conventions 
GA640 (VII)-

3- Recommendations 
FA0/4-

4. Declarations 
WCM/1-

Convention on the Political Rights of Women (1952) hf; 

Integration of women in rural development (Recommendation IV) (1979) a/ 

Declaration of Mexico on the Equality of Women and their Contribution to 
Development and Peace (principle 2) (1975) a/ 

a./ Resolution which does not constitute international legislation, 
b/ Resolution which constitutes international legislation. 



POLITICAL RIGHTS (cont.) 

5. Plan of Action 
WCM/2-

6„ Programme of Action 
WCC/1980-

World Plan of Action for the Implementation of the Objectives of the International 
Women's Year (paragraphs 46f, 58, 59, 60, 61) (1975) aj 

Programme of Action for the Second Half of the United Nations Decade for Women: 
Equality, Development and Peace (paragraph 59) (1980) 

II. CIVIL RIGHTS, FAMILY AND MARRIAGE LAW, UNMARRIED WOMEN AND THEIR CHILDREN, FAMILY PLANNING, VIOLENCE IN 
THE FAMILY, ABANDONMENT OF THE FAMILY 

1. Resolutions 
GA843 (IX)-

GA1680 (XVI)-

GA1763 (XVIII)-

GA2018 (XX)-

E/504 (XVI)-
E/547 (XVIII)-
E/587 (XX)-
E/680 (XXVI)-
E/722 (XXVIII)-
E/771 (XXX)-
E/821 (XXXII)-

E/884 (XXXIV)-
E/961 (XXXVI)-
E/1068 (XXXIX)-
E/1207 (XLII)-
E/1331 (XLIV)-

Status of women in private law: customs, ancient laws and practices affecting the 
human dignity of women (1954) a/ 

Draft convention and draft recommendation on consent to marriage, minimum age for 
marriage and registration of marriages (1961) aj 

Draft convention and draft recommendation on consent to marriage, minimum age for 
marriage and registration of marriages (part A) hj (part B) aj (1962) 

Recommendation on consent to marriage, minimum age for marriage and registration 
of marriages (1965) aj 

Report of the Commission on the Status of Women (seventh session) (1953) a/ 
Report of the Commission on the Status of Women (eighth session) (1954) aj 
Report of the Commission on the Status of Women (ninth session) (1955) aj 
Report of the Commission on the Status of Women (twelfth session) (1958) aj 
Report of the Commission on the Status of Women (thirteenth session) (1959) aj 
Report of the Commission on the Status of Women (fourteenth session) (1960) aj 
Report of the Commission on the Status of Women (fifteenth session) (parts II and 
III, draft convention and recommendation) (1961) aj 

Report of the Commission on the Status of Women (sixteenth session) (1962) aj 
Report of the Commission on the Status of Women (seventeenth session) (1963) aj 
Report of the Commission on the Status of Women (eighteenth session) (1965) aj 
Parental rights and duties, including guardianship (1967) aj 
Measures which the United Nations could adopt to eradicate all forms and practices 
of slavery and the slave trade affecting the status of women (1968) aj 

a./ Resolution which does not constitute international legislation, 
b/ Resolution which constitutes international legislation. 



CIVIL RIGHTS (corit.) 

E/1395 (XLVI)-

E/1514 (XLVIII) 

E/1679 (LID-
E/1787 (LIV)-

E/1849 (LVI)-
E/1853 (LVI)-

E/1942 (LVIII)-
E/1982/21-
E/1982/22-
HRC/9-

WCM/13-

WCM/17-
WCC/1-
WCC/5-
WCC/17-
RCM/3-

2. Conventions 
GA1763 (XVII)-

Implementation of the recommendation on consent to marriage, minimum age for marriage 
and registration of marriages (1969) a/ 

The unmarried mother and her child: their social protection and the question of their 
integration in society (1970) a./ 

Status of the unmarried mother (1972) a/ 
Study of discrimination against persons born out of wedlock and draft general 
principles on equality and non-discrimination in respect of such persons 
(1973) a/ 

International Women's Year (Programme annex) (1974) a/ 
Legal capacity of married women, including the capacity to engage in independent 
work (1974) a/ 

Population, the status of women and the integration of women in development (1975) a/ 
Action to be taken to ensure the recovery abroad of maintenance (1982) a./ 
Abuses against women and children (1982) a/ 
Measures to promote women's rights in the modern world including a unified long-term 
United Nations programme for the advancement of women (Resolution IX) (1968) aJ 

Social security and family security for women, including the elderly and the 
handicapped (1975) a/ 

The family (1975) a/ £ 
Family planning (1980) a/ 
Battered women and violence in the family (1980) a./ 
International legislation to prevent the abandonment of families (1980) a/ 
Appraisal and priorities of Latin America with a view to the World Conference of the 
United Nations Decade for Women: Equality, Development and Peace (1979) a/ 

Draft convention and draft recommendation on consent to marria°e minimum age for* 
marriage and registration of marriages (parts A and B) (1962) a/ 

a/ Resolution which does not constitute international legislation. 



3 « Recommendations 
FA0/4- Integration of women in rural development (Recommendation IV) 

(1979) a/ 

4. Declarations 
WCM/1- Declaration of Mexico on the Equality of Women and their Contribution 

to Development and Peace (principles 5, 12s 13) (1975) a./ 

5. Plan of Action 
WCM/2-

RCH/1977-

World Plan of Action for the Implementation of the Objectives of the 
International Women's Year (paragraphs 45i, 46f, 127, 128, 129, 130, 
131, 133, 134, 142) (1975) a/ 

Regional Plan of Action for the Integration of Women into Latin American 
Economic and Social Development (paragraphs 45,1, 45.3, 45.4, 45.9, 
45.10, 45.12, 45.13, 45.15) (1977) a/ 

6. Programme of Action 
WCC/1980-

III. PUBLIC LAW 

Programme of Action for the Second Half of the United Nations Decade 
for Women: Equality, Development and Peace (paragraphs 63, 64, 65) 
(1980) a/ N> 

OJ 

Human Rights 

1. Resolutions 
GA35/135-
E/445 (XIV)-
E/1135 (XLI)-
E/1982/18-
WCM/3-
WCM/29-

WCM/32-

Refugee and displaced women (1980)a_/ 
Report of the Commission on the Status of Women (sixth session) (1952) a_/ 
International Year for Human Rights: advancement of women (1966) aJ 
Situation of women and children in the occupied Arab territories (1982) a/ 
The status of women in South Africa, Namibia and Southern Rhodesia (1975) a/ 
Women's participation in the strengthening of peace and security and in the 
struggle against colonialism, racism, racial discrimination and foreign 
domination (1975) a_/ 

Palestinian and Arab women (1975) a/ 

a_/ Resolution which does not constitute international legislation. 



WCM/34-
WCC/3-
WCC/12-
WCC/18-
WCC/19-
WCC/23-
WCC/31-

The situation of women in Chile (1975) a/ 
Migrant women (1980) a/ 
The situation of women refugees and displaced women the world over (1980) ja/ 
Situation of women in Chile (1980) a/ 
Situation of women in El Salvador (1980) a/ 
Question of missing and disappeared persons (1980) a/ 
Women and discrimination based on race (1980) a/ 

2. Declarations 
WCM/1-

3. Plan of Action 
RCH/1977-

Declaration of Mexico on the Equality of Women and their Contribution to 
Development and Peace (principles 2, 28) (1975) a/ 

Regional Plan of Action for the Integration of Women into Latin American 
Economic and Social Development, 1977 (paragraphs 66.b.6, 66.c.2, 66.d.l, 
66.e) (1977) a/ 

Women's participation in the strengthening of international peace and security and in the struggle 
against colonialism, apartheid, etc. 

1. Resolutions 
GA3519 (XXX)-

E/1515 (XLVIII). 

E/1861 (LVI)-

E/1978/33-
E/1980/36-

Women's participation in the strengthening of international peace and 
security and in the struggle against colonialism, racism, racial 
discrimination, foreign aggression and occupation and all forms of 
foreign domination (1975) a_/ 

Protection of women and children in emergency or war times, fighting for 
peace, national liberation and independence (1970) a/ 

Protection of women and children in emergency and armed conflicts, in the 
struggle for peace, self-determination, national liberation and 
independence (1974) a/ 

Effects of apartheid on the status of women (1978) a/ 
Question of elaborating a draft declaration on the participation of women 
in the struggle for the strengthening of international peace and security 
and against colonialism, racism, racial discrimination, foreign aggression 
and occupation and all forms of foreign domination (1980) a/ 

a/ Resolution which does not constitute international legislation. 



WCM/18-
WCM/29-

WCC/11-

WCC/45-
UNESCO/16-

UNESCO/13.2-

Political and social participation (1975) aj 
Women's participation in the strengthening of peace and security and in 

the struggle against colonialism, racism9 racial discrimination and 
foreign domination (1975) aj 

Women's participation in the strengthening of international peace and 
security and in the struggle against colonialism, racism, racial 
discrimination, foreign aggression and occupation and all forms of 
foreign domination (1980) aj 

Apartheid and women in South Africa and Namibia (1980) aj 
UNESCO's efforts concerning the improvement of the status of women 
(resolution 16) (1974) aj 
UNESCO's contribution towards improving the status of women (resolution 13.2) 

(1978) a/ 

Prostitution (of women and girls) and traffic in persons 

1 » Resolutions 
E/1331 (XLIV)-

E/1981/40-

E/1982/20-

WCM/7-
WCC/43-

Measures which the United Nations could adopt to eradicate all forms and 
practices of slavery and the slave trade affecting the status of women 
(1968) at 

Combating the traffic in persons and the exploitation of the prostitution 
of others (1981) aj 

Suppression of the traffic in persons and of the exploitation of the 
prostitution of others (1982) aj 

Prevention of the exploitation of women and girls (1975) aj 
Exploitation of the prostitution of others and traffic in persons (1980) a/ 

N> 
Ul 

2. Conventions 
GA126 (ID- Transfer to the United Nations of the functions and powers exercised by 

the League of Nations under the international convention of 30 September 
1921 on Traffic in Women and Children, the convention of 11 October 1933 
on Traffic in Women of Full Age, and the convention of 12 September 1923 
on Traffic in Obscene Publications (1947) b/ 

aj Resolution which does not constitute international legislation, 
b/ Resolution which constitutes international legislation. 



GA/317 (IV)- Convention for the Suppression of the Traffic in Persons and of the 
the Exploitation of the Prostitution of Others (1949) b/ 

3. Plan of Action 
WCM/2-

RCH/1977-

World Plan of Action for the Implementation of the Objectives of the 
International Women's Year (paragraphs 159 and 160) (1975) a/ 

Regional Plan of Action for the Integration of Women into Latin American 
Economic and Social Development, 1977 (paragraphs 66.a.1, 66.a.2, 
66.a.5) (1977) a/ 

Nationality of married women 

1. Resolutions 
E/154 (VII)- Report of the Commission on the Status of Women 
E/242 (IX)- Report of the Commission on the Status of Women 
E/304 (XI)- Report of the Commission on the Status of Women 
E/385 (XII)- Report of the Commission on the Status of Women 
E/504 (XVI)- Report of the Commission on the Status of Women 
E/ 547 (XVIII)- Report of the Commission on the Status of Women 
E/587 (XX)- Report of the Commission on the Status of Women 

convention) (1955) a/ 
E/652 (XXIV) - Report of the Commission on the Status of Women 
E/722 (XXVIII)- Report of the Commission on the Status of Women 

2. Conventions 
GAI040 (XI)-

PENAL LAW 

(second session) (1948) a_/ 
(third session) (1949) a/ 
(fourth session) (1950) a_/ 
(fifth session) (1951) a/ 
(seventh session) (1953) a/ 
(eighth session) (1954) a_/ 
(ninth session) (draft 

Convention on the Nationality of Married Women (1957) b/ 

1. Resolutions 
E/155 (VII)-
E/304 (XI)-
E/1980/41-
E/1982/18-

Report of the Social Commission (third session) (1948) a/ 
Report of the Commission on the Status of Women (fourth session) (1950) a/ 
Conditions in which women are detained (1980) a_/ 
Situation of women and children in the occupied Arab territories (1982) a/ 

a./ Resolution which does not constitute international legislation, 
b/ Resolution which constitutes international legislation. 



WCM/3-

WCM/7-
WCM/32-
WCM/34-
RCM/3-

2. Conventions 
GA126 (II)-

GA317 (IV) ~ 

3. Plan of Action 
WCM/2-

RCH/1977-

4. Programme of Action 
WCC/1980-

The status of women in South Africa, Namibia and Southern 
Rhodesia (1975) a/ 

Prevention of the exploitation of women and girls (1975) a/ 
Palestinian and Arab women (1975) a./ 
The situation of women in Chile (1975) a./ 
Appraisal and priorities of Latin America with a view to the World 
Conference of the United Nations Decade for Women: Equality, 
Development and Peace (1979) a/ 

Transfer to the United Nations of the functions and powers exercised 
by the League of Nations under the international convention of 
30 September 1921 on Traffic in Women and Children, the convention 
of 11 October 1933 on Traffic in Women of Full Age and the 
convention of 12 September 1923 on Traffic in Obscene Publications 
(1947) b/ 

Convention for the Suppression of the Traffic in Persons and of the 
Exploitation of the Prostitution of Others (1949) b/ 

World Plan of Action for the Implementation of the Objectives of the 
International Women's Year (paragraph 158) (1975) a/ 

Regional Plan of Action for the Integration of Women into Latin 
American Economic and Social Development, 1977 (paragraphs 66.b.l., 
66.b.6, 66.c.2, 66.d.l, 66.e) (1977) a/ 

Programme of Action for the Second Half of the United Nations Decade 
for Women: Equality, Development and Peace (paragraphs 59, 65) 
(1980) 

ECONOMIC, SOCIAL AND CULTURAL RIGHTS 

Labour legislation 
1. Resolutions 

GA3010 (XXVII)- international Women's Year (1972) a/ 

aj Resolution which does not constitute international legislation, 
b/ Resolution which constitutes international legislation. 



GA31/134-
GA33/184-

GA36/130-
E/121 (VI)-
E/154 (VID-
E/196 (VIII)-
E/242 (IX)-

E/385 (XIII)-

E/445 (XIV)-

E/504 (XVI)-

E/547 (XVIII)-

E/587 (XX)-

E/652 (XXIV)-

E/821 (XXXII)-

E/884 (XXXIV)-

E/1513 (XLVIII)-

E/1859 CLVI)-

E/1980/1-
HRC/9-

WCC/3-
RCM/3-

Improvement of the status and role of women in education (1976) a/ 
Importance of the improvement of the status and role of women in 
education and in the economic and social fields for the achievement 
of the equality of women with men (1979) a/ 

Equal rights to work (1981) a/ 
Principle of equal pay for equal work for men and women workers (1948) a/ 
Report of the Commission on the Status of Women (second session) 

(1948) a/ 
Principle of equal pay for equal work for men and women workers (1949) a/ 
Report of the Commission on the Status of Women (third session) 

(1949) a/ 
Report of the Commission on the Status of Women (fifth session) 

(1951) a/ 
Report of the Commission on the Status of Women (sixth session) 

(1952) a/ 
Report of the Commission on the Status of Women (seventh session) 

(1953) a/ 
Report of the Commission on the Status of Women (eighth session) 

(1954) a/ 
Report of the Commission on the Status of Women (ninth session) 

of Women (eleventh session) 
(1955) a/ 

Report of the Commission on the Status 
(1957) a/ 

Report of the Commission on the Status of Women (fifteenth session) 
(1961) a/ 

Report of the Commission on the Status of Women (sixteenth session) 
(1962) a/ 

Repercussions of scientific and technological progress on the status 
of women workers (1970) a/ 

Activities of the International Labour Organisation to promote the 
advancement of women ana their integration in development (1974) a/ 

Advancement of rural women (1980) a/ 
Measures to promote women's rights in the modern world including a 
unified long-term United Nations programme for the advancement of 
women (Resolution IX) (1968) a./ 

Migrant women (1980) a/ 
Appraisal and priorities of Latin America with a view to the World 
Conference of the United Nations Decade for Women: Equality, 
Development and Peace (1979) a/ 
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a/ Resolution which does not constitute international legislation. 



2. Re commendations 
ILO/83-

ILO/86-

IL0/90-

ILO/95-
ILO/102A-
ILO/llOA-

ILO/lllA-

ILO/112-

ILO/113-

ILO/114-

ILO/116-
ILO/119-

ILO/122A-
ILO/123-

ILO/128A-

ILO/131-

Recommendation concerning the Organization of the Employment Service 
(1948) a/ 

Recommendation concerning Migrations for Employment (revised 1949) 
(1949) a/ 

Recommendation concerning Equal Remuneration for Men and Women Workers 
for Work of Equal Value (1951) a/ b/ 

Recommendation concerning Maternity Protection (1952) aj b/ 
Recommendation concerning Welfare Facilities for Workers (1956) aj 
Recommendation concerning Conditions of Employment of Plantation 
Workers (1958) a/ 

Recommendation concerning Discrimination in Respect of Employment and 
Occupation (1958) aj 

Recommendation concerning Occupational Health Services in Places of 
Employment (1959) aj 

Recommendation concerning Consultation and Co-operation between Public 
Authorities and Employers' and Workers' Organization at the Industrial 
and National Levels (1960) a/ 

Recommendation on the Protection of Workers against Ionising Radiations 
(1960) a/ 

Recommendation concerning Reduction of Hours of Work (1962) aj 
Recommendation concerning Termination of Employment at the Initiative 
of the Employer (1963) a/ 

Recommendation concerning Employment Policy (1964) aj 
Recommendation concerning the Employment of Women with Family 
Responsibilities (1965) aj bj 

Recommendation concerning the Maximum Permissible Weight to be Carried 
by One Worker (1967) aj 

Recommendation concerning Invalidity, Old-Age and Survivors' Benefits 
(1967) ai 

aj Resolution which does not constitute international legislation, 
b/ Women are the focal point of the measure. 



ILO/136A-

ILO/149A-

ILO/150-

ILO/151-

ILO/157-

ILO/165-

ILO/1966-

Conventions 
ILO/3-

ILO/13-
ILO/45-

ILO/81-

ILO/87-

ILO/89-

ILO/97-
TTn/i nn_ 

Recommendation concerning Special Youth Employment Training Schemes 
for Development Purposes (1970) a/ 

Recommendation concerning Organizations of Rural Workers and their 
Role in Economic and Social Development (1975) a/ 

Recommendation concerning Vocational Guidance and Vocational Training 
in the Development of Human Resources (1975) a/ 

Recommendation concerning Migrant Workers (supplementary provisions) 
(1975) a/ 

Recommendation concerning Employment and Conditions of Work and Life 
of Nursing Personnel (1977) a./ 

Recommendation concerning Equal Opportunities and Equal Treatment for 
Men and Women Workers: Workers with Family Responsibilities 
(1981) a/ b/ 

Recommendation concerning the Status of Teachers (1966) a/ 

Convention concerning the Employment of Women Before and After 
Childbirth (1919) b/ cj 

Convention concerning the Use of White Lead in Painting (1921) b_/ 
Convention concerning the Employment of Women on Underground Work 
in Mines of All Kinds (1935) b/ c/ 

Convention concerning Labour Inspection in Industry and Commerce 
(1947) c/ 

Convention concerning Freedom of Association and the Protection of 
the Right to Organize (1948)_ c/ 

Convention concerning Night Work of Women Employed in Industry 
(revised 1948) (1948) b/ ç/ 

Convention concerning Migration for Employment (revised 1949) (1949) cj 
^ „„ Ti ~ £ IX 1 uvuvcui.j.uu UUUCCLUXllg U^uax IVClUUilCI ctLXUU IUL iUCil ¿LilU 

Women Workers for Work of Equal Value (1951) b/ c/ 

a/ Resolution which does not constitute international legislation, 
b/ Women are the focal point of the measure, 
c/ Resolution which constitutes international legislation. 



ILO/102-
ILO/103-
110/110-

ILO/111-

IL0/117-
ILO/122-
ILO/127-

IL0/128-
ILO/129-
ILO/136-

ILO/140-
IL0/141-

IL0/142-

ILO/143-

IL0/149-

ILO/156-

Convention concerning Minimum Standards of Social Security (1952) c/ 
Convention concerning Maternity Protection (revised 1952) (1952) bj c/ 
Convention concerning Conditions of Employment of Plantation Workers 

(1958) ç/ 
Convention concerning Discrimination in Respect of Employment and 
Occupation (1958) a/ 

Convention concerning Basic Aims and Standards of Social Policy (1962) a/ 
Convention concerning Employment Policy (1964) aj 
Convention concerning the Maximum Permissible Weight to be Carried by 
One Worker (1967) a/ 

Convention concerning Invalidity, Old-Age and Survivors' Benefits (1967) aj 
Convention concerning Labour Inspection in Agriculture (1969) a/ 
Convention concerning Protection Against Hazards of Poisoning Arising 
from Benzene (1971) a/ 

Convention concerning Paid Educational Leaves (1974) aj 
Convention concerning Organizations of Rural Workers and Their Role 
in Economic and Social Development (1975) a./ 

Convention concerning Vocational Guidance and Vocational Training in the 
Development of Human Resources (1975) aj 

Convention concerning Migrations in Abusive Conditions and the Promotion 
of Equality of Opportunity and Treatment of Migrant Workers (1975) a/ 

Convention concerning Employment and Conditions of Work and Life of 
Nursing Personnel (1977) aj 

Convention concerning Equal Opportunities and Equal Treatment for Men 
and Women Workers: Workers with Family Responsibilities (1981) a/ b/ 

aj Resolution which does not constitute international legislation. 
bj Women are the focal point cf the measure. 
cj Resolution which co&stifcutes international legislation. 



4. Programme of Action 
WCC/1980-

E/120 (VI)-
E/154 (VID-
E/242 (IX)-
E/304 (XI)-
E/445 (XIV)-
E/547 (XVIII)-
E/625 (XXII)- ' 
E/652 (XXIV)-
E/722 (XXVIII)-
E/821 (XXXII)-
E/884 (XXXIV)-
E/1068 (XXXIX)-
E/1327 (XLIV) -
E/1396 (XLVI)-
E/1512 (XLVIII) -
E/1686 (LII)-

WCM/24-
WCC/3-
UNESCO/16-

Programme of Action for the Second Half of the United Nations Decade for 
Women: Equality, Development and Peace (paragraphs 121, 124, 125, 205) 
(1980) 

Educational legislation 

1. Resolutions 
GA31/134-
GA33/184-

Improvement of the status and role of women in education (1976) a/ 
Importance of the improvement of the status and role of women in education 
and in the economic and social fields for the achievement of the equality 
of women with men (1979) a./ 

Report of the Commission on the Status of Women (second session) (1948) a_/ 
Report of the Commission on the Status of Women (second session) (1948) a/ 
Report of the Commission on the Status of Women (third session) (1949) a/ 
Report of the Commission on the Status of Women (fourth session) (1950) a/ 
Report of the Commission on the Status of Women (sixth session) (1952) a/ 
Report of the Commission on the Status of Women (eighth session) (1954) a/ 
Report of the Commission on the Status of Women (tenth session) (1956) a_/ 
Report of the Commission on the Status of Women (eleventh session) (1957) a_/ 
Report of the Commission on the Status of Women (thirteenth session) (1959) a/ 
Report of the Commission on the Status of Women (fifteenth session) (1961) aj 
Report of the Commission on the Status of Women (sixteenth session) (1962) a/ 
Report of the Commission on the Status of Women (eighteenth session) (1965) a/ 
Access of women to education (1968) a/ 
Access of women to education (1969) a/ 
Elimination of illiteracy among women (1970) a/ 
Activities of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organization of special interest to women (1972) a/ 

Education and training (1975) a/ 
Migrant women (1980) a/ 
UNESCO's efforts concerning the improvement of the status of women (Resolution 
16) (1974) a/ 

a./ Resolution which does not constitute international legislation. 



2. Conventions 
UNESCO/1960- Convention Against Discrimination in Education (1960) b/ 

3. Plan of Action 
WCM/2-

RCH/1977-

World Plan of Action for the Implementation of the Objectives of the 
International Women's Year (paragraphs 17, 67, 72, 78) (1975) a/ 

Regional Plan of Action for the Integration of Women into Latin American. 
Economic and Social Development, 1977 (paragraphs 29.3, 29.5, 29.6) 
(1977) a/ 

Programme of Action 
WCC/1980- Programme of Action for the Second Half of the United Nations Decade for 

Women: Equality, Development and Peace (paragraph 66) (1980) a/ 

Economic and social rights; economic and social equality 

1. Resolutions 
GA33/184-

E/587 
E/625 
E/652 
E/680 
E/771 
E/821 
E/961 
E/1394 

(XX)-
(XXII)-
(XXIV)-
(XXVI)-
(XXX)-
(XXXII)-
(XXXVI)-
(XLVI)-

E/1849 (LVI) • 
HRC/9-

UNESC0/16-

UNESCO/13.2-

Importance of the improvement of the status and role of women in education and 
in the economic and social fields for the achievement of the equality of 
women with men (1979) a/ 

Report of the Commission on the Status of Women (ninth session) (1955) aj 
Report of the Commission on the Status of Women (tenth session) (1956) a_/ 
Report of the Commission on the Status of Women (eleventh session) (1957) a/ 
Report of the Commission on the Status of Women (twelfth session) (1958) a/ 
Report of the Commission on the Status of Women (fourteenth session) (1960) a./ 
Report of the Commission on the Status of Women (fifteenth session) (1961) a/ 
Report of the Commission on the Status of Women (seventeenth session) (1963) a/ 
Participation of women in social and economic life within the framework 
of technological progress (1969) a_/ 

International Women's Year (programme annex) (1974) a/ 
Measures to promote women's rights in the modern world including a unified 
long term United Nations programme for the advancement of women (Resolution 
IX) (1968) a/ 

UNZ3C07s efforts concerning the improvement of the status of women (Resolution 
IS) (1974) a/ 

UNESCO's contribution towards improving the status of women (Resolution 13a2) 
(1978) tj 

a./ Resolution which does not constitute international legislation, 
b/ Resolution which constitutes international legislation. 



2. Declarations 
WCM/1-

3. Plan of Action 
WCM/2-

RÇH/1977-

4. Programme of Action 
WCC/1980-

Declaration of Mexico on the Equality of Women and Their Contribution to 
Development and Peace (principle 7) (1975) a/ 

World Plan of Action for the Implementation of the Objectives of the International 
Women's Year (paragraphs 17, 46f, 90, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106) (1975) j 

Regional Plan of Action for the Integration of Women into Latin American Economic 
and Social Development, 1977 (paragraphs 23.a.1, 23.a.4, 23.a.5, 23.a.7, 23.a.8, 
23.b.2, 23.b.3, 23.b.4) (1977) a/ 

Programme of Action for the Second Half of the United Nations Decade for Women: 
Equality, Development and Peace (paragraphs 59, 153) (1980) 

Social Security 

1. Resolutions 
E/1980/1-
WCM/13-

2. Plan of Action 
RCH/1977-

3. Programme of Action 
WCC/1980-

Advancement of rural women (1980) a/ 
Social security and family security for women, including the elderly and the 
handicapped (1975) 

Regional Plan of Action for the Integration of Women into Latin American 
Economic and Social Development, 1977 (paragraph 52.4) (1977) a./ 

Programme of Action for the Second Half of the United Nations Decade for Women: 
Equality, Development and Peace (paragraph 156) (1980) 

Rural women 

1. Resolutions 
GA3523 (XXX)-
E/1980/1-
WCM/21-
WCC/44-

Women in rural areas (1975) a./ 
Advancement of rural women (1980) a./ 
Condition of women in rural areas (1975) a/ 
Women in agriculture and rural areas (1980) a/ 

a/ Resolution which does not constitute international legislation. 



2„ Recommendations 
F AO M Integration of women in rural development (recommendation IV) (1979) a/ 

3. Programme of Action 
WCC/1980- Programme of Action for the Second Half of the United Nations Decade for 

Women: Equality, Development and Peace (paragraph 200) (1980) 

ELIMINATION OF ALL FORMS OF DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN 

1= Resolutions 
GA1921 (XVIII)-
GA2199 (XXI) b/ 
GA2263 (XXII)-
GA32/136-
GA33/177 b/ 
GA36/131-

E/1131 (XLI)-
E/1206 (XLII)-
E/1325 (XLIV)-

E/1677 (LII)-

E/1852 (LVI)-

E/2058 (LXII)-
E/1980/34-

E/1982/17-

WCM/20-

WCM/25-

WCC/28-

Draft Declaration on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women (1963) a/ 
Draft Declaration on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women (1966) 
Declaration on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women (1967) a/ 
Draft Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women (1977) a/ 
Draft Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women (1978) 
Status of the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination 
Against Women (1981) aj 

Draft Declaration on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women (1966) a/ 
Draft Declaration on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women (1967) a/ 
Implementation of the Declaration on the Elimination of Discrimination 
Against Women (1968) aj 

Implementation of the Declaration on the Elimination of Discrimination Against 
Women (1972) a/ 

Implementation of the Declaration on the Elimination of Discrimination Against 
Women, and of related instruments (1974) a./ 

Draft Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women (1977) a/ 
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against 
Women (1980) a/ 

Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against 
Women (1982) a/ 

Integration of women in the process of political, economic, social and 
cultural development as equal partners with men (1975) aj 

Equality between men and women and the elimination of discrimination 
against women (1975) a/ 

Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against 
Women (1980) a/ 

a/ Resolution which does not constitute international legislation. 
bj No file sheet was made for this resolution^ the subject of its title was dealt with in the 

following session of the General Assembly. 



2. Conventions 
GA34/180-

3. Declarations 
WCM/61-

4. Plan of Action 
WÇM/2-

5. Programme of Action 
WCC/1980-

Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women 
(1979) b/ 

Declaration of Mexico on the Equality of Women and Their Contribution to 
Development and Peace (principle 1) (1975) a/ 

World Plan of Action for the Implementation of the Objectives of the 
International Women's Year (paragraph 37) (1975) a/ 

Programme of Action for the Second Half of the United Nations Decade for 
Women: Equality, Development and Peace (paragraph 62) (1980) a/ 

VII. GENERAL REFERENCES TO EQUALITY BEFORE THE LAW; RATIFICATION OF INTERNATIONAL INSTRUMENTS; ADOPTION OF 
LEGISLATIVE MEASURES; CONDEMNATION OF INJUSTICE WITH RESPECT TO WOMEN IN NATIONAL LAWS 

1. Resolutions 
GA2716 (XXV)-

GA3010 (XXVII)-
GA3519 (XXX)-

E/1394 (XLVI)-

E/1511 (XLVIII) • 

E /16 81 (LID-
E/1849 (LVI)-
E/2060 (LXII) -

Programme of concerted international action for the advancement of women 
(1970) a/ 
International Women's Year (1972) a/ 
Women's participation in the strengthening of international peace and security 
and in the struggle against colonialism, racism, racial discrimination, foreign 
aggression and occupation and all forms of foreign domination (1975) a./ 

Participation of women in social and economic life within the framework of 
technological progress (1969) a/ 

Programme of concerted international action for the advancement of women 
(1970) a/ 

International Women's Year (1972) a/ 
International Women's Year (programme annex) (1974) a/ 
Review and appraisal of progress made in the implementation of the International 
Development Strategy for the Second United Nations Development Decade and the 
implementation of the World Plan of Action for the Implementation of the 
Objectives of the International Women's Year (1977) a/ 
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a./ Resolution which does not constitute international legislation, 
b/ Resolution which constitutes international legislation. 



E/1980/6-

HRC/9-

WCM/20-

WCM/29-

RCM/2-

RCM/3-

2. Declarations 
WCM/1-

3. Plan of Action 
WCM/2-

RCH/1977-

4. Programme of Action 
WCC/1980-

Programme of Action for the Second Half of the United Nations Decade for Women: 
Equality, Development and Peace (1980) aj 

Measures to promote women's rights in the modern world including a unified long-
term United Nations programme for the advancement of women (Resolution IX) 
(1968) aj 

Integration of women in the process of political, economic, social and cultural 
development as equal partners with men (1975) aj 

Women's participation in the strengthening of peace and security and in the 
struggle against colonialism, racism, racial discrimination and foreign 
domination (1975) aj 

Creation of national commissions to study the problems of mothers and 
children (1979) aj 

Appraisal and priorities of Latin America with a view to the World Conference 
of the United Nations Decade for Women: Equality, Development and Peace 
(1979) a/ 

Declaration of Mexico on the Equality of Women and Their Contribution to 
Development and Peace (principle 1) (1975) aj 

World Plan of Action for the Implementation of the Objectives of the 
International Women's Year (paragraphs 16, 17, 37, 38) (1975) aj 

Regional Plan of Action for the Integration of Women into Latin American 
Economic and Social Development, 1977 (paragraphs 17, 18, 19, 21.2.x.i, 
21.2.x.ii) (1977) ai 

Programme of Action for the Second Half of the United Nations Decade for Women: 
Equality, Development and Peace (paragraphs 62, 68, 252a, 252b, 256) (1980) a/ 

a/ Resolution which does not constitute international legislation. 



VIII. SUPPORTIVE MEASURES FOR IMPROVEMENT OF THE LEGAL STATUS OF WOMEN (SEMINARS, RESEARCH); ESTABLISHMENT 
AND NORMS OF NATIONAL COMMISSIONS; SUBMISSION OF REPORTS; NATIONAL LAWS AND MACHINERY; PROGRAMMES OF 
L E G A L ADVISORY ASSISTANCE AND INFORMATION 

1. Resolutions 
GAI163 (XII)-
GA33/184-

GA36/126-
E/1682 (LII)-

E/1978/28-
E/1980/38-

E/1981/12-

WCM/11-
WCC/6-

RCM/2-

RCM/3-

Seminars on the status of women (1957)-a/ 
Importance of the improvement of the1 status and role of women in education 
and in the economic and social fields for the achievement of the equality 
of women with men (1979) a/ 

United Nations Decade for Women: Equality, Development and Peace (1981) a/ 
Increased activities relating to the status of women at the international 
level (1972) a/ 

Rationalization of the reporting system on the status of women (1978) a/ 
Continuation of the integrated reporting system on the status of women during 
the second half of the United Nations Decade for Women (1980) a/ 

Implementation of the Programme of Action for the Second Half of the United 
Nations Decade for Women (1981) a/ 

Research on population and the integration of women in development CL975) a/ 
Review and evaluation of progress made in the implementation of the World 
Plan of Action at the national level (1980) a/ 

Creation of national commissions to study the problems of mothers and children 
(1979) a/ 

Appraisal and priorities of Latin America with a view to the World Conference 
of the United Nations Decade for Women: Equality, Development and Peace 
(1979) a/ 
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2. Plan of Action 
WCM/2-

RCH/1977-

World Plan of Action for the Implementation of the Objectives of the International 
Women's Year (paragraphs 39, 40, 46g, 46n) (1975) a/ 

Regional Plan of Action for the Integration of Women into Latin American Economic 
and Social Development, 1977 (paragraphs 21.2.x, 21.2.xiii, 21.6, 71.3) (1977) a/ 

Programme of Action 
WCC/1980- Programme of Action for the Second Half of the United Nations Decade for Women: 

Equality, Development and Peace (paragraphs 60, 61, 66, 67, 121, 200, 205, 225, 
242.1, 244.b, 248.a, 255) (1980) a/ 

a/ Resolution which does not constitute international legislation. 
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INDEX OF MEASURES ADOPTED BY THE UNITED NATIONS SYSTEM WHICH 
CONSTITUTE INTERNATIONAL LEGISLATION 
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GA126 (II) 

GA317 (IV) 

GA640 (VII) 

GAIO i+O (XI) 

GAI763 (XVII) 

GA34/180 

ILO/3 

ILO/45 

ILO/81 

ILO/87 

ILO/98 

ILO/97 

ILO/lOO 

ILO/102 

ILO/103 

ILO/HO 

ILO/111 

Transfer to the United Nations of the functions and powers 
exercised by the League of Nations under the international 
convention of 30 September 1921 on Traffic in fernen and 
Children, the convention of 11 October 1933 on Traffic in 
Women of Full Age and the convention of 11 September 1923 .on 
Traffic in Obscene Publication/1947 

., Convention for the Suppression of the traffic in Persons and 
of the Exploitation of the Prostitution of Others/1949 

. Convention on the political rights of women/1952 

. Convention on the nationality of married women/1957 

Draft Convention and Draft Recommendation on Consent to Marriage, 
Minimum Age for Marriage and registration of marriages (part A)/ 
1962 

Convention on the elimination of all forms of discrimination 
against women/1979 

Convention concerning the employment of women before and after 
childbirth/1919 

Convention concerning the employment of women on underground 
work in mines of all kinds/19.35 

Convention concerning labour inspection in industry and 
commerce/1947 

Convention concerning, freedom of association, and protection of 
the right, to organize/1948 

Convention concerning night work of women employed in 
industry (revised in 1948)/1948 

Convention concerning migration for employment (revised in 
1949)/1949 

Convention concerning equal remuneration for men and women 
workers for work of equal value/1951 

Convention concerning minimum standards of social security/1952 

Convention concerning maternity protection (revised in 1952)/1952 

Convention concerning conditions of employment of plantation 
workers/1958 

Convention concerning discrimination in respect of employment 
and occupâtion/1958 
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ILO/117 Convention concerning basic aims and standards of social 
policy/1962 ..;:-.' 

ILO/122 Convention concerning employment policy/1964 

ILO/127 Convention concerning, the maximum permissible weight to be 
carried by one worker/1967 

ILO/128 ; Convention concerning invalidityold-age andsurvivors ' 
benefits/1967 

ILO/129 Convention concerning labour inspection in agriculture/1969 

ILO/136 Convention concerning protection against hazards of poisoning 
arising from benzene/1971 ' • ^ .. 

ILO/140 Convention concerning paid educational leave/1974 

ILO/141 Convention concerning organizations of rural workers and their 
role in economic and social development/I975 

ILO/142 Convention concerning vocational guidances-and vocational 
training in the development of human resources/1975 

ILO/143 Convention concerning migrations in abusive conditions and 
the promotion of ¿quality of opportunity and treatment of 
migrants workers/1975 

ILO/149 Convention concerning employment and/conditions of the work 
and the life of nursing personne1/1977 

ILO/156 Convention concerning equal opportunities and equal treatment 
for men and women workers: workers with family responsibility/1981 

UNESCO/1960 Convention against discrimination in education/1960 
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V. ANALYTICAL INDEX */ 

jV The acronyms in English correspond to the acronyms in the Spanish version 
of this document as follows : 

Spanish English 
AG = GA (General Assembly) 
CDH- = HCR (Human Rights Conference) 
CMC = WCC (World Conference-Copenhagen) 
CMM = WCM (World Conference-Mexico) 
CRH = RCH (Regional Conference-Havana) 
CRM = RCM (Regional Conference-Macuto) 
OIT = ILO (International Labour Organisation) 
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ABANDONMENT OF FAMILY 
WCC/17 

ABOLITION OF SLAVERY 
E/1331 (XLIV) 
E/1677 (LII) 

ABUSED WOMEN 
E/1982/22 
WCC/5 
RCH/1977 
WCC/1980 

AGE OF RETIREMENT 
E/680 ( X X V I ) 

E/771 (XXX) 

AGRICULTURE 
I LO/12 9 

APARTHEID 
GA/3519 (XXX) WCM/20 
E/1331 (XLIV) WCM/29 
E/1978/33 WCM/32 
E/1982/18 « WCC/11 
HRC/9 ' WCC/45 
WCM/3 

APPOINTMENT OF WOMEN 
GA640(VII) WCC/44 
GA35/135 UNESCO/13.2 
GA36/130 WCM/2 
E/154 (VII) RCH/1977 
E/1209 (XLII) 

APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGIES 
WCC/44 
RCM/3 

ASSISTANCE FOR DEVELOPMENT 
RCM/3 

CENTRE FOR SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT AND 
HUMANITARIAN AFFAIRS 

CHILE 
WCM/34 
WCC/18 

COLONIALISM 
GA3519 (XXX) WCM/20 
E/1331 (XLIV) WCM/29 
E/19 80/36 WCM/32 
E/1982/18 WCC/11 
HRC/9 

COMPENSATION FOR EMPLOYMENT INJURIES 
ILO/102 

COMMERCE 
IL0/81 
ILO/103 
ILO/95 

COMMISSION ON THE STATUS OF WOMEN 
GA36/126 

CREDIT 
WCC/44 

DECISION-MAKING LEVELS 
GA35/135 
GA36/130 
WCC/12 

DETAINED AND CONDEMNED WOMEN 
E/1980/41 
WCM/34 
WCC/18 
WCC/19 

DEVELOPMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES 
ILO/117 
IL0/140 
IL0/142 
IL0/150 

GA36/126 
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DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMES AND PROJECTS 
E/1209 (XLII) 
E/1511 (XLVIII) 

DISAPPEARED PERSONS 
WCC/18 
WCC/19 
WCC/23 

DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION 

E/1682 (LID 
RCM/3 

GA36/126 
WCC/1 
WCC/3 
WCC/12 

DISMISSAL 
ILO/117 
ILO/119 

UNESCO/13.2 
WCM/1 " 
WCM/2 
RCH/1977 

WCM/13 

DRINKING WATER AND ENVIRONMENTAL-HEALTH 
WCC/44 : \ 

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL f V 
GA36/126 

ECONOMIC COMMISSION.FOR LATIN•••!".:.̂.'.1:1.' •. 
AMERICA (ECLA) 

GA36/126 • -r' ' ' 

ECONOMIC PARTICIPATION 
GA34/180 
E/587 (XX) 
E/625 (XXII) 
E/652 (XXIV) 
E/680 (XXVI) 

EDUCATION 
GA31/134 
GA33/184 
GA34/180 
E/120 (VI) 
E/154 (VII) 
E/242 (IX) 
E/304 (XI) 
E/504 (XVI) 
E/547 (XVIII) 

È/821 (XXXII) 
E/961 (XXXVI) 
E/1394 (XLVI) 
WCM/20 
WCC/44 

E/625 (XXII) 
E/652 (XXIV) 
E/722 (XXVIII) : 
E/821 (XXXII) 
E/884 (XXXIV) 
E/1327 (XLIV) 
E/1396 (XLVI) 
E/1512 (XLVIII) 
E/1513 (XLVIII) 

EDUCATION 
E/1686 (LII) 
E/2060 (LXII) 
HRC/9 
WCM/24 
WCC/1 
WCC/12 
WCC/44 
RCM/3 
FAO/4 

EL SALVADOR 
WCC/19 

ELDERLY WOMEN 
WCM/13 

ELIMINATION OF DISCRIMINATION AGAINST 
WOMEN 

ILO/117 
ILO/140 
ILO/150. . 
UNESCO/1960 
UNESCO/16! :.... 
UNESCO/13.2 
WCM/2 
RCH/1977 
WCC/1980 

GA1921 (XVIII) 
GA2263 (XXII) 
GA2716 (XXV) 
GA3010 (XXVII) 
GA32/136 
GA34/180 ;•"•' 
GA36/131 
E/304 (XI) 
E/1131 (XLI) 
E/1135 (XLI) 
E/1206 (XLII) 
E/1325 (XLIV) 
E/1394 (xLvi). .;;. 
E/1514 (XLVIII) 
E/1677 (LII) . 
E/1679 (LII) 
E/1849 (LVI) 
E/1852 (LVI) 

EMPLOYMENT 
GA33/184 
GA34/180 
GA36/130 
E/154 (VII) 
E/385 (XIII) 
E/445 (XIV) 
E/821 (XXXII) 
E/1513 (XLVIII) 
E/1859 (LVI) 

E/2058 (LXII) 
E/2060 (LXII). 
E/1980/34 
E/1982/17 
HRC/9 •••, 
WCM/25 

..WCC/3 
WCC/28 
WCC/31 
ILO/117 
ILO/111A , 
UNESCO/1960 . 
UNESCO/16 
UNESCO/13.2 ;. 
WCM/1 

' WCM/2 
RCH/1977 
WCC/1980. . 

HRC/9 
WCC/3 
WCC/12 
WCC/44 
RCM/3 
FAO/4 
ILO/97 
ILO/110 
ILO/111 
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EMPLOYMENT 
ILO/117 
ILO/143 
ILO/156 
ILO/86 
ILO/111A 
ILO/119 

ILO/123 
ILO/150 
ILO/151 
ILO/165 
ILO/1966 

EMPLOYMENT INJURIES 
SEE 

COMPENSATION FOR EMPLOYMENT 
INJURIES 

EMPLOYMENT POLICY 
ILO/122 
ILO/83 
ILO/122A 
ILO/136A 

EQUAL RIGHTS 
GA640 (VII) 
GA2263 (XXII) 
GA3010 (XXVII) 
GA3523 (XXX) 
GA33/184 • 
GA36/130 
E/120 (VI) 
E/445 (XIV) 
E/504 (XVI) 
E/547 (XVIII) 
E/587 (XX) 
E/625 (XXII) 
E/771 (XXX) 
E/884 (XXXIV) 
E/1Q68 (XXXIX) 
E/1681 (LII) 
E/1787 (LIV) 
E/1849 (LVI) 
E/1853 (LVI) 
E/1942 (LVIII) 

EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES 
E/1859 (LVI) 
WCM/20 
FAO/4 
ILO/97 
ILO/111 
ILO/122 
ILO/142 
ILO/143 

WCM/2 
RCH/1977 
WCC/1980 

E/2060 (LXII) 
E/1980/1 
E/1980/6 
HRC/9 • 
WCM/17' : 
WCM/18 , . 
WCM/20 
WCM/21 
WCM/25 
WCC/18 
WCC/28 • 
RCM/3 
FAO/4 
UNESCO/16 
UNESCO/13.2 
WCM/1 
WCM/2 
RCH/1977 
WCC/1980 

ILO/156 
ILO/122A 
IL0/149A 
ILO/150 
ILO/151 
ILO/165 
UNESCO/1960 
WCM/2 

EQUAL PAY 
GA3010 (XXVII) 
E/121 (VI) 
E/154 (VII) 
E/196 (VIII) 
E/242 (IX) 
E/304 (XI) 
E/385 (XIII) 
E/445 (XIV) 
E/504 (XVI) 

EQUAL TREATMENT 
E/1859 (LVI) 
ILO/97 
ILO/lll 
ILO/143 
ILO/156 

E/547 (XVIII) -
E/587 (XX) 
E/652 (XXIV) 
E/884 (XXXIV) 
E/1513 (XLVIII) 
WCM/20 
ILO/lOO 
ILO/90 
I LO/110 A 

ILO/86 
IL0/122A 
ILO/151 
ILO/165 

EXPLOITATION OF WOMEN 
GA317 (IV) 
WCM/7 

FAMILY 
GA34/180 WCC/17 
WCM/11 WCC/23 
WCM/17 RCM/2 
WCC/3 RCM/3 
WCC/5 WCM/2 
WCC/12 RCH/1977 

FAMILY PLANNING 
GA34/180 WCC/1 
E/1942 (LVIII) WCM/1 
WCM/17 WCM/2 

FOREIGN DOMINATION 
GA3519 (XXX) '.. WCM/29 
E/1980/36 v WCM/32 
E/1982/18 WCC/II 
WCM/3 

FREEDOM OF ASSOCIATION 
ILO/87 

HANDICAPPED WOMEN 
WCM/13 
WCM/20 
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HEALTH 

GA34/180 •'•;•• 
WCC/3 
WCC/12 
ILO/13 
ILO/127 

HOURS OF WORK 
ILO/116 

HUMAN AND FINANCIAL RESOURCES 
GA36/126 
RCM/3 

ILLEGITIMATE CHILDREN 
E/1514 ( XLVIII) 
E/1787 (LIV) 

INDUSTRY 
ILO/81 
ILO/89 
ILO/103 
ILO/95 
ILO/113 

INSTITUTIONAL CO-ORDINATION 
GA2716 (XXV) 
GA31/134 
GA32/136 
GA33/184 
GA35/135 
E/821 (XXXII) 

INTEGRATION MA 
GA34/180 
GA36/126 
GA36/131 
E/961 (XXXVI) 
E/1068 (XXXIX) 
E/1209 (XLII) 
E/1682 (LII) 
E/184-9 (LVI) 

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
STRATEGY (IDS) 

E/2060 (LXII) 
RCM/3 

ILO/112 ' 
I LO/136 ! " 
ILO/128A 
WCC/1980'.; 

ICHINERY 

E/961 (XXXVI) 
E/1068 (XXXIX) 
WCM/2 
RCH/1977 
WCC/1980 

HRC/9 
WCM/18. 
RCM/2 
RCM/3 
FAO/4 
UNESCO/16 
UNESCO/13.2 
RCH/1977 

INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION 
WCM/11 
WCC/17 

INTERNATIONAL;iiQRMS 
GA3519 (XXX) : WCC/18 
GA35/135 WCC/19 
GA36/131 WCC/23 
WCM/29 WCC/28 ; ' V": /. 
WCC/3 RCM/2 
WCC/11 

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMME OF ACTION 
E/1511 (XLVIII) E/1981-12 
E/1849 (LVI) FAO/4 
E/1980/6 WCM/2 
E/1980/38 ; 

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY 
GA3519 (XXX) 
WCM/29 . ' • 
WCC/11 •'•'.-•••' 

INTERNATIONAL, RESEARCH AND TRAINING : 
INSTITUTE' POR HE ADVANCEMENT OF WOMEN 

GA36/126 "V 

INTERNATIONAL^, WOMEN'S YEAR 
E/1681 (LII) 
E/1849 (LVI) 
E/2060 (LXII) 
WCM/2 - \ -

INVALIDITY BENEFIT 
i LO/i2 8 
iLO/131 ;'•,"/,;: 

IONISING RADIATE ON 
ILO/114 

LABOUR INSPECTION 
I LO/81 <"• 
I LO/129 ; v -
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LABOUR RELATIONS 
ILO/87 
ILO/141 
ILO/113 

LABOUR SAFETY 
ILO/13 ILO/136 • 
ILO/45 ILO/114 
ILO/102 ILO/128A 
ILO/127 

LIVING CONDITIONS 
ILO/149 
ILO/157 

MAINTENANCE 
E/1982/21 

MARRIAGE 
GA843 (IX) E/821 (XXXII) 
GA1680 (XVI) E/884 (XXXIV) 
GA1763 (XVII) E/961 (XXXVI) 
GA2018 (XX) E/106 8 (XXXIX) -
E/547 (XVIII) E/1395 (XLVI) 
E/680 (XXVl) HRC/9 
E/722 (XXVIII) WCM/1 
E/771 (XXX) WCM/2 

MARKETING OF PRODUCTS 
WCC/44 
RCM/3 

MATERNITY 
SEE 

PROTECTION OF MATERNITY 

MIGRANT WOMEN 
SEE 

MIGRANT WORKERS 

MIGRANT WORKERS 
WCC/3 ILO/86 
RCM/3 ILO/151 
ILO/97 WCC/1980 . 
ILO/143 

NAMIBIA 
WCM/3 
WCC/45 

NATIONALITY OF MARRIED WOMEN 
GAIO40 (XI) E/547 (XVIII) 
E/154 (VII) E/587 (XX) 
E/242 (IX) E/652 (XXIV) 
E/304 (XI) E/722 (XXVIII) 
E/385 (XIII) HRC/9 
E/504 (XVI) 

NEW INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC ORDER 
WCM/18 WCM/1 
WCC/28 WCC/1980 

NIGHT WORK 
ILO/89 

NURSING PERSONNEL 
ILO/149 
ILO/157 

NUTRITION 
WCC/12 

OBSCENE PUBLICATIONS 
GA126 (II) 
E/155 (VII) 

OLD-AGE BENEFIT 
E/680 (XXVI) 
E/771 (XXX) 
ILO/128 
ILO/131 

ORGANIZATIONS OF WORKERS 
ILO/141 
ILO/149A 

OCCUPATIONAL ILLNESSES 
IL0/102 
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PALESTINE 
E/1982/18 
WCM/32 

PARTICIPATION OF WOMEN 
GA3523 (XXX) 
GA35/135 
GA36/126 
E/1942 (LVITI) 
WCM/11 
WCM/21 

PEACE 
GA3519 (XXX) 
E/1515 (XLVIII) 
E/1849 (LVI) 
E/1861 (LVI) 
E/1980/36 
WCM/18 
WCM/29 

PLANNING 
WCC/1 
RCM/3 

PLANTATIONS 
ILO/HO 
IL0/110A 

POLITICAL PARTICIPATION 
GA34/180 
WCM/18 
WCM/20 

PROFESSORS ' 
SEE 

TEACHERS 
PROGRAMME OF ACTION FOR THE SECOND HALF 
OF THE DECADE 

E/1981/12 
WCC/1980 

WCC/43 
WCM/2 
RCH/1977 

RCM/3^ G A 3 6 / 1 2 6 

FAO/4 E / 1 9 8 0 / 6 ' 
UNESCO/16 E/W80/38-
UNESCO/13.2 PROSTITUTION 

GA317 (IV) 
E/1981/40 

wrr/n E/1982/20 WCC/11 WCM/7 WCC/18 ' U V 

ÌÌÌC//?8 • PROTECTION OF MOTHERS AND CHILDREN WCM/1 
WCM/2 GA2716 (XXV) IL0/103 
WCC/1980 E/1514 (XLVIII) ILO/llO 

v,T . -= E/1515. (XLVIII) ILO/149 
E/1861 (LVI) / ILO/95 
WCM/13: ' ; ; IL0/110A .. 

v •; ILO/3 : ILO/15 7 : 
ILO/102 ' ILO/1966 

PROTECTION OF THE RIGHT TO. UNIONIZE 
SEE •'••• : 

FREEDOM OF ASSOCIATION 

RACIAL DISCRIMINATION 

WCM/2 • 
RCH/1977 

POLITICAL RIGHTS 
GA56 (I) 
GA640 (VII) 
GA731 (VIII) 
GA2263 (XXII) 
GA34/180 
E/120 (VI) 
E/154 (VII) 
E/304 (XI) 
E/385 (XIII) 
E/445 (XIV) 
E/504 (XVI) 

E/547 (XVIII) 
E/587 (XX) : r V 
E/652 (XXIV) 
E/961 (XXXVI) 
E/1068 (XXXIX) 
E/1132 (XLI) 
E/1135 (XLI) : 
E/1324 (XLIV) 
E/1677 (LII) 
HRC/9 
WCM/20 

GA3519 (XXX) 
E/1980/36 
E/1982/18 
HRC/9 
WCM/3 

RACISM 
GA3519 (XXX) 
E/1980/36 
HRC/9 
WCM/3 

WCM/20 
WCM/29 
WCM/32 
WCC/11 
WCC/31 

WCM/20 
WCM/29 
WCC/11 

REFUGEE AND DISPLACED WOMEN 
GA35/135 : - v 
WCC/12 
WCC/1980 
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REGIONAL PLAN OF ACTION SOCIAL SECURITY 
RCM/3 
RCH/1977 

RESEARCH, GATHERING AND ANALYSIS 
OF DATA 

GA35/135 
WCM/11 
WCC/6 
WCC/12 

WCC/44 
RCM/3 
RCH/1977 

RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF PARENTS 
E/587 (XX) 
E/1207 (XLII) 

RURAL DEVELOPMENT 
GA/3523 (XXX) 
WCM/21 
FAO/4 
ILO/141 

RURAL WOMEN 
GA3523 (XXX) WCC/44 
GA34/180 RCM/3 
E/1980/1 FAO/4 
WCM/21 WCC/1980 

RURAL WORKERS 
ILO/129 
ILO/141 
IL0/149A 

SINGLE MOTHERS 
E/1514 (XLVIII) 
E/1679 (LH) 

SITUATION OF MOTHERS AND CHILDREN 
E/1982/18 
WCM/34 
RCM/2 

SOCIAL PARTICIPATION 
GA34/180 
E/1394 (XLVI) 
WCM/18 

WCM/20 
WCC/44 

GA35/135 
WCM/13 
WCC/3 
WCC/5 
WCC/12 
RCM/3 
ILO/3 
ILO/97 
ILO/102 

SOUTH AFRICA 

ILO/103 
ILO/128 
ILO/S5 
ILO/llOA 
ILO/114 
ILO/131 
WCM/1 
WCM/2 
RCH/1977 

WCM/3 
WCC/45 

SOUTHERN RHODESIA 
WCM/3 

STATUS OF WOMEN 
GA843 (IX) 
GA1163 (XII) 
GA31/134 
E/504 (XVI) 
E/722 (XXVIII) 
E/1209 (XLII) 
E/1511 (XLVIII) 
E/1679 (LII) 

E/1682 (LH) 
E/1978/28 
E/1978/33 
E/1980/38 
WCM/11 
WCM/21 
WCM/2 

STUDY AND EVALUATION 
GA36/126 
E/1132 (XLI) 
E/2060 (LXII) 

E/1980/38 
WCC/6 

SURVIVORS' BENEFIT 
ILO/102 
ILO/128 
ILO/131 

TEACHERS 
E/722 (XXVIII) 
ILO/1966 

TECHNICAL CO-OPERATION FOR DEVELOPMENT 
GA2716 (XXV) 
RCM/3 
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TRAFFIC IN PERSONS 
GA126 (II) E/1982/20 
GA317 (IV) HRC/9 
E/155 (VII) WCM/7 
E/1331 (XLIV) WCC/43 
E/1677 (LII) WCM/2 
E/1981/40 RCH/1977 

UNDERGROUND WORK ^ 
ILO/45 

UNIT FOR THE INTEGRATION OF WOMEN INTO 
THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT 
OF LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN 

RCM/3 

UNITED NATIONS DECADE FOR WOMEN 
GA36/126 

URBAN WOMEN ... 
RCM/3 
WCC/1980 

VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL TRAINING 
AND GUIDANCE - -

GA2716 (XXV) 
E/445 (XIV) 
E/1068 (XXXIX) 
E/1327 (XLIV) 
E/1394 (XLVI) 
E/1396 (XLVI) 
E/1513 (XLVIII) 
ILO/142 
ILO/136A 
ILO/149A 
IL0/150 

WCM/20 
WCM/24 
WCC/3 
WCC/44 
RCM/3 
ILO/117 
ILO/122 
RCH/1977 
WCC/1980• 
WCM/2 

VOLUNTARY FUND FOR THE UNITED NATIONS 
DECADE FOR WOMEN 

GA36/126 
RCM/3 

VIOLATIONS OF HUMAN RIGHTS 
E/445 (XIV) 
E/1982/18 
WCM/32 
WCM/34 

WCC/18 
WCC/19 
WCM/1 

VIOLENCE IN THE FAMILY 
E/1982/22 
WCC/5 

WELL-BEING • 
IL0/102A 

WOMEN HEADS OF HOUSEHOLD 
RCM/3 

WORKERS WITH FAMILY RESPONSIBILITIES 
E/1859 (LVI) ILO/165 ' 
ILO/156 ILO/1966 
ILO/123 

WORKING CONDITIONS 
E/1859 (LVI) 
ILO/149 
I LO/15 7 

WORKING WOMEN 
WCM/13 ILO/110 
ILO/3 ILO/111 
ILO/45 ILO/136 
ILO/89 ILO/156 
ILO/100 ; ILO/95 
ILO/102 ILO/114 
ILO/103 

WORLD CONFERENCE TO REVIEW AND APPRAISE 
THE ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE UNITED NATIONS 
DECADE FOR WOMEN 

GA36/126 

WORLD PLAN OF ACTION 
GA3010 (XXVII) 
GA3519 (XXX) 
E/1135 (XLI) 
E/1681 (LII) 

YOUNG WORKERS 
ILO/129 
IL0/136A 

E/2060 (LXII) 
WCC/6 
WCM/2 




